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Research projects reported below have been carried ou't by the following (as indicated by the 
initials at the end of each report): Maris A. Abolins (MA), Margaret Alston-Garnjost (MA-G), 
Luis W. Alvarez (LWA), Jared A. Anderson (JAA), Roger O. Bangerter (ROB), Angela Barbaro
Galtieri (AB-G), J. Peter Berge (JPB), ,Rudolf K. Bock (RKB),. James H.Bur.khard (JHB), Suh 
Urk Chung (SUC), Frank S. Crawford, Jr. (FSC), Orin 1. Dahl (OlD), Jerome S. Danburg (JD), 
Don Davies (DD), Joseph C. Doyle (JCD), Philippe Eberhard (PE), Billy C. Ellis (BCE), Stanley 
M. Flatte (SMF), Jerome H. Friedman (JHF), Eugene Gellert (EG), Lawrence K. Gershwin (LKG), 
Robert L. Golden (RLG), Ronald A. Grossman (RAG), Lyndon M. Hardy (LMH), David J. Herndon 
(DJH), Richard 1. Hess (RIm, Paul L. Hoch (PLH), J. Richard Hubbard (JRH), William E. 
Humphrey (WEH), Laurance D. Jacobs (LDJ), Janos Kirz (JK), Stephen Kociol (SK), James 
Lindsey (JL), Lester J. Lloyd (LJL), Gerald R. Lynch (GRL), Jerry Manning (JM), Terry S. 
Mast (TM), Maxine Matison (MM), Gerald W. Meisner (GWM), Deane W., Merrill (DWM), Donald 
H. Miller (DHM), Joseph J. Murray (JJM), William J. Podolsky (W JP), LeRoy R. Price (LRP), 
MorrisPripstein (MP), Robert K. Rader (RKR), Alan Rittenberg (AR), Arthur H. Rosenfeld 
(AHR), Ronald R. Ross (RRR), Janice B. Shafer (JBS), Daniel M. Siegel (DMS), Dennis B. Smith 
(DBS), Gerald A. Smith (GAS), 'Lawrence H. Smith (LHS), ,Robert G. Smits (RGS), Paul SOding 
(PS), Frank T. Solmitz (FTS), Robert J. Sprafka (RJS), M. Lynn Stevenson (MLS), Alexander V. 
Stirling (AVS), Robert D. Tripp (RDT), Alain Verglas (AV), Michael Wahlig (MW), Robert D. 
Watt (RDW), Bryan Webber (BW), A. Barry Wicklund (ABW), Charles G. Wohl (CGW), Peter G. 
Wohlmut(PGW), Wolfgang WOischnig (WW), Stanley G. Wojcicki (SGW). 
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RESEARCH WITH BUBBLE CHAMBERS 

Associated Production Experiment 

Between mid-1960 and mid-1961, the 
72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed 
to TT+ and ,j-- beams at six laboratory-sys
tem momenta from 1.030 to 1.325 GeV/c. 
About 1000000 pictures were taken, of which 
3/4 have been analyzed at Berkeley and the 
remainder at the University of Wisconsin and 
at Purdue, Johns Hopkins, and Duke Univer
sities. Numerous results from this experi
ment have been published. In late 1964 an 
additional 110000 pictures of TT- incident at 
five different momenta from 0.910 to 1.030 
GeV / c were taken for analysis at Berkeley. 

Hyperon Production and Decay 

Study of the reaction TT -p - :E ° KO at in
cident pion momentum of 1.17 Ge V / c has been 
completed. 1 Study of TT-p - AKo'and 
TT-p- :E-K+ at the same momentum has con
tinued, as has study of TT-p - AKo at momenta 
below 1.03 GeV/c (the threshold for :E produc
tion). (JAA, FSC, JCD) 

Radiative Hyperon Production (or Decay) 

About 20 events of the type TT-p - AKOy 
have been identified and are being studied. 
(All are double vees. The y ray is inferred 
kinematically; i. e., it does not materialize in 
the hydrogen.) They represent a fraction of 
order 1/137 of the non radiative double vees. 
Whether the yray arises in the production 
process or in a subsequent decay of a hyperon 
(or meson) is not known. (RLG, FSC) 

Production of T) Mesons 

A detailed study has been made of the 
angular distributions ,and absolute cross sec
tions for etas produced via TT:l:p - TT~PT) at in
cident pion momenta of 1170 and 1030 MeV/c. 
The final pion-proton system is found to have 
a large admixture of N'" (1238); there is also 
a significant amount of 1= 1/2 amplitude. 
(RAG, LRP, FSC) 

Search for C Nonconservation in T) -+ TT+TT-TTO 

Our 213 decays were combined with 
events from other bubble chamber ex~eriments 
to give a compilation of 1300 events. The 

1. Jared A. Anderson, Frank S. Crawford, 
Jr., and Joseph C. Doyle, Study of 
TT-+p-:E° + KO at 1170 MeV / c (UCRL-16861, 
May 1966) Phys. Rev. (in press). 
2. Columbia-Berkeley-Purdue - Wisconsin
Yale Collaboration, Phys. Rev. 149,1044 
(1966). 

complete sample gives a charge asymmetry of 
about (+ 6:1:3)0/0, where the asymmetry is de
fined as equal to (N+ - N_)/(N+ + N_), with 
N+ (N_) being the number of events, where the 
TT+ (TT-) has more energy than the TT- (TT+). 
(RAG, LRP, FSC) 

Radiative pion production: Four prongs 

In studying T) decay, 'T) -+ TT+TT-y, using 
etas produced via TT:l:p - TT:l:PT) with incident 
pion momentum 1170 MeV / c, we have dis
covered about 20 events that we believe cor
respond to TT:l:p -+ TT:l:pTT+ TT - y , where the y ray 
is not due to T) decay. The y rays are de
tected kinematically (they do not materialize 
in the hydrogen). By combining the y ray 
with various combinations of final charged 
particles we can search for a possible "par
ent" undergoing radiative decay. We have not 
.found any parent with well-defined mass. The 
fraction of these "radiative four-prongs" is of 
order 1/137 of the number of "elastic four 
prongs," and their spectrum is not inconsis
tent with a 1/E "brems strahlung" shape. 
(LRP, FSq 

Leptonic Decays of Neutral K Mesons 

Analysis has been completed of the en
tire sample of 54 three-body leptonic decays. 
The data are consistent with CP conservation, 
the .6.I ='1/2 rule, and the t::.S/t::.Q = +1 rule. 3 

(RLG, FSC) 

Sign of the K~ - K~ Mass Difference 

Analysis has been completed on a sam
ple of 23 elas tic s ca tte rings followed by 
K~ -+ TT+TT-. The result is that K2 is heavier 
than K1' with statistical betting odds of 45 to 
10r 5 to 1, depending on the unresolved 
Fermi-Yang-type ambiguity in the scattering 
phase s.rifts. The results have been pub-
lished. (GWM,FSC) , 

Radiative Pion Production: Two Prongs 

Weare examining two -pronged events 
from incident pions of about 1 GeV / c, to 
search for the reactions TT:l:p - TT:l:py . The 

3. Robert L. Golden, Leptonic Decays of 
Neutral K Mesons (Ph. D. Thesis), UCRL-
16771, March 1966; R. Golden, F. Crawford, 
and D. Stern, Phys. Rev. (to be published). 
4. Gerald W. Meisner, Bevalyn B. Crawford, 
and Frank S. Crawford, Jr., Phys. Rev. 
Letters 17, 492 (1966); Gerald W. Meisner, 
Sign of the K~ = K~ Mass Difference (Ph. D. 
Thesis), UCRL-17007, July 1966. 
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saIne two-pronged events are being used in an 
LRL-SLAC collaboration to study the other 
(well-established) two-pronged channels. 
(RAG, LRP, FSC) 

n63 Experiment 

The analysis of this experiment, totaling 
30000 events/mb in the 72-inch chamber ex
posed to n- in the momentum range of 1.5 to 
4.2 GeV/c, is approaching its final stages. A 
number of papers have been submitted for pub
lication or are in preparation. 

Low-Mass KK Systems Produced in n-p 
Interactions Below 5 GeV/c 

The KK system was studied in the mo
mentum range 1.5 to 4.2 GeV/c. The K~Ka 
effective mass spectrum from n-p - nK1K 1 
shows a significant enhancement near thresh
old (1060 MeV, r = 80 MeV), at all momenta. 
Its most natural explanation in our data ap
pears to be as a manifestation of a large scat
tering length in the 1=0 KK system. The 
well-known q, meson was observed in the re
action n-p- q,n below 2.3GeV/c, decaying in
to K+K-, with production and decay distribu
tions similar to those for n+n(p) - wOp(p). No 
significant enhancement was seen in the 1=1 
KK channel near threshold. A paper by the 
above title (by Hess, Dahl, Hardy, Kirz, and 
Mille r) has appeared in Phys. Rev. 17, 1109 
(1966). (RIH, OLD, LMH, JK, DHM) 

A number of theses based on n63 have 
be en submitted in partial fulfillment of the re
quiremel~'ts for the degree Doctor of Philo
sophy. They are: 
Lyndon Mauriece Hardy, Analysis of Strange
Particle Resonant States from n-p Interac
tions, UCRL-16788, July 1966. 
Richard Irwin Hess, Production of KK pairs 
in n-p Interactions, UCRL-16832, June 1966. 
Suh Urk Chung, Multipion Final States from 
n-p Interactions, UCRL-16881, July 1966. 
Laurance David Jacobs, A Study of Resonance 
Production and Decay, and. Elastic Scattering 
in n-p Two-Prong Interactions, 2.05 to 3.22 
GeV/c, UCRL-16877, Aug. 1966. 

Two papers, based in whole or in part 
on n63, are in preparation and will be submit
ted for publication in the near future. One is 
a comprehensive study of strange -particle 
production in n-p interactions over a range of 
momenta from 1.5 to 4.2 GeV/c (OlD, LMH, 
RIH, JK, DHM, JAS), and the other is a sys
tematic study of multipion final states at 3.2 
and 4.2 Ge V I c. (SUC, OlD, JK, DHM) 

K72 Experiment 

This experiment was started in 1961. 
The 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber was ex-
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posed to a separated K- beam for a total K
path length corresponding to 14000 events/mb. 
Beam momenta used were 1.05, 1.11, 1.22, 
1.33", 1.42, 1. 5, 1.60, and 1. 7 GeV / c. Most of 
the results from this experiment have already 
been published. 

[The Reactions 

+ Of the two-body reactions, 5040 events 
fit ~ n- and 2300 events fit ~-n+. Both 
char.~ed states sh2w evidence for the formation 
of Y{(2030) and y·'(2090). The analyses of 
production and poParization angular distribu
tions are in agreement with the quantum num
bers assignment (JP= 7/2+ and 7/2- respec
tively) found in the analrsis of KO N and An 
channels. The K-p - ~ n- reaction shows 
presence of K'~ -exchange amplitude in addition 
to the resonant amplitudes of the Y'0'~(2030) and 
yI(2090). 

Of the three-body reactions, 5240 fit 
~+n-no and 4400 fit ~ -n+no . The known hy
peron le_sonances are produced and some 
Kp -~ p+ reactions are observed. 
(AB-G, MA-G, AHR) 

The reaction K-p - 11..1], in which the 1] 
decays into n+n-no, or into neutrals, has been 
investigated. The production-angle distribu
tions and total cross sections have been de
termined for K- incident laboratory-system 
momenta between 1.2 and 1.7 GeV/c. The 
production-angle distribution has a sharp for
ward peak throughout this region. The branch
ing ratio (1] - neutrals)/ (1] - n+n-no) has also 
been determined. (SMF, CGW) 

Secondary A-p Interactions 

The following A-p interactions have been 
studied: 125 Ap-Ap events, 19Ap-Apno 
events, and 8 Ap-Apno events. The primary 
beam of K- mesons, with momenta between 
1.4 and 1. 7 GeV / c, produced 60000 A hyperons 
with momenta from 300 to 2000 GeV/c. Cross 
sections for the secondary A-p interactions· 
will be reported soon. (MA-G, JRH, PGW) 

The Reactions K-p- KOn and K-p - Ano 

Analysis of these channels determined.,. 
the existence and quantum numbers of two y""s, 
the Yl'(2030) and the Y~(2120). Re~ults were 
reported: Charles G. Wohl, Frank T. Solmitz, 
and M. Lynn Stevenson, y':' , s with Spin 7/2+, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 107 (1966). A more 
detailed article will be submitted to Physical 
Review. (LKG, FTS, MLS, CGW) 

K63 Expe riinent 

This was an exposure, totaling 30000 
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events/mb, of the 72-inch hydrogen bubble 
chamber to a K- beam having laboratory
system momenta of 1.70, 2.10, 2.45, 2.58, 
2.63, and 2.70 GeV/c. Exposures with deute
rium in the chamber were made at 2.1 and 2.7 
GeV/c, and a run was made at 2.1 GeV/c with 
a lead plate in the chamber to convert y rays 
and thus detect neutrals. The film was ex
posedbetween mid-1963 and early 1965. 

The Reaction K-p .... K-p, K~puo, K-nu+ 

Analysis is continuing on the 150000 K-p 
two-prong interactions between 1.2 and 2.7 
GeV / c. Preliminary results have already 
been reported: G. R. Lynch, K- -Proton Inter
actions fr.om 1 to 3 GeV / c, Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. 11 [1], 133 (1966), Paper HK3; and final 
resuUs will be forthcoming in the near future. 
(GRL). 

The process of cleaning up V O-prong 
events, by comparing and resolving discrep:
ancies between two film scans and remeasur
ing failing events, has been completed at the 
momenta we are concentrating on (2.1, 2.45, 
and 2.7 GeV /c). This cleaning up has been 
necessary in order to reduce systematic ef
fects to within the good statistical error limits 
on cross-section determinations. Semifinal 
results· give hope that we may be able to de
termine spins and parities of the higher. y'~ 
resonances seen in the total cross section' 
measurements by Cool et al. [Physical Review 
Letters ~, 1228 (1966)]. (AB-G, RDT, CGW). 

+0- - +-The Reactions K-p .... Au U u and K p - A u u 

The study of the production of y':' (1385), 
p, and w resonances has been extended to 
larger samples of some 20000 and 10000 
events, from the two reactions, respectively. 
The sample has been purified through more 
careful separation studies,' and refined by cor
rection for small but significant errors in 
beam averaging and bubble chamber magnetic 
field; preliminary fits indicate that this will 
give more precise results both for cross sec
tions and angular distributions of the quasi
two-body states Aw, y':'+p-, y,:'opo, and Y':'-~+, 
and for the mass difference between Y'~+, y':' , 
and yt.'_. (DMS, RRR, JHF) 

,_ Study of tj-le production and decay of 
K"'(892) is continuing on a larger sample of the 
three-body final-state events, and the analysis 
is being extended to the four - body events. In 
the latte r events also, an investigation of pos
sible resonance production in the Kuu and KNu 
systems is in progress. Detailed analysis of 
beam averaging, escape corrections, and 
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other possible sources of bias is being con
cluded. (JHF, RRR). 

The Reactions K-p .... ~±u+, ~±u+uo, ~±u+u + u -, 

~±u+u + u - uo 

The measurements pertaining to the 
four- and five-body final states are very 
nearly finished, while those pertaining to the 
more abundant two- and three-body states are 
still in progress and are about two-thirds done. 
A general study of the scanning and analysis 
biases for charged sigmas has been completed, 
and, applying the appropriate corrections, we 
are now pursuing a detailed analysis of the 
production and decay properties of various 
hyperon and meson resonances occurring in 
the different final states. In the analysis of 
the spin and parity of the Y~(1660) we have 
formulated a phenomenologIcal model to de
scribe chain decays of higher-mass reso
nances to lower-mass resonances, (e. g. 
y':' (parent) - y':' (daugher) + u - ~uu), which 
includes interference effects due to the pres
ence of other decay modes and to background 
in the data. (AB-G, PE, RKB, MP, AVS). 

K-p"" K-pu+u-, K-pu+u-uo 

The analysis of the four-prong events is 
being done in collaboration with a group from 
the University of Illinois. About 10000 events 
were measured at Illinois on their SMP's, and 
recently we have measured 40000 more events 
at LRL on the spiral reader. The cross sec
tion for the K-pu+u- state is about 1 mb, and 
for the K-pU+U-uo state is about 1/3 mb, at 
about 2.6 GeV/c. Preliminary results show 
evidence for hitherto unseen decay modes: 
Y~(1765) ""KNj3 and YI(2030) -R':'N. With 
the additional data from the LRL measure
ments, we are making a more detailed study 
of these decay modes. The production mech
anism of other resonance states is being in
vestigated. (MP) 

::: Analysis 

In collaboration with UCLA physicists 
we have begun an investigation of the behavior 
of the production and polarization angular dis
tributions for ::: hyperons produced in 
K-p-:::K for K- beam momenta ranging ·from 
threshold to 2.7 GeV/c. The available sample 
of nearly 3000 events shows strong energy de
pendence near aC.m. energy of 2100 MeV. 
(JPB, JBS, JRH, DWM.) 

K Interactions in Deuterium 

The deuterium exposure of path length 
equivalent to approximately 5 events/fib, 
equally divided between 2.1 and 2.64 GeV/c, 
has been 900/0 scanned. Measurements have 
been made on 25000 events of the following 
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topologies: Three or four prongs with or with
out a secondary decay, and one to four prongs 
with a V. During this period special emphasis 
has been placed on measuring the three- and 
four -prongs with V events, of which three
fourths are now measured. From these 
events, those fitting the reaction K- n -+ A + X , 
X- -+ TT+TT-TT- + neutrals are being studied to 
determine the isospin of 1']'(958). Tentative 
results confirm our earlier assignment 1=0. 
An additional 25000 events will be measured 
on the spiral reader in order to establish a 
better statistical limit on the possibility of 
I spin = 1 for the 1']'. (AB-G, AR, MM) 

LRL-SLAC Experiment 

In the last two years elastic TTp polar
ization experiments have uncovered several 
resonances, whose inelastic channels must 
now be sorted out. A careful study may also 
uncover more resonances, or even show that 
some of the S~;wave resonant interpretations 
are ambiguous or wrong. 

The this end we, in collaboration with a 
group at SLAC, are analyzing a large number 
of TT-p two-prong events in the momentum re
gion of 1 GeV/c in order to study N':' produc
tion and decay mechanisms in the reactions 
TT-p -+ TT+TT-n, TT-TTOp. The events come from 
the film of the Associated Production Experi
ment (described in an earlier section), and 
are being measured on the spiral reader. 
Thus far, 60000 events have been processed. 
Preliminary results show that the 6.- signal 
is rather strong in the TT+TT-n channel. (Each 
five measurements yield on the average one 
TT+TT-n event). Measurements and data analysis 
are continuing. (JPB, GRL, LRP, AHR) 

K65 Experiment 

During the period from August 1965 to 
June 1966, the 25-inch hydrogen bubble cham
ber was exposed to a K- beam of about 400 
MeV/c. Roughly 1000000 pictures have been 
taken with an average of about 6 K- per pic
ture. The film has been scanned and 95000 
events have been measured. Of these, 58000 
have been measured on the spiral reader and 
are currently being processed. (For all that 
follows within this section: MA-G, ROB, 
AB-G, FSC, DJH, GRL, TM, JJM, FTS, 
MLS, RDT, AV, ABW) 

Study of ~ Decay Parameters 

The analysis of 17 000 nonleptonic ~ 
decays has yielded new values for the asym-

+ + -me try parameters u+, uo' u_. Previous 
values of these parameters have been in mild 
disagreement with the with the 6.1 = 1/2 rule. 
The new values indicate no significant viola-
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tion of this rule. The results of this analysis 
have been published: Roger A. Bangerter, 
Angela Barbaro-Galtieri, J. Peter Berge, 
Joseph J. Murray, Frank T. Solmitz, M. 
Lynn Stevenson, and Robert D. Tripp, New 
~ Decay Parameters and Test of the 6.1 = 1/2 
Rule, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 495 (1966). 

Study of the Neutral K Meson 

The K65 experiment has yielded about 
25000 photographs of neutral K decays, more 
than half of which have been measured. 
Thirty-two events in which decay was preceded 
by elastic scattering proved unsuitable for a 
determination of the sign of the KS-KL mass 
difference. This is because the K-p elastic 
phase shifts in our momentum range conspire 
to reduce the interference effects in this re
action. Analysis of about 300 leptonic K de
cays is in progress. These will give new in
formation on the form factors of the weak 
hadronic currents involved in these decays. 

The film is also being scanned for events 
in which the neutral K produces a hyperon. 
These events are sensitive to the magnitude of 
the KS-KL mass difference and CPT nonin
variance (it any) in the neutral K system. 

~ Leptonic Decays and Inte ractions 

~-' s coming to rest in hydrqgen interact 
with protons to make A's and ~ 0 s, the ~ ° 
subsequently decaying to a A. These events 
are currently being measured on the Francken
steins. The events in which the A is produced 
directly (about half the total, or 750) are being 
analyzed to study the form of the amplitude. 

The rare leptonic decays of the ~ - are 
being studied for correlations between the 
polarization of the ~- and the direction of the 
lepton. Probably only events in which the 
lepton is an electron will be used. Six thou
sand ~ - decays have been analyzed, of which 
'" 10 events are leptonic; the remaining sam
ple of ~-'s will soon be analyzed. Cabibbo's 
theory of leptonic decays predicts a certain 
correlation coefficient for the above decay; 
our preliminary analysis is in agreement with 
this number, but considerably more data are 
needed. 

The Reaction K-p -+ A TT + TT-

The ATT+TT- final state is being analyzed 
for evidence of Y~(1520) -+ Y~(1385) + TT. This 
is relevant to the SU(3) classification of the 
y':'( 1520) and the structure of the 3/2 - octet. 
Twenty-five hundred events have been meas
ured on the Franckenstein and a comparable 
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amount on the s,piral r.eader. A remeasure
ment of events with unsatisfactory fits has 
been begun on the Franckenstein. 

Thirteen thousand A missing-mass 
events have been measured on the spiral 
reader. Analysis of these events is starting, 
with the aim of understanding the character 
of the nonresonant ATrrr background. 

A preliminary figure for the magnetic 
moment of the ~+ has been calculated from 
the first 6000 ~'s"analyzed. A more statis
tically significant figure, to be compared with 
theoretical predictions from SU(3), will be 

'calculated when the remaining ~ events have 
been analyzed. 

The Reaction K-p -+ RON 

The study of this reaction in the energy 
region 350 to 400 Me V / c is s till continuing. 
About 3900 events of this type have been meas
ured on Franckensteins. They have been proc
essed and are being analyzed in order to study 
all possible biases on this reduced sample. 
About 6000 events have already been measured 
by means of the spiral reader and are going to 
be processed soon. 

From this study we hope to get a better 
understanding of the K-p interaction mecha
nism, for the resonant amplitudes [leading to 
the Y'~(1520)i' as well as for the nonresonant 
amplitudes. 

In order to investigate these mecha
nisms, two different tools are needed: 

An accurate differential cross section of 
the reaction of the reaction K-p -+ RON. 

The polarization of the produced neutron, 
studied through its scattering with the protons 
of the chamber. . 
This represents the aim of the experiment. 

P65-PD66 Experiments 

P65 
As of November 1. 1966, the LRL-UCLA 

collaboration has measured and made ready 
for final analysis approximately 15000 events 
involving two strange particles in the final 
state resulting from p-p collisions at 6.6 and 
5.4 GeV/c. Currently these data are being 
studied with respect to resonance production 
and the one -particle exchange mechanism; one 
or more publications will be forthcoming 
shortly. In addition, approximately 36000 
four-prong interactions have been measured, 
and a detailed .ftudy of the reaction 
p+p - p+p+rr +rr- has been made and re
ported upon in the literature (see Publications, 

1. M. B. Watson, M. Ferro-Luzzi, and R. 
D. Tripp, Phys. Rev. 131, 2248 (1963). 
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1). We plan to extend this latter analysis to 
100000 measurements. which would permit us 
to learn in detail effects of off-the-mass-shell 
scattering in rr-p collisions. (GAS, SGW, WW, 
EG. ABW. JM) 

PD66 
We are currently scanning and meas

uring events resulting from p-D collisions at 
6.6 GeV/c. Topics of interest are: (a) pn 
charge.-exchange scattering and Regge p ex
change, (b) pD elastic scattering at high 
momentum transfer and comparison with 
double scattering calculations. (c) one-par
ticle exchange mechanisms as compared with 
data from p-p collisions. We plan to extend 
our work to include about 20000 measure
ments in the next several months. 
(GAS, SGW, WW, EG,ABW, JM). 

Publications 

1. E. Gellert, G. A. Smith, S. Wojcicki, 
E. Colton, P. E. Schlein, and H.· K. Ticho, 
Isobar Production in pp - pprr+rr- at 6.6 
GeV/c, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 884 (1966) 
(also Proceedings of the XIlIthInternational 
Conference on High Energy Physics, Berkeley, 
California, Paper 9a. 22). 
2. Wilham Dunwoodie, W. Slater, H. K. 
Ticho, G. A. Smith, A. Wicklund, and S. 
Wojcicki. Exchange Mechanism in the Reac
tion p+p - pAoKf at 5.4 and 6.6 GeV/c, in 
preparation. 

rr66 Experiment 

Analysis is well under fay on strange
particle events produced in rr d inte ractions 
in the range 2.8 to 4.2 GeV/c. A total of ' 
18000 events has been measured and partially 
processed through the data-reduction system. 
Initial attention will be directed at those states 
containing KR pairs with and without additional 
pions. The nonstrange events in this experi
ment are being analyzed at Purdue and Illinois. 
(MA, OID, JD, PLH, JK, DHM) 

An exposure of the 72-inch deuterium
filled chamber to rr+ mesons with a variety 
of momenta in the range of 1.1 to 2.3 GeV/c 
was recently completed. Primary attention· 
will be turned toward a study of the production 
of the '1]'(960) and <I> mesons as a function of 
the incoming beam momentum. The determi
nation of the production cross section of the 
Tj' (960) is important for any subsequent ex
periment designed to detectyossible asym
metries in its decay to rr+rr y, where much 
larger C-nonconserving effects are possible 
than in Tj(550) decay. (MA, DD, OlD, JK, 
DHM, RRR) 

D66 Experiment 

In the late spring of 1966, the 72-inch 
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deuterium-filled bubble chamber was exposed 
to a beam of deuterons at about.4.5 GeV/c, 
for the purpose of making an extensive study 
of deuteron-deuteron interactions. The deu
terons were produced in a copper target lo
cated in the external proton beam at the Beva
tron, and were selected and guided to the bub
ble chamber by means of a one-stage, sepa
rated secondary beam. Approximately 210000 
pictures were taken. The proton contamina
tion in the beam varied from about 10 to 20%, 
depending upon the running conditions. In 
order to study the effect of this background, 
we also took about 20000 pictures with the 
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chamber exposed to a proton beam of the same 
momentum, 4.5 GeV/c, and about 3 500 pic
tures with a proton beam at one-half this mo
mentum. The events scanned in this film are 
being measured on the spiral reader, and the 
measurements proces sed with the new set of 
Alvarez group programs (TVGP, SQUAW, 
and ARROW) on the CDC 6600. To date we 
have measured about 30000 events of various 
topologies, and we are now in the midst of 
analyzing the results of this first sample of 
data. Measurements are continuing. 
(RKB, PE, GRL, MP, AVS) 

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS 

AEC-Supported Projects 

Radio-Frequency Detector for High-Energy 
Particles 

Since the preceding report, the LRL 
version of the D<iFEM, a microwave gated 
photomultiplier, has been completed. Three 
working models are at hand and have been 
demonstrated to be suitable for experimental 
use. 2 

Immediate interest in the DCFEM stems 
from a plan3 to use it as the basic tool in 
measurements of the bunch structure of sec
ondary beams at the Stanford Linear Acceler
ator. These measurements will be part of ex
ploratory work to be conducted at SLAC in the 
winter of 1966 in preparation for the construc
tion of a 10- to 15-GeV/c rf separated beam 
in the summer of 1967. The beam will be 
used in conjunction with the new 82-inch hy-· 
drogen bubble chamber. It is expected that 
the characteristics of the secondary beam ob
tained with the linear accelerator, including 
the quality of the bunch structure, will be such 
that a relatively simple separating system 
using a single rf deflector will provide ade
quate 'separation. This remains to be verified 
expe rimentally. 

1. O. L. Gaddy and D. F. Holshouser, A 
Microwave Frequency Dynamic Crossed-Field 
Photomultiplier, Proc. IEEE 51, 153 (Jan. 
1963) -
2. J. J. Murray, Recent Progress in the 
Development of a Microwave -Gated Photo
multiplier--the DCFEM, Alvarez Physics 
Note 605, Sept. 26, 1966. 
3. Joe Murray and Stanley Flatte, A Proposal 
to Conduct Exploratory Measurements Perti
nent to the Design of a 12-GeV/c rf Separated 
Beam, Alvarez Physics Note 578, Jan. 6, 1966. 

Accordingly, about 8 months age a team 
at LRL composed of Stanley Flatte, Stan 
Wojcicki, Jan Shafer, Roger Gearhart, Todd 
Hauser, and Joe Murray embarked on a sub
project to build a version of the DCFEM suit
able for detection of Cerenkov light and de
signed to optimize the gate action. The idea, 
of course, is to use light from a Cerenkov 
radiator as a fast signal and, in conjunction 
with the DCFEM, to produce a particle detec
tor with periodically varying sensitivity syn
chronized with the linac and having a sensitive 
interval short compared with the rf period. 
The time distribution of the detected particles 
would be obtained, then, by varying the rela
tive phase of the detector and the linac. It is 
planned to use two such detectors suitably 
phased and in coincidence in order to realize 
an effective sensitive interval shorter than that 
of a single detector; 

A survey beam has been set up at SLAC 
for the purposes indicated above. Operations 
will commence on November 4, 1966, and con
tinue for about one month. 
(SMF, J JM, JBS, RJS, SGW) 

Comparison of Quark Model Predictions with 
Experiment 

Predictions for pp annihilations, based 
on a quark m.pdel, were compared with experi
mental data. ,5 It was shown that the model 
fails to give a quantitative des cription of the 
reaction (JK). 

Parity of Fermions: Tests and Ambiguities 

Parity tests and ambiguities for fermion 

4. J. Kirz, Phys. Letters 22, 524 (1966). 
5. H. R. Rubinstein and H.Stern, Phys. 
Letters~, 447 (1966). 
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interactions, including decays into spin-1/2 
and spin-3/2 ferrrlions, as well as fermion 
production from a polarized target, we re dis
cussed in a recent paper, which presented 
complete tests for the several-step decay of 
a high-spin-formation resonance. 6 (JBS) 

Flux Pump 

_ A project is under study to build an 
amplifier for magnetic flux by use of super
conducting circuits. That amplifier should 
enable us to measure very small magnetic 
fluxes like the flux of a monopole (if it exists), 
and also to measure small magnetic fields. 

Using the same principle, one could 
construct flux pumps which would conserve 
liquid He while producing high magnetic fields 
in superconducting magnets. (PE) 

UCRL-8030 

During the summer of 1966 a consider
able effort went into the Data Compilation and 
Summary activities (UCRL-8030), resulting 
in a special issue of UCRL-8030 for the .XIII 
International Conference on High Energy 
Physics. Authors were Rosenfeld, Galtieri, 
Kirz, Podolsky, Price, and Wohl from LRL, 
Matts Roos from CERN, and Professor.W. J. 
Willis from Yale. On the average we worked 
half-time on this effort. 

The Conference papers are now being 
carefully read and new data are being punched. 
As of November 1, 1966, our data and refer
ence decks contain about 5000 cards, about 
half of them new since the October 1965 edi
tion. Some tables from the Fall 1966 edition 
will appear in the Conference report, and the 
new report in the January 1967 Rev. Mod. 
Phys. During the summer, in addition to 
reading and punching the new data, the data
processing programs were enlarged, switched 
to the CDC 6600, and documented; and some 
new statistical procedures were introduced. 

High-Altitude Particle Physics Experiment 

Supported by NASA 

Although the project is still in the con
struction stage, there have been several im
portant occurrences in the last 6 months. In 
July we carried out a small balloon flight de
signed to verify the flux rates and accidental 
rates anticipated for our later physics flights 
as well as to give us experience with the prac
ticalities of balloon flying, such as telemetry, 

6. Janice Button-Shafer, Parity of Fermions: 
Tests and Ambiguities (UCRL-16857, May 
1966), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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temperature problems, recovery problems, 
etc. The balloon operation proceeded 
smoothly, and the package was recovered with 
minimum damage. The scintillators and spark 
chambers performed acceptably until near the 
end of the flight, when a faulty high voltage 
connector produced corona which resulted in 
false triggering of electronics. A test of the 
40-GeV Cerenkov trigger system revealed an 
unexpectedly high accidental rate compared 
with ground tests. This behavior is not yet 
fully understood. Tests of the anticounters 
designed to cancel accidental triggers from 
electron -showers indicate that a more optimum 
arrangement would be to surround the Cerenkov 
photomultiplier with an anticounter. 

An essential component in our flight 
train is a large superconducting magnet. We 
have designed the structure for a magnetic 
field which is expected to be 9 kilogauss 
throughout ~n effective volume of approxi
mately 1 m. Two test windings have been 
constructed to verify that a 9-kG field can be 
attained. The first one was a solenoid with a 
bore of 16 in. and a length of 20 in. which was 
run at a field of 24.9 kG (this scales to a 9-kG 
field in our final configuration). The coil con
tained 1/3 of the superconductor and 1/3 of the 
stored energy of our final magnet design, with 
the same magnetic field at the windings. The 
turns were electrically coupled one to another 
by a layer of graphite "insulation" in order to 
increase the inductive couplings of the coil. 
The second winding was similar ·to the first 
except that the conductor (the same wire sam
ple used in the first test) was more fully in
sulated to decrease the magnetic coupling. 
We were somewhat surprised to find that this 
second coil did as well as or better than the 
first one. Also, at this time we carried out a 
test of a new titanium superconductor alloy in 
the 25-kG field of our solenoid. We found that 
the s'uperconducting cable containing this alloy 
was appreciably superior to the cable we had 
previously been considering, and have decided 
to wind our big magnet with the new cable. 

We have carried out drop tests into water 
of a model of our physics package. These 
tests indicate that deceleration of less than 
2 g on "landing" is feasible if the package is 

. recovered at sea. This leads to the problem 
of locating an object in the ocean .. To this end, 
we have carried out a test of a radio locator 
beacon at sea. Beacons were dropped by para
chute into the ocean. A destroyer was equipped 
with direction-finding equipment which was 
used to locate a transmitter. Several styles 
of beacons were employed; however, the only 
s,uccessful one was a relatively straightfor
ward whip antenna ope rating from a pulsed 
transmitter in a float. Without further devel
opment we feel we have a solid direction
finding capability to a range of at least 20 
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miles. To underscore the importance of 
locating an object at sea, it should be pointed 
out that the beacon (which had a flag on its an
tenna) was not spotted until it was within 1 
mile of the ship. 

Components of our flight package are 
starting to arrive from the fabricators. The 
electronics and telemetry pods are in, the 
magnet coil form has been milled in an auto
mated mill, and the vacuum Dewar and gondola 
structure are due any day. A small test flight 
(centered on the performance of the full-size 
Cerenkov system) is planned for early next 
year, followed by one and pos sibly two flights 
of the full-size gondola. The second flight 
would probably contain an operating super
conducting magnet. (LWA, JAA, BCE, RLG, 
WEH, LJL, RM, JBS, DBS, LHS, RGS, RRR, 
MW, plus members at the LRL Livermore 
magnet group who are responsible for the de
sign and construction of the magnets, Clyde 
Taylor and Bob Nelson). 

UAR-USA Pyramid Project 

The Joint UAR-USA Pyramid Project is 
a collaborative effort between the United 
States and the United Arab Republic to carry 
out an idea of Luis W. Alvarez to "x ray" the 
great pyramids of Egypt. The purpose of this 
experiment is to determine whether there are 
any hidden or undiscovered chambers in the 
pyramids. Resolution of the question of un
discovered chambers is of considerable arche
ological significance, whether the result be 
positive or negative. The agencies participat
ing in the project are The Department of 
Antiquities of the UAR, the Ein Shams Univer
sity of Cairo, the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission, the Smithsonian Institution, and 
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the University of California. Large magneto
strictive spark chambers of the type used in 
accelerator experiments will be placed first 
inside the Queen's Chamber of the Great 
Pyramid of Cheops and later inside the Sec
ond Pyramid 9f Chephren. The spark cham
bers will record the angles of penetrating fl. 
mesons that pass through the limestone of the 
pyramid. Any void or cavity can be detected 
by the observed change in flux. The angular 
information will be of sufficiently high pre
cision to pinpoint any large cavity (approxi.
mately 20 feet on a side) in the pyramid. 

Design and construction of the equipment 
were started in June 1966, and a preliminary 
visit to the site was made in September 1966. 
An initial shipment of heavy equipment will be 
sent by ship during November 1966. Con
struction should be finished in Decembe r 1966 
and final tests completed by February 1, 1967. 
During February the spark chambers and their 
support electronics will be air-freighted to 
Cairo, accompanied by five members of the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory staff. The 
setup time and first exposure in the pyramid 
of Cheops is expected to require approximately 
6 months. 

Three UAR physicists are presently 
visiting the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
and participating in the design and construction 
of the equipment. These three scientists, to
gether with their UAR colleagues, will handle 
the primary burden of the exposure in the 
Chephren pyramid with some assistance from 
U. S. personnel. At the completion of the 
Chephren exposure, the U. S. personnel will 
withdraw, and any further pyramid studies will 
be supervised by UAR scientists. (LWA, JAA, 
JHB) 

BUBBLE CHAMBER OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Robert D. Watt in charge 

25-Inch Hydrogen Bubble Chamber 

The chamber continued operation in the 
Murray 400-MeV/c K- beam. During the re
port period, 136 rolls of film ('" 1.2X10 5 pic
tures) were exposed. 

The chamber was not in operation during 
the month of July because of Bevatron external 
proton beam steelwork and because of setting 
up for deuterium operation for University of 
Wisconsin (Fry-Camerini). After the chamber 
was filled with deuterium, it was discovered 
that there was a large tritium contamination. 
An attempt was made to find an operating con
dition to minimize extraneous bubbles from 

tritium disintegration, but was not successful. 
The chamber was dumped and disassembled 
for cleanup and repair. At this time the top 
glass (condenser window) was found to have a 
crack along the edge. It is believed that re
peated thermal cycles allowed the indium in 
the backing ring to be squashed beyond design 
limits, which resulted in interference between 
the top flange and the glass. Both flanges have 
been remachined to give greater tolerance in 
this region. 

The chamber was reassembled with the 
"original" top and bottom glas s that had been 
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recoated with a durable antireflecting coating. 
The chaITlber was filled with clean deuteriuITl, 
and operation was resuITledthe first week of 
October. . 

The chaITlber is presently operating in 
the double-pulse ITlode on only every other 
Bevatron pulse, because of problems inbeaITl 
cOITlpatibility with other experiITlents. 
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All together 48 roll~. (z 7.7X104 pictures) 
have been taken for University of Wisconsin. 

72 -Inch Hydrogen Bubble ChaITlbe r 

Th.e chaITlber was in continuous opera
tion with deuteriuITl during the report period 
except for the ITlonth of July, when it was shut 
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down for the erection of steelwork,for the 
Bevatron external beaITl. All together 1117 
rolls of filITl (z 7.8X10 5 pictures) were taken. 

The chaITlber was converted to hydrogen 
operation the last week of October and is 
presently being .run for the Trilling-Goldhaber 
group. 

72-Inch to 82':'Inch ChaITlber Conversion 

COITlponents for the conversion of the 
72 -inch to an 82.-inch bellows expansion sys
teITl are approxiITlately 90 % cOITlplete. The 
engineering test run is scheduled for ,early 
spring, 1967. 

DATA REDUCTION OPERATIONS 

Personnel (Alvarez Scanning 
and Measuring Group) 

holidays, etc., leaving an average of 68.5 
full-tiITle equivalents devoted to the overall 
group effort. 

The group averaged 78.6 full-tiITle equiv
alents over the period May 1, 1.966, through 
October 30, 1966. The ITlaxiITlum level 
reached was 85.2 full-tiITle equivalents in 
July. ApproxiITlately 12.80/0 of these figures 
represents tiITle taken as sick leave, vacation, 

The average effort during this period 
showed an increase of 3.6 % froITl the previous 
period, because this period covers the SUITl
ITler ITlonths when ITlost of our student help 
works full tiITle. ' 

Scanning 

The Alvarez group scanned film frOITl the 72-inch and 25-inch bubble chaITlbers .according to 
the following breakdown: 

Exp't (No.) 

APE (04) 

D66 (23) 

KD63 (14) 

7T66A (18) 

7T66B (25) 

D65 (17) 

MOITlentuITl, type of scan 

1125 MeV/c; 2 prongs 

1030 MeV/c; 2 prongs 

1030 MeV/c; 4 prongs, e± pairs, types 
24, 25, 30, 32, 34, 10 

4.5 GeV/c;" 3,' 4, 6 prongs, neutron stars, all 
events with neutral decays 

4.5 GeV/c; 3, 4 prongs 

2.1 GeV/c; all events with three or ITlore particles. 
in the final state or (and) charged baryon decays 
or (and) vees 

2.8 to 4.2 GeV/c; first scan, all vee'd events 

2.8 to 4;2 GeV/c; second scan, all vee'd events 

2;8 to 4.2 GeV/c; am:biguities and conflicts 

1.6 GeV / c; ITlultiprortg event types 

1.6 GeV/c; check scans 

6.6 GeV/c; second scan, strange-particle events only 

6.6 GeV/c; first scan, nonstrange-particle events only 

6.6 GeV/c; twice failing events 

ChaITlber, fluid 

72-inch; H2 

72-inch; D2 

72-inch; D2 

72-inch; H2 

Rolls 

15 

3 

150 

67 

5 

20 

426 

170 

250 

44 

8 

172 

85 

307 
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Exp't (No.) Momentum; 'type of scan Chamber, fluid Rolls 

150 

20 

307 

6.6 BeV!c; conflict 

6.6 BeV!c; check scan 

6.6 BeV!c; all strange-particle events and good fits 
with weak ionization 

6.6 BeV! c; all nonstrange-particle events and good 
fits with weak ionization 

20 

PD65 (24) 

K65 (21) 

6.6 BeV!c; nonstrange-particle events 72-inch; D2 

25-inch; H2 

6 

197 

62 

26 

340 to 430 MeV!c; strange-particle events 

410,425 MeV!c; strange-particle and 2-prong events 

410 MeV!c; second scan, strange-particle events 

340 to 430 MeV!c; check scan 

K63 (12) 

340 to 430 MeV!c; special flagged events 

2.1, 2.45, 2.7 BeV!c; conflict scan 72-inch; H2 

5 

250 

150 

150 2.1, 2.45, 2.7 BeV!c; 7" decays single VO prongs 

Measuring 

The following gives the production by 
machine: 

Franckenstein Number of Number of 
measuring events hours of 
projector measured measuring 

MPIIA 21248 2203 

MPIlB 18658 2866 

MPIlC 30144 3176 

MPIID 23483 3080 

Total from 
Franckenstein 93569 11325 

Spiral reader 194762 2706 

Grand total 288331 14031 

During this 6-month period, the Alvarez 
group made significant changes in its scanning 
and measuring procedures and equipment. 

Our measuring output increased 3 "/0 over 
the previous period. The five scanning and 
measuring projectors (SMP's) were turned off 
in April, 1966, focusing our scanning and 
measuring efforts on the spiral reader, and to 
a lesser extent on the Mark II Franckensteins. 

The spiral reader produced 68 % of the meas
ured output for this 6-month period, compared 
with 62 % for the previous 6 months. 

Approximately 70 % of the spiral reader 
measurements were single-vertex events; the 
other 30 % were multivertex events, including 
50000 A and ~ hyperons from the 25-inch 
bubble chamber. 

Our scanning methods have changed to 
include the use of magnetic tape recorders in 
place of scan sheets for the recording of 
scanned information. On films with event den
sities as high as 1 event every 2 frames, this 
recording technique cuts scanning time in half, 
sometimes to a third. Consequently, our scan
ning output has risen during the last 6 months 
from roughly 45000 events in May to about 
100000 events in August; the output for Sep
tember and October is expected to have in
creased slightly over August. Our fastest 
scans allow scanners to locate, identify, and 
record all 400-MeV! c K-p interactions on 25-
inch bubble chamber film at a rate of 140 
events per hour. Comparable scans in the 72-
inch chamber run around 70 events per hour. 

With these changes in our scanning meth
ods we expect to be able to supply scanned 
events to three spiral readers, with an annual 
output of roughly 1.2 million measured events 
by 1968. 
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DATA REDUCTION DEVELOPMENT 

Lester John Lloyd, Norman R. Andersen, Glenn T. Armstrong, 
James N. Baldridge, Gordon Brandon, James H. Burkhard, Roy Carlson, 

Alice T. Lee, Gerald R. Lynch, and Frank T. Solmitz 

Spiral Reader Development and Operation 

During the past six months the Spiral 
Reader has measured about 200000 events. 
These have been of both single- and multiple
vertex topologies, and the quality of the meas
urement and filtering has consistently im
proved. Typical filtering reject rates are now 
about 80/0. 

An image-plane digitizer has been de
veloped to permit measurement of the "crutch" 
points during the time of the spiral scan. 
These points are necessary for the measure
ment of range of certain tracks and to resolve 
ambiguities which cause difficulty to the filter
ing process. This device will significantly 
improve the measuring rates. 

Another development ·on the spiral read
er system is the fabrication of a three-reel 
p,laten system which will permit the measure
ment of three-view 35-mm film format. Also 
being developed are training devices to allow 
efficient use of the machine and not to require 
the use of the spiral reader itself in the earlier 
phases of operating training. Because of the 
high measuring rates, it is necessary to in
sure high system reliability in the spiral 
reader. Considerable effort has gone into the 
increase in the reliability of the electrical and 

mechanical components of the system. Also 
the computer control programs have been im
proved to check the quality and reliability of 
the data at the time of the measurement. 

The second spiral rea:der will be brought 
into operation before the end of 1966. This 
machine will be essentially the same as the 
first spiral reader. The only exception is that 
the optics have been modified to increase the 
area of the scan so as to permit measurement 
of longer tracks and to improve 1;he general 
quality of the optics. 

Spiral Reader Programming 

Development has continued on the spiral 
reader filter program POOH. Both the failure 
rate and the running time per event have been 
reduced by about a factor of 2 in the past year. 
Much improvement has been made in the filter
ing of multivertex events with short connecting 
tracks. The program now uses charge con
servation to aid in eliminating spurious tracks. 

A new improved PDP-4 program to con
trol the spiral reader is being developed. In 
addition to other improvements, it will allow 
more points to be measured, handle either 
spiral reader, and use the data from the new 
laser crutch points. 

PROGRAMMING EFFORT 

The computer programs described in 
this report involved the programming efforts 
of the following persons: 

Robert J. Harvey 
(Supervisor of the Alvarez Programming Group) 

Margaret Alston-Garnjost . 
Glenn T. Armstrong 
James N. Baldridge 
J. Peter Berge 
G. M. Brandon 
James H. Burkhard 
Roy E. Carlson 
Richard W. Casey 
Barbara J. Cottrell 
Orin 1. Dahl 
Cecil T. Draper 
Nancy L. Gould 
Marjorie S. Hutchinson 

Nancy K. Joseph 
Werner O. Koellner 
Max Leavitt 
Alice J. Lee 
E. A. Romascan 
Jon D. Stedman 
Tomas R. Tonisson 
J. J. Wilson 

Introduction 

The Alvarez Programming Group was 
primarily engaged in the preparation of pro
grams for the CDC 6600 Computer System. 
New programs were written for this machine; 
numerous modifications to current programs 
were made to facilitate their usefulness; and 
some older programs were converted to run 
under the CDC operating system. In addition 
special emphasis was placed on the general 
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upkeep of existing PDP-4 and IBM 7094/7044 
prograIns because of their support to the over
all operations of the physics group. The li
brary of Alvarez operational pro graIns was 
Inaintained as a resource service to both LRL 
and other research installations using these 
prograIns. 

General InforInation 

Alvarez Group prograIns Inay be divided 
roughly into the following five general classsi-
fica tions: ' 

1. Data Editin PrograIns: designed to 
prepare i. e., filter, order, sort, etc.) 
selected data froIn various Ineasuring devices 
for processing through the physics prograIns. 

2. Data Analysis PrograIns: designed to 
analyze (e. g., reconstruct, fit, plot, etc.) 
data for purposes of extracting their scientific 
and statistical content with respect to physics. 

3. Library-Function PrograIns: designed 
to serialize, Inanipulate, and keep track of 
data for reference purposes. 

4. Support PrograIns: routines which per
forIn InisceUaneous functions in support of the 
prograIns in the above categories. 

5. Spiral Reader PrograIns: codes associ
ated with the control, operation, and support 
of the spiral reader. (See Alvarez Data Re
duction DevelopInent. ) 

The following notes sUInInarize the work 
of the Alvarez Group PrograInIning Staff in 
SOIne of the above areas for the period of May
October 1966. 

Data Editing PrograIns 

POOH. This is the filtering prograIn for the 
spiral reader. It has been redesigned and 
Inodified extensively so as to increase its 
speed by a factor of 3 and to substantially fa
cilitate its handling of Inultivertex and Inany
pronged events. Support routines written or 
Inodified in the reorganization of POOH in
clude the following: 

a. MCLOOP/MCLEOD--two ASCENT codes 
translated froIn FORTRAN that histograIn SR 
data. These codes increase the speed of this 
operation by a factor of 5. 

b. Two new ASCENT routines that substan
tially increase the operational speed of POOH 
in unpacking SR input data. 

c. MARNY - -a set of routines that reforInat 
POOH input. 

d. A routine that stacks spiral reader (SR) 
output data on tapes, thus providing for better 
utilization of both tapes and storage area. 

e. A CR T routine designed to display POOH 
data for study purposes. 

PANAL. This prograIn orders and sorts 
events via experiInent, roll, fraIne, and beaIn 
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track. Various Inodifications were Inade to 
both the regular and TVGP 7044/94 versions to 
satisfy the needs of individual users. Work on 
a new PANAL prograIn for the CDC 6600 is 
currently in progress. 

SOUCr. This is the 6600 cOInbined three-view 
geoInetry and kineInatic fitting prograIn which 
resulted froIn nUInerous Inodifications and re
fineInents to SIOUX. These include a revision 
of the input-output so as to exploit the advan'
tage of a COInbined pro graIn in terInS of proc
essing tiIne and core storage. For exaInple, 
current central-processor tiIne requireInents 
are only slightly over 1 second per event. In 
addition, provision has been Inade for a packed 
binary output tape in the Alvarez generalized 
forInat. The prograIn has been cOInpletely 
adapted to the CDC 6600. 

TVGP/SQUAW (SIOUX). These two prograIns 
constitute the IBM 90/44 counterpart of the 
above prograIn. Revised 'Versions 4.1 of these 
codes are now operational, and include several 
Inodifications designed to iInprove the accur'lcy 
and increase the efficiency of the prograIns. 

ARROW. This is the new CDC 6600 progra~ 
for processing SOUCI output. Features of this 
prograIn include the control of input, the un
packing of events into data banks, and the pas
sage of control to user subroutines which op
erate on the data. In addition, ARROW does 
TOM-TOM (see below) on the data and writes a 
SUMX input tape. The prograIn is fully opera
tional on the CDC 6600. 

WEASEL. This prograIn finds optical paraIn
eters for SOUCI and TVGP. It is currently 
undergoing Inodifications designed to Inake it 
easier to use. 

DST-EXAM. Routines PGM6 and PGM9 were 
converted, thus cOInpleting the translation of 
DST-EXAM3 to the CDC 6600. These routines 
output packed binary tapes of statistical data 
on the proposed hypotheses for events, and 
Inake the pro graIn fully operational on the 
6600 Inachine. 

SUMX. The CERN-SUMX prograIn4 has been 
cOInpletely converted to the CDC 6600, and is 
now fully operational. New routines have been 
added that provide CRT linkage for Dalitz plots 
and perInit the current version to read tapes 
that have any of several different forInats. 
SUMX is being" chained" so as to provide that 
only the r.ecessary parts of the prograIn are 
in core at a given tiIne, thus reducing con
siderably core-storage requireInents. 

TOM-TOM. This prograIn provides selected 
BCD printout of various physics data froIn a 
variety of binary output tapes,(e. g., SIOUX, 
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SOUCI, etc.). Refinements have been made 
to both the 7040 and 6600 versions. These in
clude changes in the output formats and checks 
for new reject types. 

MURTLEBERT. This program5 calculates 
the amounts of resonances produced in multi
particle final states. Work on versions for 
both the 7044 and 7094-machines is in progress 
and nearly completed. 

Library-Function Prog rams 

MERGE-SELECT. This program6 provides 
the capability for merging and selecting spec
ified data) from a sequence of magnetic tapes. 
It has been completely rewritten for the CDC 
6600, and is now operational on a variety 01 

output formats, including ARROW, PANAL, 
SOUCI, MASTER LIST, etc. In addition, a 
MERGE/SELECT routing for TVGP/SQUAW 
tapes has been written for the IBM 44/94 
machines. 

LYRIC. This is the main library program. 
A CDC 6600 version (LYRIC III7) has been 
completed and is now operational. Modifica
tions include the routines: 

RESOLV --which compares current with pre
vious results; 

TAPES--which informs the program of files 
that are not on the disk; and 

LYCARD--a tape-recorder scan-card read
ing routine that checks errors and makes a 
LYRIC data tape. 

In addition, several changes and additions 
were made to LYRIC 11 (7044/94).8 These in
clude routines that facilitate checking the va
lidity of measurements, correcting errors, 
or recording information on the master list. 

ORDERS. This is a new ordering program 
for various types of output tapes (e. g. , 
MASTER LIST, PANAL, SIOUX, SUMX, etc.) 
It is now operational on the CDC 6600. 

Support Programs 

Miscellaneous support programs and 
routines written (or modified) during this per
iod include the following: 

lOR TN. A new set of input-output routines 9 

to read and write Alvarez Group 6600 tapes. 
These routines are now being used by ARROW, 
MERGE/SELECT, SOUCI, SUMX, ORDERS, 
etc. 

DJINN66. This is a general least-squares 
analysis program. 10 Modifications include a 
new option to produce Cal-Comp plots. The 
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program has been debugged and is now com
pletely operational on the CDC 6600. 

POSCA. This is a new CDC 6600 straight
line fitting routine that is used in making 
maintenance checks of the Franckensteins. 
The code does a straight-line fit on input data 
and outputs the results in graphical form, thus 
providing the facility for speedy visual analy
ses. 

VISTAVISION. A function-generating program 
fO,r the 250 Vista system included the writing 
of a compiler which provides an "on the spot" 
facility for defining and plotting functions on 
the CRT. 

ALAC. This is the new CDC 6600 version of 
the Alvarez Group's accounting program. 
This program computes a monthly total of 
machine time used on the 7044, 7094, and 6600 
systems via experiment, programm.er; and 
program name. 

OWL/GAME/FAKE. These are event-faking 
programs, each of which has been converted 
to the CDC 6600, and is now operational. 

AGDMP. This is an Alvarez Group special
purpose dump routine 9 that is now operational 
on the CDC 6600. 

TALLY 1/ TALLY 3. These are new 6600 
codes which produce summary reports on the 
scanning and measuring activities of the 
Alvarez technicians. 

OPPOP. This is a new 7094 program1i for 
interpreting and sorting binary data from 
1-2-3 POP. 

P166MLPGM. This is a scan-card reading 
routine that has been modified and converted 
to the CDC 660.0. It is now operational. 

SRBEAM. A routine to manipulate PANAL 
records so as to correctly match correspond
ing segments of SR-measured beam tracks 
whose lengths are between 40 and 80 cm. The 
net result is that the maximum length of beam 
tracks that can be- measured on the SR has 
been extended from 40 to 80 cm. 

STEEP. This is a new calibration program 
which computes optical parameters for the SR. 

In addition, numerous modifications have 
been made to the event-type and beam-averag
ing routines to meet the needs of individual 
users. 
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. THEORETICAL PHYSICS DIVISION 

Geoffrey F. Chew in charge 

1. SUBNUCLEAR PHYSICS 

Some work has been completed,1 in col
laboration with M. B. Halpern, in which a 
certain coarse topology was postulated in the 
space-time of classical and of quantum mech
anics. The work was stimulated by a possible 
violation of quantum electrodynamics at small 
distances. The new topology gives rise to a 
predicted increase of large-angle scattering 
at ultrahigh energies, and also implies an in
crease in the theoretical Lamb shift of hydro
gen. (David Atkinson) 

The Johnson-Sudarshan results on the 
inconsistency of spin 3/2 electrodynamics was 
investigated, with a view of determining 
whether they can be extended to systems with 
integral spin. In a generalized theory of spin 
1 particles it was found that current densities 
at spacelike separated points do not commute, 
and that the theory is therefore inconsistent 
with Lorentz invariance. The usual theory of 
spin 1 particles is an exception, but it is 
pointed out that higher spin theories resemble 
the generalized theory in their form, and that 
the inconsistency might be present here too. 
(Mark Sharefkin) 

The question whether parastatistics is 
theoretically possible is being examined. We 
have shown that the case of parafermions of 
order two can be transformed into a physically 
equivalent theory in which there are two dif
ferent fermions that are identical insofar as 
interactions are concerned, but which obey 
Boltzman statistics relative to each other. 
This would seem to show that the parastatis
tics models can have no theoretical deficien
cies', but the work is still in progress. 
(Peter V. Landshoff, University of California
Berkeley, and Henry P. Stapp) 

The physical-region singularities of 
scattering functions are, according to maxi
mal analyticity, confined to the closure of the 
set of points lying on positive-a. Landau sur
faces. This property does not immediately 
entail any analyticity region, however, be
cause the number of Landau surfaces entering 
bounded portions of the physical region might 
become infinite, and the points lying on them 
could therefore become everywhere dense. 
This has been proved to be not the case: the 

1. D. Atkinson and M. B. Halpern, Nonusual 
Topologie s on Space - Time and High -Ene r gy 
Scattering (University of California-Berkeley 
Preprint), J. Math. Phys., to be published. 

number of positive-a. Landau surfaces entering 
any bounded portion of ·the physical region of 
any (many-particle) scattering process 'is fi
nite. This provides a primitive analyticity 
region in S-matrix theory. The proof has been 
accomplished by proving the equivalent fact 
that in any bounded-energy region the number 
of essentially different multiple-scattering 
processes of point particles with point inter
actioris is finite. (Henry P. Stapp) 

If dispersion theoretic methods are to 
provide for a complete dynamical theory then 
they must be extended to systems of many 
particles. When the number of particles is 
greater than five certain complications appear 
that are absent in the simpler cases. In par
ticular the "manifolds" on which the mass
shell scattering functions are defined are not 
flat, but are somewhat curved surfaces in the 
space of scalar invariants. These surfaces 
have, moreover, points at which the manifold 
property fails - -points where the space is not 
locally equivalent to any Euclidian space. The 
question thus arises how the Cauchy theorem, 
which plays an important part in the dispersion 
theory methods, generalizes to include such 
situations. We have examined this question, 
and have shown how functions on these "bad" 
surfaces can be expressed in terms of their 
discontinuities. Work is in progress on re
ducing the formulas to more tra'ctable forms. 
(Jared Wright, National Science Foundation 
Fellow, and Henry P. Stapp) 

The discontinuities of scattering func
tions are generally believed to be given by a 
Cutkosky rule. This rule is, however, very 
ambiguous for many-particle processes, be
cause the proper choice of boundary value (or 
sheet) of the various functions occurring in the 
discontinuity formula is not specified. A gen
eral procedure has been developed for calcu.
lating physical-region discontinuities directly 
from the unitarity equation. The procedure 
has the advantage over methods used by other 
workers that the answers for large classes of 
singularities are obtained by simple manipula
tions with bubble diagrams alone; complicated 
considerations involving properties of integrals 
and distortions of contours are avoided. 
(Joseph Coster and Henry P. Stapp) 

Work is in progress on the application 
of constructive, nonlinear proofs of the local 
uniqueness of the solutions of S-matrix theory. 
Results so far are limited to the partial-wave 
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equations of TITT scattering, in which the 
crossing condition is satisfied by the absorp
tive part of the amplitude only, up to an arbi
trary but finite cutoff, and involving only a 
finite number of partial waves. The solutions 
are (locally) unique if the CDD pole parame
ters are speCified, but there is no way of de
termining these parameters from the crossing
symmetric equations. Wide variations are 
allowed which still give ghost-free solutions. 
(David Atkinson) 

An earlier investigation2 of whether 
scattering amplitudes contain natural bound
aries was resumed in an attempt to utilize the 
normal threshold sheet structure 3 which had 
since been discovered. While it appears plau
sible that this sheet structure can provide the 
basis for showing that there are no natural 
boundaries, we were unable to disentangle the 
various Landau singularitie s sufficiently to 
complete a proof. (John H. Schwarz) 

A Ph. D. thesis was completed: Heinz 
J. Rothe, Study of Branch Points in the An
gular Momentum Plane, UCRL-17068, Aug. 
1966. A shortened version has been prepared 
for submission to Physical Review. Presently, 
a study is being made of the relation between 
normal thresholds in a given channel and 
anomalous thresholds in crossed variables. 
An investigation of the amplitude correspond
ing to a triangle graph by means of a disper
sion representation reveals that the normal 
threshold branch point in a given invariant 
mass is generated by pinching of the integra
tion contour between two anomalous thresholds 
in a crossed variable. (Heinz J. Rothe) 

Coulomb corrections to strong interac
tions are being studied, with applications to 
the phase of forward scattering amplitudes, 
and to electromagnetic perturbation calcula
tions. An approximation to Coulomb "forces" 
different from that of Dashen and Frautschi, 
free of infrared problems, is being used to 
examine their S-matrix perturbation tech
niques. (Douglas S. Beder) 

A baryon-exchange model for nucleon 
annihilation, expected to be applicable at high 
energies, was studied. The model seems in
adequate to describe present experiments. 
(Douglas S. Beder) 

Previous work4 on a vector dominance 
model of photon reactions was extended to the 

2. J. H. Schwarz, Phys. Rev. 138, B187 
(1965). 
3. D. J. Gross and J. H. Schwarz, Phys. 
Rev. 140, B1054 (1965). 
4. Douglas S. Beder, Phys. Rev. 149, B1203 
(1966). 
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electroproduction reaction, in anticipation of 
future experiments. Also, recent meson 
photoproduction data were found to agree with 
predictions according to the model. (Douglas 
S. Beder) 

A previous analysis of the algebra of 
current commutators, as derived in the quark 
model, treated by dispersive techniques by 
this author in collaboration with S. Fubini and 
J. D. Walecka (Stanford University), has been 
extended to matrix elements between meson 
state~ atd electromagnetic decays of me
sons.' The results of SU(6)W are obtained 
covariantly and decay rates of vector and 
pseudoscalar mesons are given. (Gino Segre) 

An examination of the sum rules obtained 
by assuming unsubtracted dispersion relations 
(USDR) for the time-ordered product of cur
rents was undertaken. 7 It was shown that if 
one of the currents was the elctromagnetic 
current and the other the source of an on
mass -shell pion, the USDR assumption was 
incorrect. If the second current was an iso
spin current, coupled to a lepton pair, it was 
shown the USDR is not necessarily incorrect, 
but by use of the Ward Identity, one saw that 
the sum rule obtained did not have a Feynman 
graph interpretation. (K. Bardakci of the 
Physics Department, U. C. -Berkeley, M. 
Halpern, and G. Segre) 

Further studies are being made of a 
soluble model for pion-nucleon scattering 
based on an approximation to the static cross
ingrnatrix proposed by Schwarz. 8 Of partic
ular interest are the uniqueness of the scatter
ing amplitUde and its connection with Levin
son's theorem and the existence of forces due 
to the exchange of particles in the t channel. 
(F. Landis Markley) 

E~act equations for mas s and coupling 
shifts have been derived in dispersion theory. 
With the assumption that the unperturbed 
amplitude is known in the ND-1 representation, 
equations are derived for calculating the per
turbed amplitude as a function of the varia
tions of the left-hand singularities and the 

5. G. Segre and J. D. Walecka, Current 
Algebras Applied to Meson States, Ann. Phys., 
to be published. 
6. G. Patsakos, G. Segre, and J. Walecka, 
Covariant Analysis of Quark Commutators and 
Electromagnetic Couplings, Phys. Letters, 
to be published. . 
7. K. Bardakci, M. Halpern, and G. Segre, 
Ward Identities, Unsubtracted Dispersion 
Relations, and Feynman Graphs, submitted to 
Phys. Rev. 
8. John H. Schwarz, Pion-Nucleon Scattering 
in the PH State, UCRL-16933, June 1966. 
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unitarity cuts. Exact fonnulas for :mas's and 
coupling-constant shifts of bound states of the 
unperturbed a:mplitude are given, and the 
equations are then iterated to yield a pertur
bation theory. The first-order result is iClen
tical to the one derived by Dashen and 
Frauts chi. (Richard Slansky) 

An investigation of the accuracy of the 
first-order Dashen-Frautschi :mass-shift 
for:mula has been studied in a single-baryon 
exchange :model of the baryon"resonant dec
uplet. By' use of scalar kine:matics, the 
proble:m is co:mpiEitely soluble. Thus it is 
possible to co:mpare the exact solution with 
the linear approxi:mation. It was found that 
the linear approxi:mation fails long before the 
physical values of the external baryon and 
:meson :masses are reached. However, both 
the exact and linear theories satisfy equal 
spacing. (Richard Slansky) 

The nu:merical analytic continuation of 
solutions to differential equations has been 
studied, by use of Pade approximants. Scat
tering phase shifts for the Schr5dinger equa
tion and the Bethe -Salpeter equation were 
found by continuing the S :matrix in the energy 
variable fro:m an unphysical region to the 
physical scattering region. The continuation 
was done in both off-:mass-shell and on-mass
shell energy variables. Variational :methods 
have been used to.for:mulate equations for 
Regge trajectories in potential theory. The 
equations have been solved nu:merically for 
negative energy. The trajectory is found for 
positive energy by using Pade approxi:mants. 
(Richard Hay:maker) 

Previous study of nu:merical solutions of 
relativistic (Bethe-Salpeter) equations con
tinues. The present focus is on nu:merical 
integration techniques in several di:mensions. 
(Charles Schwartz) 

Work is continuing on variational nu
:merical solutions of the unequal-:mass Bethe
Salpeter equation in the ladder approxi:mation. 
The new areas .being looked at include negative 
E2 bound-state solutions and Regge trajec
tories below the elastic threshold. A catalog 
of solutions for the co:mplete range of external 
:mass ratios and for a wide range of exchanged 
:masses is being collected. (Willia:m B. 
Kauf:mann) 

Work is in progress on a study of the 
electro:magnetic properties of the nucleon in 
a co:mposite particle :model. A Bethe -Salpeter 
wave-function description of the nucleon as a 
bound state in the pion-nucleon channel is em
ployed. A calculation of the neutron-proton 
:mass difference, using only a photon-exchange 
driving ter:m and a feedback :mechanism 
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arising fro:m :mass shifts in the constituent 
particle channel, is unable to yield the correct 
sign for the :mass difference. The nucleon 
electro:magnetic for:m Jactors are also being 
calculated in this :model with the pion for:m 
factor as a driving ter:m. The result F~ I 0 and 
F~ = 0 e:merges as a general feature of this 
calculation. (John Harte, AEC fellow) 

A nu:merical calculation of the bound 
states of a spin 1/2-spin 0- syste:m is close 
to being co:mpleted. The dyna:mical fra:mework 
is provided by the Bethe-Salpeter equation in 
the ladder approxi:mation. Part of the calcu
lation takes the exchange of an ele:mentary 
nucleon as the input force. We have also con
sidered, however, :more general for:ms for the 
input force. In particular, we have studied the 
bound-state solutions as a function of so:me 
cutoff para:meter. The singular nature of an 
ele:mentary nucleon exchange presented so:me 
theoretical questions which had to be answered 
before we could proceed with the numerical 
solution of the equation. Unless we introduced 
a cutoff we were not able to obtain bound states 
in the 1- .• channel. However, in the 1+ chan
nel the N'" was found as a barely bound state 
at a coupling constant G2/41T "" 10, a not un
reasonable value. Special e:mphasis has been 
given to a discussion of the case in which the 
total energy E of the bound-state syste:m is 
zero. The nature of the solutions at the origin 
of the four-di:mensional Euclidean space and 
at infinity has been discussed in detail. Also, 
an atte:mpt has been :made to arrive' at a non
relativistic li:mit for the equation. It is found 
that any crude atte:mpt to esti:mate the" sign" 
of the forces leads in general to disagreement 
with the nu:mer,ical results. (Klaus D. Rothe) 

A review article on Regge scattering 
analyses and the analytic structure of cross
ing relations is being prepared. 'We hope the 
paper will be reasonably self-contained. Since 
the Trueman-Wick9 crossing relations for 
helicity a:mplitudes offer the :most natural 
starting point for a Regge analysis, we discuss 
the:m in great detail for pion-nucleon and 
nucleon-nucleon scattering. A detailed dis
cussion of the :manner in which Regge para:m
eters are inserted is also given. This in
volves the analytic character of the Regge 
residue functions. Of particular i:mportance 
are the threshold behaviors of these functions. 
We finally give the for:mulas for differential 
cross sections and polarizations which result 
fro:m our analysis. (Joseph V. Lepore and 
Robert J. Riddell, Jr.) 

An investigation of the Regge model for 
high energy scattering as applied'si:multaneously 

9. T. L. True:man and G. C. Wick, Ann. 
Phys. 26, 322 (1964). 
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to proton-proton and pion-nucleon data is 
under way. Pion-nucleon data hav.e previously 
been treated by using the P, p', and. p Regge 
poles. 10 In the proton-proton case the pre
dominant poles are P, pI, and w. There are 
then two kinds of relations between the param
eters of the scattering systems: First, the 
Regge trajectories of the P and p' poles 
must be the same, and secondly, factorization 
of the residues puts restrictions on the ratios 
of helicity-fliI? to no-helicity-flip amplitudes 
for P and P. The previous pion-nucleon 
study required 18 free parameters, and the 
proton-proton case would involve the same, 
but because of the restrictions, only 29 param
eters are needed in the combined program. 
The data being used for the study inc~uded the 
previously included pion-nucleon experimental 
quantities plus nucleon-nucleon results for 
differential and total cross sections for proton
proton and proton-antiproton scattering, and 
data on polarization and the ratio of the real 
to the imaginary part of the forward scatter
ing amplitudes for proton-proton scattering 
only. (Charles B. Chiu, William Rarita, and 
Robert J. Riddell, Jr.) 

General requirements which may be 
placed on representations or approximations 
for the off-energy-shell two-body partial-wave 
transition amplitudes have been studied. Rep
resentations which separate the off-shell be
havior from the better known and more ex
perimentally accessible on-shell behavior 
have been obtained. These representations 
allow the inclusion of experimental data on the 
on-shell amplitude (in the form of phase 
shifts) in multiparticle scattering calculations. 
(Thomas R. Mongan) 

1 . k 11 - 13 . h b h n preVlOUS wor lt as een sown 
that Regge trajectories must be sp<.iced by 
integers at zero total energy in channels which 
involve scattering or reaction of particles of 
unequal mass. In Bethe-Salpeter models this 
integer spacing is present even for equal 
masses and arises from a special four-dimen
sional symme'try of the Bethe -Salpeter equation 

10. Charles B. Chiu, Roger J. N. Phillips, 
and William Rarita, rrN Polarization and 
Regge Poles, UCRL-16940 Rev., June 1966. 
11. Daniel Z. Freedman and Jiunn-Ming 
Wang, Regge Poles in Unequal-Mass Scatter
ing Processes, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 569 
(1966). -
12. Daniel Z. Freedman and Jiunn-Ming 
Wang, Regge Poles and Unequal Mass Scatter
ing Processes (UCRL-17014, Aug. 1966), Phys. 
Rev., to be published. 
13. Daniel Z. Freedman, C. Edward Jones, 
and Juinn-Ming Wang, Daughter Trajectories 
and Unequal-Mass Scattering (UCRL-17113, 
Sept. 1966), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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at zero total energy. The intriguing question 
of whether such a symmetry property can be 
formulated and proven for the general rela
tivistic S-matrix is now being investigated. 
Particular attention is presently being paid to 
group-theoretic formulation of the complex
angular-momentum theory and to the phenom
enon of conspiracy of Regge trajectories in 
nucleon-nucleon scattering. (D •. Z. Freedman 
and J. M. Wang) 

Work was completed on a study of high
energy bounds on inelastic scattering ampli
tudes. It was shown that if the number N of 
channels coupled strongly to the incident chan
nel increased with energy as N ex: s v, then the 
intercepts of any Regge trajectories which 
contribute to the inelastic process are bounded 
by a(O) <;; -(1/z}v. A possible exception exists 
for channels in which diffraction dissociation 
of the incident particles is possible. (Loyal 
Durand, Ill, University of Wisconsin) 

The connection between peripheral inter
action models with absorptive corrections and 
Regge pole models is studied in the particu
lar case of n-p charge-exchange scattering. 
It was shown that the sharp forward peak can 
be explained by the interference of the pion
exchange contribution with an axial vector 
contribution not previously considered. 
(Loyal Durand, HI, University of Wisconsin) 

Connection between Regge poles and 
elementary-particle poles was explored with
out recourse to any approximation. 14 This 
result is now being applied to examine whether 
the nucleon and the deuteron are Regge parti
cles. Reggeization of particles with identical 
quantum numbers is also being considered. 
(Takesi Saito) 

Regge representations were studied in 
an attempt to decide how one could extend the 
asymptotic formulas to lower energy. One 
aspect of this work which we are still investi
gating involves the well-known fact that an in
finite number of Regge poles move to t = -1/2 
as the energy approaches threshold. It is 
hoped that this feature can be explicitly in
cluded in the Regge formalism. (John H. 
Schwarz) 

The possibility of clearing up ambigui
ties in the determination of Regge pole residue 
and trajectory functions is being investigated 
by fitting certain selected charge-exchange 
amplitudes. It was found that these ambigui
ties cannot be settled at present with the avail
able experimental information. (Farzam 

14. T. Saito, Vanishing of Proper Vertex 
Functions as a Condition for Reggeization of 
Elementary Particles, UCRL-16812 Rev. 
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Arbab, Naren Bali, ,;, and Jan Dash, NSF 
Fellow) 
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The Mandelstam iteration technique was 
used to investigate nn dynamics using Regge
ized potentials. Adequate output Regge trajec
tories seem possible; however, there seem to 
be singularities in the left half of the energy 
plane of the trajectory functions. These sin
gularities are being investigated. (Naren 
Bali'~ and Shu- Yuan Chu) 

The analytic structure of Regge trajec
tory functions in potential theory was investi
gated for combinations of repulsive and at'~ 
tractive potentials. In particular the magni
tude and position of branches which appear on 
the left-hand energy plane are being studied. 
(Naren Bali, ':' Shu- Yuan Chu, Richard Hay
maker, and Chung-I Tan) 

A program to investigate the p particle 
as a bound state of the NN system has been 
initiated. Calculations in multichannel poten
tial scattering are being carried out to this 
effect. (Naren Bali'~ and Richard Haymaker) 

A mod,el has been constructed to inter
pret th~ apparent indefinite increase of Regge 
trajectories with increasing energy. The es
sential idea is that a trajectory should be 
dominated in any particular energy region by 
the highest-spin channels ,whose thresholds lie 
in that region, the orbital angular momentum 
in the dominant channels thus remaining small 
no matter how high the total angular momentum 
may become. An important feature of this 
model is the occurrence of complex branch 
points in the trajectory function, correspond
ing to the intersection of different trajectories. 
(Geoffrey F. Chew and C. Edward Jones) 

Work was continued on the attempted ex
tension of Regge's results to systems with 
multiparticle intermediate states. The ap
proach used for the two-particle problem is 
inapplicable here because of divergence in the 
helicity. A modified approach has been out
lined but has not been carried through in de
tail. Certain qualitative features of three-
body Regge trajectories can be established by 
heuristic arguments. They appear to approach 
the limit J = -3 at infinite energies, as com
pared with the limit J = -1 for the two-body 
problem. This makes it appear plausible that 
the trajectories in the completely bootstrapped 
problem will go from J = _00 to J = 00, a feature 
suggested by experiment. (Stanley Mandelstam) 

A fermion Regge pole model for the 
structure in n-p elastic scattering at 180 deg 

'~Fellow of the Consejo Nacional de Investiga
ciones Cientrficas y Tecnicas, Argentina. 
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has been extended to the study of n-p angular 
distributions in the backward hemisphere. 
The model is based on interference of the 
direct channel resonance amplitud~ 
(fl. 6 ' N , No.) with the amplitude due to fermion 
Regge ~xchange (fl.6) in the crossed channel. 
The predictions compare favorably with the 
general shape of the angular distributions near 
180 deg. The results confirm the consistency 
of Regge-recurrence parity assignments for 
the fermion resonances with the scattering 
data. (Vernon Barger, in collaboration with 
David Cline, University of WisconSIn) 

A fit has been carried out to all existing 
data on high energy backward n±p'scattering, 
using a Regge pole model in which the nucleon 
and fl. trajectories were retained. It was 
found that this theory can readily accommodate 
the existing experimental data, including the 
dip seen near the backward direction in n+p 
but not n-p. The interpretation of the dip is 
that the contribution of the nucleon trajectory, 
which is dominant in n+p; is canceled when 
the nucleon trajectory moves near J = -1/2. 
(John D. Stack) 

Regge pole formulae for differential 
cross sections of some quasi-two-body nN 
and NN interactions, which can have one or 
two meson trajectories exchanged, have been 
calculated. The reactions treated are: 
nN- nfl.(1236), nN- wfl.(1236), nN - A2N, 
nN - T)N, nN - T)fl.(1236), nN - pN, 
nN - pfl.(1236), NN - Nfl.(1236), 
NN - NN':' (1500, 3/2-), NN- NN':'(1480, 1/2+).15 
(Ling-Lie Wang) 

The possibility is being studied that a 
2+ particle with baryon number 2 and isotopic 
spin 1 may occur near the threshold of the Nfl. 
channel. Preliminary attempts to analyze ex
isting experimental data have so far yielded 
inconclusive results. (G. F. Chew, Charles 
Garwin,and Adolph Lu) 

The equivalent-potential method has been 
extended to pe rm\ t a calculation of nN state s 
with J = .e + 1/2. 6 With the potential given by 
nucleon and N':'(1238) exchange, there are ~.o 
free parameters in the calculation. The N'" is 
then "predicted" at a mass of 1100 MeV. The 
nonresonant phase shifts also agree in a gen
eral way with the results of phase-shift anal
yses; in particular, the S11 scattering length 

15. Ling-Lie Wang, Regge Pole Formulae 
for Differential Cros's Sections of Quasi-Two
Body nN and NN Interactions, UCRL-17053, 
July 1966. 
16. Jerome' Finkelstein, Equivalent-Potential 
Calculation of nN Scattering, UCRL-17098, 
Aug. 1966. 
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has the correct sign. Also, a program to cal
culate the NN and NN amplitudes, with the 
potential given by meson exchange, has been 
started. (Jerome Finkelstein) 

Work on the effect on the width of the p 
of the incluslon of the B meson, assumed to 
have s p in-p arit1 2 -, in the rrW channel has 
been completed 7 by studying the result of 
changes in the assumed mass of the 2 - par
ticle. One finds that for any reasonable mass, 
the effect of the B on the p width is negli
gible. (Allen Everett, Tufts University) 

A phenomenological analysis of CP 
violation in K± - 3rr decay has been made. 18 
The T and T I decays were analyzed in terms 
of the four independent isospin states which 
contribute to a matrix element linear in the 
energy of the odd pion. Differences between 
the Dalitz plots and partial decay rates for 
K+ - 3rr and the CPT conjugate decay K- - 3rr 
were expressed in terms of the parameters 
used; it was emphasized that if CPT invari
ance is valid, these CP-violating effects also 
require the existence of strong final-state 
interaction between the pions. A scattering
length approximation for S-wave rrrr scatter
ing in the I = 0 state was used. (Barbara 
Barrett, San Francisco State College) 

A theorem has been derived from dis
persion relations, for equal-mass elastic 
partial-wave amplitudes, relating the number 
of sign changes of the left-hand discontinuity 
to the amplitude in the physical region. The 
theorem is applied as a consistency condition 
on the low partial waves of p-p scattering to 
gain information on v, the number of sign 
changes of the left-hand discontinuity, using 
the phase shifts 19 in the physical region. The 
phase shifts are shown to require v ~2 for 
the iSO' 3P1 , and 3P2 amplitudes. This is a 
gain over previous results 20 that v ~O, 1, 1 
respectively, for the same amplitudes. The 
paper is being written. (Judith Binstock) 

A determination of the pion-nucleon 
pseudovector coupling constant f2 is being 
made, taking into account the rr- - rro mass 
difference. The sum rule for the difference 
of the rr -p and rr+p elas tic amplitude s is 
used, in conjunction with the new determina
tion by Hamilton21 of the scattering lengths. 
(Judith Binstock) 

17. Reilly Atkinson and Allen E. Everett, 
Effe ct of 2 - B Exchange on the Width of the 
p, submitted to Phys. Rev. 
18. Barbara Barrett and Tran N. Truong, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 880 (1966). 
19. R. A. Arndt (Lawrence Radiation Labo
ratory- Livermore), private communication. 
20. Y. S. Jin and A. Martin, Phys. Rev. 
135, B1369 (1964). 
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A study is being made of the reaction 
rr+d - pp at high energy, using the Regge pole 
formalism. It is interesting to see whether 
the neutron trajectory which fits the backward 
pion-nucleon scattering still works in this 
case. Some work has been done to take care 
of the composite nature 6f the deuteron. 
(Huan Lee) 

The Regge pole amplitudes for unequal 
masses and hypercharge exchange have been 
developed for the analysis of data on the dif
ferential cross sections of rr-p- AKo, kOKo, 
andk-K+, and the crossed channels K-p-Arro, 
k+ rr -, and k-rr+. Direct channel resonances, 
factorization of the residues, and SU(3) sym
metry will be used to improve the data fitting. 
(Richard C. Brower) 

The secondary maxima in the differen
tial cross section of pion-nucleon elastic scat
tering near the t = 1 (GeV / c)2 region has been 
studied. It can be shown that the contribution 
of the helicity-flip amplitude to the differential 
cross section introduces a significant structure 
in the small-t region. Thus the smooth dif
fraction peak observed in rr±p elastic scat
tering implies that the helicity-flip amplitude 
in the large; It I region cannot be large, so the 
contribution of helicity-flip amplitude cannot 
be used in explaining the secondary maxima. 
On the other hand, we found that the phenom
enological fit to the secondary bump can be 
achieved if one assumes the vaI!ishing of the 
non-helicity-f!ip arp.plitude of pI at the posi
tion where p' trajectory passes through zero. 
This is a suggestive evidence of the "noncom
pensating trajectory mechanism" as was first 
speculated by one of us (LLW). Presently we 
are in the process of investigating whether 
the NN and KN data in the same energy 
region can also be explained consistently with 
this same mechanism incorporated. (Charles 
B. Chiu, Shu-Yuan Chu, and Ling-Lie Wang) 

Our previous work on the analysis of 
high energy pion-nucleon data with the Regge 
pole model is being continued. The model of 
associating the position of the observed back
ward rr+p dip with the position where the ex
changed nucleon trajectory vanishes is sum
marized in Ref. 22. The pion-nucleon polar
ization analys~s has been reported in Ref. 23. 
In the latter report, we presented two solu
tions with their fits to all available data, 

21. J. Hamilton, Phys. Letters 20, 687 (1966). 
22. Charles B. Chiu and John D.Stack, Regge 
Pole Model for High-Energy Backward rr±p 
Scattering (UCRL-16745, Aug. 1966), Phys. 
Rev" to be published. 
23. Charles B. Chiu, Roger J. N. Phillips, 
and William Rarita, rrN Polarization and Regge 
Poles (UCRL-16940, June 1966), Phys. Rev., 
to be published. 
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including the up-to-date CERN 1T-p polariza
tion data at 6, 8, and 10 GeV/c and the pre
diction on 1T+p polarization. This prediction 
on 1T+p polarization, as was indicated qualita
tively in the previous report, has opposite 
sign and the sa:me order of :magnitude as that 
for 1T-p scattering. Preli:minary results fro:m 
CERN, reported at the Berkeley Conference, 
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verified the qualitative feature of this predic
tion. 24 (Charles Bin Chiu) 

24. L. Van Hove, Rapporteur's Report, 
Session 12, XlIIth International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics, Berkeley, 1966 (see 
Fig. 4). 

11. NUCLEAR PHYSICS' 

Work has been under way on an investi
gation of several aspects of the theory of non
relativistic three-body syste:ms. The recent 
results of Rubin, Sugar, and Tiktopoulos 25 

have been utilized to obtain a better under
.standing of the for:m of the T ':matrix near a 
three-body resonance. The analyticity of the 
T :matrix involved in this work should be use
ful in ml:merical work on three-body proble:ms, 
and we are atte:mpting to jus tify the procedure 
Aaron and A:mado26 used in their n-d inelastic 
scattering calculations. Also, the possibility 
of finding alternative for:ms .of Levinson's 
theore:m for three-body syste:ms is being con
sidered,27 without any definite results to date. 
(John Nuttall, visitor fro:m Texas A. and M. 
University) 

Calculations of 1T-:mesic level shift and 
width were set up and carried out. An optical 
:model, generally consistent with scattering 
data, was used. With the exception of one 
ano:maly, the results were consistent with 
current observations by Jenkins, Crowe, etc. 
(Blake Patterson and Kenneth M. Watson) 

The available data on the shifts and 
widths induced by the strong interaction in the 
Coulo:mb energy levels of 1T~:mesic ato:ms have 
been analyzed. The pion-nucleus interaction 
is represented by a co:mplex nonlocal isotopic 
spin-dependent square-well potential. The 
para:meters of this :model are adjusted by a 
least-squares progra:m to best fit the data. A 
fit consistent with :most of the data agrees 
well with the para:meters predicted by :multiple 
scattering theory. The exceptions, as yet un
explained, are the is widths in F and' Na, 

25. M. Rubin, R. Sugar, and G. Tiktopoulos, 
Dispersion Relations for Three-Particle Scat
tering, University of Wisconsin preprint, 1966. 
26. A. Aaron and R. D. A:mado, Theory of 
the Reaction n+d- n+n+p, University of 
Pennsylvania preprint, 1966. 
27. Jon Alan Wright, Two Studies in Potential 
Scattering Theory. 1. Generalization of 
Levinson's Theore:m to Three -Body Syste:ms. 
11. A Variational Method and Eigenfunction 
Expansion for Two- and Three-Body Syste:ms 
(Ph. D. Thesis), UCRL-11866, Jan. 1965. 

and the 4F shifts in the heavy ele:ments beyond 
Pb. (C. Tho:mas Mottershead) 

An i:mprove:ment has been :made in the 
:method of including shell effects in a nuclear 
:mass for:mula. In our earlier work, 28 which 
accounted for the :major effects of shell struc
ture on nuclear :masses and defor:mations, a 
nu:mber of discrepancies re:mained. One of the 
:most serious of these was the prediction of 
heavy-ele:ment fission barriers which were 
consistently low by about 1 or 2 MeV. Since 
then, we have found. an i:mproved description 
of shell effects, in particular of the way in 
which these effects disappear with increasing 
nuclear defor:mation. Thus qualitative con
siderations show that the effect of shells does 
not decrease :monotonically with defor:mation-
as we had assu:med earlier--but rather that it 
:may undergo several oscillations. With the in
clusion of this :more accura'te treat:ment of 
shell effects :most of the discrepancies in our 
:mas s for:mula have been re:moved. In partic
ular, the difficulty in accounting ·for the trends 
of the fission barriers, which has plagued 
fission theory for years, now see:ms co:mpletely 
resolved. This work has been written up: 
W. D. Myers and W. J. Swiatecki, Ano:malies 
in Nuclear Masses, UCRL-17070, Aug. 1966. 
(Willia:m D. Myers and Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

The first nu:merical applications of the 
Tho:mas -Fe r:mi treat:ment of nuclei outlined in 
the previous report have been carried out. 
This has enabled us to set up a relationship 
between the nuclear surface energy and the 
surface thickness on the one hand, and the nu
clear inco:mpressibility coefficient and the 
range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction on the 
other. By use of the experi:mental data on the 
properties of the nuclear surface, a value of 
243 MeV was deduced for the inco:mpressibility 
coefficient. (W. D. Myers and W. J. 
Swiatecki) 

By use of a :model of neutron and proton 
Fer:mi gases in a rectangular box, the total 
kinetic energy of A particles was calculated 

28. wil1ia:m D. Myers and Wladyslaw J. 
Swiatecki, Nucl. Phys. 81, 1 (1966). 
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in terms of an expansion in the ratio of the 
spacing between the particles to the size of 
the qox, i. e., an expansion in powers of 
A-1/3, of which the leading terms are volume, 
surface, and curvature energies. We were 
able to obtain a closed expression for the total 
energy in a "continuum approximation" in 
which the discreteness of the particles is dis
regarded. This corresponds in phase space 
to a continuous Fermi octant with slabs cut 
off the three flat sides. An expansi9n of this 
closed expression in powers of A -1(3 gives 
the volume and surface terms previously ob
tained by Hill and Wheeler. By comparison 
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with an exact summation of the energy of 240 
particles (carried out with the aid of a com
puter) we found that our theoretical" contin
uum" result differs from the computer value 
by less than 0.5%. For the particular case 
of A = 240 (i. e., 60 quadruply degenerate 
orbitals in the box) the contributions from the 
volume, surface, curvature, and /A 0 terms 
in the expansion in powers of A-i 3 are 69%, 
27 "/0, 3.8%,and 0.1 % respectively. This 
suggests a good convergence of the expansion 
and its }l)lefulness even for moderate values 
of A- i / j

• 

(W. J. Swiatecki and C. F. Tsang) 

III. PLASMA PHYSICS, MANY -BODY PROBLEMS, AND MISCELLANEOUS 

The approach to thermal equilibrium of 
simple models was studied in more detail. 
The problem of evaluating the entropy and 
equivalent measures of disorder was consid
ered. This problem has arisen in a situation 
in which the density matrix for the relaxing 
system is known accurately and completely, 
but in which it seems impossible to calculate 
the entropy in general. For special initial 
situations (essentially Gaussian), however, 
the calculation has proved feasible. In this 
case, the usefulness of the concept of effective 
temperature, as well as other thermodynamic 
functions, was demonstrated. (Alfred E. 
Glassgold, University of New York) 

The generalization to spins higher than 
one-half of the transformation for coupled 
spins in an external magnetic field was ana
lyzed. The interpretation of this transforma
tion as a three -dimensional rotation fails 
simply because of t~e presence of J Z2 terms 
in the Hamiltonian.'-' This problem arises in 
the analySis of spin-exchange and spin-di
polarization cross sections between complex 
systems. (Alfred E. Glassgold, University 
of New York) 

A method has been developed for deriv
ing a transport equation which reduced to the 
usual Boltzmann equation under the conditions 
assumed to prevail when that equation is valid. 
The same method, without these conditions, 
is being used to derive a more general trans
port equation. The effects of internal molec
ular states, two-body correlations, and den
sity will be examined. (Warren Wollman) 

A study of the equilibrium properties of 
boson systems at low temperatures with par
ticular emphasis on the Bose-Einstein tran
sition and restricted geometry was undertaken 
from both the microscopic and the macroscopic 
viewpoints. Use of the Green's function 
formulation allows the systematic study of 
essentially all microscopic models in the 

literature. In particular, the zeroth-order 
approximation is the ideal Bose gas, which is 
applied to the problem of restricted geometry, 
while the first-order approximations include 
the Bogoliubov ideal, Hartree, Bogoliubov
Hartree, Hartree-Fock, and Bogoliubov
Hartree-Fock approximations. The new theory 
is shown to agree with the experimental be
havior of the superfluid mass density and the 
jump in the specific heat, to satisfy the ex
ponent scaling laws, to give a third-order 
transition in film while giving a second-order 
in bulk, and to yield shifts in the transition 
temperature in agreement with experimental 
observations. 29 (Victor K. Wong) 

The conventional kinetic equation for a 
stable plasma, that of Balescu, Guernsey, and 
Lenard, is invilid at wave numbers 
k < kD{.l' n 1\.) -1 2, where collisional damping 
exceeds Landau damping for Langmuir oscil
lations. A corrected equation is derived, in 
which the fast electrons still diffuse in mo
mentum-space via' resonant interaction with 
Langmuir waves, but the wave energy is de
termined by a balance between longitudinal 
bremsstrahlul).g and collisional damping. 
(A. N. Kaufman) 

The linearized Vlasov equation for an 
electron plasma was solved both as an initial
value problem for positive times and as a 
final-value problem for negative times. When 
the solutions are matched, a relation is ob
tained between the Fourier transform of the 
potential for positive times and the analytic 
continuation of the Fourier transform of the 
potential for negative times. Fourier inver
sion of this relation yields directly the Van 
Kampen modes. (Norman Albright) 

29. Victor Kenneth Wong, Equilibrium 
Properties of Boson Systems at Low Temper
atures (Ph. D. Thesis), UCRL-17i59, 
Sept. 1966. 
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The stability of radiation belts has been 
analyzed in conjunction with the aurora phe.
nomena. The protons of Davis and Williamson 
are found to be energetically stable against 
hydromagnetic interchange. 30 Thus the pos
sible important instabilities are: 

(a) Resonance interchange mode due to the 
wave's resonating with the particle's drifts, 

(b) Drift-wave instabilities due to the pres
ence of the density gradient. Intuitively, one 
expects the belts to be stable within Carpen
ter's knee (plasma sphere) due to the presence 
of the background plasma. Thus outside the 
knee but within the stably trapping zone is the 
possibly unstable region which is postulated 
to be the auroral oval. (C. S. Liu) 

A study of sequential decays is in prog
ress. Examples are the sequential radiation 
of an excited atom through several states, 
emitting a photon with each transition, and the 
sequential decay through unstable decay pr·od
ucts of an elementary particle. The original 
purpose of this study was to search for inter
ference between steps in the decay. Several 
unresolved problems relating to ievel shifts 
and widths of the unstable levels have been en
countered. (Kenneth M. Watson) 

Intensity correlation effects in inelastic
scattering experiments have been studied. 
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The main result of our work is that under 
certain general experimental conditions the 
correlated counting rate in an inelastic-scat
tering experiment is of a form equivalent to 
the correlated counting rate for an incoherent 
beam of particles emitted by a radiating 
source. That is, intensity correlation effects 
in a scattered beam are quite similar to the 
Hanbury-Born and Twiss effect. Some pre
vious work on the Pockels effect in ionic crys
tals has been completed. 31 (Robert L. Kelly) 

Publications 

Allan N. Kaufman, Dissipative Effects, 
in Plasma Physics in Theory and Application, 
W. B. Kunkel, ed. (McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 
New York, 1966). 

Allan N. Kaufman, Extension of the 
Plasma Kinetic Equation to Small Wave Num
bers, Phys. Rev. Letters g, 1127 (1966). 

30 .. J. W. Dungey, The Solar Wind, ed. R. J. 
Macken (Jet Propulsion Lab., California 
Institute of Technology, Pasadena), 1966. 
31. R. L. Kelly, Pockels Effect in Zinc
Blende-Structure Ionic Crystals, Phys. Rev. 
(to be published). 

IV. ACCELERATOR DESIGN 

The following reports, cited respectively 
on pages 30 and 35 of the preceding semiannual 
report of this Division, have been published 
during the period covered by the current re
port: 

L. Jackson Laslett, Trajectory for Minimum 
Transit Time Through the Earth, Am. J. 
Physics 34 (No.8), 702-703 (August, 1966); 

L. Jackson Laslett, An Equivalent Distribu
tion of Surface Currents for the .Generation of 
a Prescribed Static Magnetic Field Within the 
Enclosed Volume, J. Appl. Physics 37 (No.6), 
2360-2363 (May, 1966). -

It is known that in the design and opera
tion of high-intensity particle accelerators or 
storage-ring devices attention must be given 
to the occurrence of undesired collective in
stabilities, of which the transverse resistive
wall instability [treated for a coasting beam 
by Laslett, Neil, and Sessler, Rev. Sci. Instr. 
36 (No.4), 436-448 (April, 1965)] is one ex
ample. It is also apparent that the presence 
of clearing electrodes, resonant cavities, and 
similar structures within the vacuum chamber 
can modify markedly the self-induced fields 
that can produce such instabilities, and that, 
in the case of clearing electrodes, the effect 
will depend in a marked way on the electrical 

characteristics of the terminations provided 
by the feed lines. The influence of clearing 
electrodes, and of their terminations, on the 
stability of an intense coasting beam has been 
observed with a model FFAG electron accel
erator by the staff of the Midwestern Univcrr
sities Research Association (MURA). The 
perturbing fields that arise from the presence 
of one specific type of clearing-electrode ar
rangement, with the electrical connections 
made midway along the length of each elec
trode, have been computed in the "long-wave
length limit" for a uniform coasting beam 
situated in the mid-plane of the chamber. The 
results of this work were reported at the 1966 
International Symposium on Electron and Pos
itron Storage Rings, held at Saclay on 26-30 
September, and will appear in the Proceedings 
of the Symposium. The calculations indicated 
two features that might be related to the MURA 
observations: (i) With capacitive terminations 
that nearly resonate the electrode structures 
themselves (for the "n= 5" mode of beam os
cillation), a very small shunt conductance can 
lead to appreciable growth rate s for the trans
verse instability, and (ii) in a lower-frequency 
mode (e. g., that with n= 3) with normal termi
nations, the in-phase fields (characterized by 
the parameter U of the cited paper by Laslett, 
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Neil, and Sessler) can be sufficiently great as 
to require very large dispersion in the dynam
ical beam characteristics to produce effective 
Landau damping. It may be maintained that, 
with sufficient care in design, passive elec
trode structures or active feedback systems 
can be devised that will suppress transverse 
coherent instabilities of the types most likely 
to develop in practice. Attention should also 
be given, however, to the possibility of sup
pressing, or reducing, incoherent transverse 
instabilities. It appears possible,nat least 
under conditions of large" (i. e.; the beam 
energy) in a structure with sufficient free 
straight-section' length to permit favorably 
situated boundary materials to be placed in 
the neighborhood of the beam- -to reduce the 
magnitude of the net effective perturbing field 
that will affect the incoherent transverse mo
tion of particles in an intense beam. This 
possibility, also mentioned in the section on 
Accelerator Design Studies in the current 
report, is presently being examined for its 
possible utility in high-" devices with a rea
sonably large circumference factor. 
(L. Jackson Laslett) 

The preceding semiannual report of this 
Division mentioned (on pp. 32-33) the resump
tion of studies on means for adjusting the 
closed orbit of an alternating-gradient syn
chrotron on the basis of data derived from 
pickup devices' situated along the orbit. The 
noise studies outlined in the preceding report 
have been completed, with encouraging results. 
Briefly, it is concluded that (i) noise in the ' 
pickup signals does not introduce 'cumulative 
errors into the orbit, since the errors in the 
corrections applied as a result of the inac
curate information are in principle removable 
on subsequent applications of the correction 
system, (ii) errors that result from moderate 
departures of the accelerator characteristics 
from those assumed in computing the correc
tions are not pronounced (particularly if the 
correct betatron-oscillation frequency is em
ployed) and are suppressed iteration of this 
correction process, and (iii) errors in the 
corrections actually introduced into the sup
port structure, although of an estimatable and 
typically small effect, in principle are cumu
lative and possibly should be occasionally 
monitored by a conventional survey. This 
last-mentioned observation suggests the de
sirability of editing the recommended cor
rections, so as to omit attempting very small 
adjustments at points where the effect of the 
desired corrections would be small in com
parison with the errors introduced. It.is 
planned to investigate in a later phase of the 
study means for so modifying the recom
mended corrections. (Jim Braley, Glen 
Lambertson, and L. Jackson Laslett) 
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A criterion has been discovered showing 
that, for a certain range of values of the quan
tity C/N2, whe re C is the circumfe rence 
factor R/p and N is the number of magnets , 
synchrotrons with identical magnets (focusing 
both radially and vertically) produce more 
effective focusing than synchrotrons with mag
nets of alternating gradient. 32 The range of 
superiority applies to the interlaced synchro
trons currently under consideration as pos
sible injectors for the CERN PS, for the 8 BeV 
injector for the 200 BeV accelerator, and per
haps for other machines. Not only is constant
gradient focusing as good as or better than AG 
focusing for these interlaced synchrotrons, 
but also it leads to important simplifcations of 
the structure. Interlaced synchrotrons of the 
AG type have a complex magnet structure con
sisting of a ring of bending magnets and a con
centric ring or rings of quadrupoles. On the 
other hand, constant-gradient interlaced syn
chrotrons consist of merely a single ring of 
identical double-focusing bending magnets. 
The simplification is of considerable impor
tancein facilitating injection, extraction, and 
arrangement of the rf and vacuum systems. 
Detailed studies are being carried out with 
E. L. Hubbard, P. Clee, J. Peterson, and 
others in the Accelerator Study Group of three
and four-ring interlaced constant-gradient 
synchrotrons as preinjectors to the 8 BeV in
jector synchrotron for the 200 BeV machine. 
The feasibility of such machines is strongly 
suggested, and their use in the injection sys
tem for the 200 BeV machine might prove 
attractive. (A. A. Garren) 

The effect of gradient errors on intense 
beams in circular accelerators has been 
studied. 33 The self-consistent formalism for 
a uniformly charged beam predicts that the 
half-integral resonances associated with gra
dient errors may be safely crossed. An at
tempt is being made to generalize the formal
ism to other charge distributions and to beams 
with an energy distribution. Recently, cur
rent limitations in proton linear accelerators 
due to longitudinal space-charge forces have 
been investigated by use of an ellipsoidal 
model for the beam bunches. It is found that 
the limiting current occurs at injection, but 
the calculated value is too small by a factor 
of 2 or 3, judging from the actual performance 
of existing accelerators. The source of this 
discrepancy is still unknown. (Frank Sacherer) 

32. A. A. Garren and E. L. Hubbard, The 
Use of Weak Focusing Synchrotrons as Injec
tors, UCID-10187, July 1966. 
33. Frank J. Sacherer, The Behavior of 
Intense Charged Beams in the Presence of 
Gradient Errors, UCID-10189, June 1966. 
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In response to an invitation from the 
American Optical Society, a paper titled 
"Particle Lens Aberrations" was prepared and 
delivered by David L. Judd at the Society's 
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Annual Meeting in October, as a part of a 
special session devoted to invited papers on 
optics in particle physics. 
(David L. Judd) 

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING SERVICES GROUP 

Kent K. Curtis 

During the period of this report (May 
through October 1966), members of the Math
ematic s and Computing Services Group per
formed the following tasks for the Laboratory 
research groups. 

Applications Programming 

Mathematical and Utility Routines 

A set of integration routines has been 
written; it consists of the programs GAUSSO, 
GSQD, ADGSQD, RMBRG, INTI, ASMPSN, and 
SADPOLE. GAUSSO calculates abscissas and 
weights for n-point (n.,; 30) Jacobi-Gauss quad
rature GSQD is an n-point GAUSS composite 
quadrature routine which uses the results of 
GAUSSO or user-supplied tables. ADGSQD is 
a driver routine using GSQD to integrate adap
tively over the range of integration. RMBRG 
is a quadrature routine based on the Romberg 
algorithm. INTI is a general driving routine 
for integrating over infinite intervals. 
ADSMPSN is a routine based on Simpson's rule 
to integrate adaptively. SADPOLE is a driver 
routine utilizing ADSMPSN for evaluating con
vergent integrals with known singularities. All 
these programs were written in Chippewa 
FORTRAN for the CDC 6600. (Leo Vardas) 

A uniformly distributed random-number 
generator RGEN was written in ASCENT for 
the 6600. The routine consists of five inde
pendent random -number generators using the 
power-residue method, and each generator is 
used sequentially. (Dave Jenson) 

The program EBERLIN has been written 
to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of arbitrary real matrices using the method of 
Eberlein. 1 

ELINT1 a~d ELINT 2 are programs to 
evaluate complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kinds, respectively, and uses 
Che bychev approximations for 12 -decimal-digit 
accuracy. (Esther Coleman) 

1. P. J. Eberlein, A Jacobi-Like Method for 
the Automatic Computation of Eigenvalues and 
Eigenvectors of an Arbitrary Matrix, J. Soc. 
Indust. Appl. Math. 10, 74-88 (1962). 

Two programs, CHYPX to evaluate the 
complex confluent hyper geometric function de
fined by Kummer's Function and CEXI to eval
u~te th£ complex exponential integral 
z e Z fz e-t dt/t N = ze z EN(z) for complex z 
and N, have been written. These programs use. 
the methods described in Algorithms 192 and 
13, respectively.2 (Leo Vardas) 

A preliminary version of the program 
DEBUG has been written for the 6600. DEBUG 
provides the capability to monitor any memory 
location and test for any of several conditions. 
The job is aborted upon detection of the condi
tions specified. The main feature of DEBUG is 
that it will not alter the arrangement of a job in 
core storage; thus, it is possible to rerun ajob 
by use of DEBUG and not disturb the original 
arrangement of the job in core. (Bill Dempster) 

A package of programs called LIBRARY 
has been written to allow the addition of any 
collection of 6600 library subprograms to ajob. 
This means it is no longer necessary to include 
copies of these subprograms when a job is sub
mitted. (Eric Beals) 

A generalized internal sort routine, 
SOR TR, has been written for

3
the 6600. The 

method used is a radix sort. (Bob Downs) 

The testing and evaluation of the 
FOR TRAN -supplied functions has been started 
to determine the accuracy and behavior of 
these functions. Preliminary results have in
dicated that, in general, errors and lack of ac
curacy of older versions of the FORTRAN 
library have been corrected in the current ver
sion. (Eric Beals and Barry Howard) 

A set of utility routines for the PDP-7 
has been written; it consists of.: 

(a) Double precision arithmetic package 
(add, substract, multiply, and divide). 

2. Algorithm 13 from ACM Communications, 
July 1960, and Algorithm 192 from ACM Com
munications, July 1963. 
3. Radix Exchange--An Internal Sorting Meth
od for Digital Computers, J. ACM 6 [2],1256 
(1959). -
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(b) Conversion of double precision integers 
to external BCD code. 

(c) Cubic interpolation of a given table. 
(d) CRT display. 
(e) Driver prograIn for Cal-CoInp plotting. 
(f) Paper tape read routine. 

(Penny ColloIn) 

Powell-Birge Group 

A kineInatics routine, BISE, 4 was 
written and developed for the fitting of events 
of the type 

n 

BISE is a Inultivertex fitting routine written 
alInost cOInpletely in FORTRAN N. Several 
innovations were introduced in the InatheInatic s 
used in the fitting process. These innovations 
siInplify the iteration procedure and eliIninate 
SOIne of the difficulties (singular Inatrices) en
countered by other techniques. 

Initial guesses for the iteration are ob
tained froIn a zero-c fit at the decay vertex. 
The InOInentUIn of the L+ at the production or
igin is then cOInputed and the initial gue s se s 
for the 'lr

0 at the production origin are found 
froIn the InOInentUIn constraints. 

The prograIn has been used to fit 7000 
events. Analysis of the results is in progress. 

A prograIn write -up and card decks are 
available. A cOInplete report discussing the 
Inethod in detail is in the last stages of editing. 
(Harold Hanerfeld) 

Th~ event accounting prograIn, BOOKIE,5 
was converted to the CDC 6600. Additions were 
Inade 'in the prograIn for autoInatic event selec
tion by use of control cards (FILTER). Provi
sion was Inade for the processing of FAIR 
tapes. I (Bert Albrecht) 

The COBWEB Project6 (control of bubble 
chaInber Ineasuring Inachines by use of an IBM 
7044 COInputer) is under developInent. The 
prograIn design is cOInplete; coding and debug
ging are well under way. (Myron Myers) 

4. Physics Division SeIniannual Report 
(henceforth abbreviated "PDSR"), UCRL-16511, 
Nov. 1966, p. 26. 
5. PDSR, UCRL-16863, May 1966, p. 32. 
6. Eugene P. Binnall and Myron H. Myers, 
COBWEB: IBM 7044/0n-Line Bubble ChaInber 
FilIn Measuring Machines (UCRL-17136,Sept. 
1966), presented at the AEC InforInation 
Meeting held on SepteInber 28, 1966. 
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A ,collection of subroutine packages to 
do event selection and displays 'was written 
for the CDC 6600. These routines Inanipulate 
data in a logical record forInat, 'and are inde
pendent of data forInat. Capabilities include 
autoInatic selection of logical records with 
certain properties, labeling the variables 
within a logical record, tape input handling, 
and displays. The displays, on either the 
CRT or Cal-CoInp Plotter, consist of histo
graIns, scatter-point plots, and lists. (Bert 
Albrecht, Noel Brown, Esther ColeInan, and 
Myron Myers) 

A subroutine CRDSOR T was written for 
the CDC 6600 which allows one to sort card 
iInages according to a set of keys. The tech
nique involved enables one to sort an arbi
trarily large aInount of data. This subroutine 
does its own input-output in an atteInpt to take 
advantage of the CDC 6600 configuration. 
(Eric Beals) 

A prograIn, BGIRL, was developed to 
schedule operators on scanning or Ineasuring 
Inachines (or both) for a one -week period. 
(Bert Albrecht and Myron Myers) 

Two subroutines, SKPLOT and HISTOG,1 
were converted to the CDC 6600 and expanded. 
These routines now Inake scatter ~point plots 
and histograIns on either the CRT or Cal
COInP Plotter. (Noel Brown) 

Trilling -Goldha ber Group 

The PANAL 
8 

-PACKAGE9 Bubble ChaIn
ber Analysis SysteIn is being used on several 
experiInents. Additions have been Inade, in
cluding ioniz~ldon and vertex-finding logic. 
The SELECT and EXAMIN11 prograIns were 
also expanded to handle the current experi
Inents. 

The CDC 6600 Bubble ChaInber Analysis 
SysteIn, SIOUX, 12 developed by the Alvarez 
Group, has been adapted for the group and is 
being used to process both FSD and Francken
stein data. Changes include a Inagnetic field 
subroutine to handle data froIn the BNL 80-inch 

7. PrograIn write-ups are available in the 
COInputer Center Library. 
8. M. Hutchinson, PANAL, Alvarez PrograIn
Ining Note 358 Rev., Feb. 1, 1963. 

9. Barrie Pardoe, PACKAGE, Alvarez Pro
graInIning Notes P-27 dated Jan. 30,1963, and 
P-40 dated April 22, 1963. 
10. PDSR, UCRL-11776, Nov. 1964, p. 26. 
11. Dave Johnson, EXAMIN, Alvarez PrograIn
Ining Note P-271, Dec. 1, 1961. 
12. PDSR, UCRL-16511, Nov. 1965, p. 25. 
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bubble cfamber. SELECT and EXAMIN, 
ARROW 3 user routines, have had additional 
features inserted, including the processing of 
ionization information. (Emmett Burns, Jim 
Miller, Jose. Alvarez, and Dan Lamb) 
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A bookkeeping system, MLIST, is being 
developed on the CDC 6600. The purpose is to 
maintain a.library of scanning and measuring 
information which may be studied as an aid in 
the design of an automatic data-reduction proc
ess for the Group. (Nick Armstrong) 

The statistical analysis program CERN
SUMX14 is being modified. Additions include 
three -dimensional histograms and the ability 
to accept CHAOS15 control cards. (Emmett. 
Burns and Nick Armstrong) 

A program, FSLIB, to maintain a 
library of Franckenstein measurement cards 
was initiated. This should substantially re
duce the amount of card and magnetic tape 
storage currently required for these data. In 
addition, it will be possible to abstract inter
esting subsets of this library by use of an auto
matic selection process (FILTER 16). (Nick 
Armstrong) 

Spark Chambers 

Development of the pattern-recognition 
program, SPARKLDW, for the Crowe Bevatron 
experiment was completed, and scanning of the 
exit chamber data is essentially complete. A 
thorough analysis of the program results for 
some 830 events was made, and statistics were 
compiled showing success and failure rates for 
the various types of events. A preliminary 
draft of this material is available. Scanning of 
the target chamber data has commenced, but a 
ratio of noise spark to track spark of more than 
Z: 1, as well as evidence of poor digitization of 
several views, indicates the program will be of 
limited usefulness for these data. 

A program LKFLD was written to find a 
magnetic field which has constant value in one 
quadrant and zero value elsewhere, and which 
best approximates a given magnetic field with 
respect to a given set of orbits. The program 
VARMIT17 was used to minimize the sum of 

13. Orin Dahl, ARROW, Alvarez Program
ming Note P-124 (preliminary), August 3, 
1965. 
14. Max Leavitt, SUMX6600, Alvarez Pro
gramming Notes P-135 and 137, April 14, 
1966. 
15. PDSR, UCRL-H132, Nov. 1963, p. 25. 
16. D. V. Armstrong, FILTER, Physics 
Note 141, Feb. 5, 1966. 
17. Write-ups on ZO EO Z013 and ZO EO 
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the squared deviations of the orbits as calcu
lated through the given field from the orbits 
as calculated through the approximating field. 

Several types of data digitized by the 
PDP-5 Vidicon system were analyzed by the 
pattern-recognition program UIDTST in prep
aration for the Perez-Mendez TI-p -+TIon exper
iment. (Les Wilson) 

A program LKGLOP has been prepared 
to process data obtained from the Kaufman 
cyclotron experiment to study TI - + He' interac ... 
tions. Reconstruction of events has been done 
by a combination of pattern-recognition routines 
and routines to determine the most probable or
bits given the set of patterns and an initial mo
mentum guess. The latter is supplied by a 
polynomial approximation of momentum based 
on input and output positions. (Tony Schaeffer, 
Leo Vardas, and Esther Coleman) 

Accelerator and Magnet Design 

Magnet Design 

A series of programs is being designed 
by Richard Christian (of Purdue University) to 
solve magnetostatic problems. This s erie s is 
expected to include a three -dimensional pro
gram. The first program of the set, LIN,18 
which is a two-dimensional program capable of 
solving design problems for magnets of general 
geometry without the effect of finite perme
ability, is now operational. Work on the sec-
0nd program in the series, LINDA, 18 which 
will include the effect of finite permeability, is 
being continued. (T~m Clements) 

TRIM 19 was modified to provide a pro
gram for solving magnetostatic problems pos
s e s sing cylindrical symmetry. (Jame s Spoerl 
and John Colonias) 

In conjunction with the calculation of 
magnetic fields, a pilot program ZIGREG was 
prepared to utilize the light pen and a CRT 
console for on-line adjustment, modification, 
or alteration of magnetic geometries, and thus 
introduce new computing techniques for design
ing magnetic geometries. The pilot program 

. now works and indicates that the on-line mod
ification of magnetic geometries is a valuable 

ZO 14 may be obtained from Judith V. 
Lawrence, Computer Center Library, Bldg. 
5,QA. 
18. PDSR, UCRL-16863, May 1966, p. 31. 
19. J. S. Colonias and J. Dorst, Magnet De
sign Applications ofthe Magnetostatic Program 
called TRIM, UCRL-1638Z, Sept. 1964. 
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aid in magnetic field calculations. (John 
Colonias and Michael Gross) 

Orbit Studies 

To improve communications among 
groups using orbit codes and beam-transport 
design programs, and to find means of provid
ing more assistance to these groups, a study 
was initiated to record and evaluate the exist
ing. programs of this type, and to recommend 
prope% action. A preliminary report of this 
study':O has been prepared. (John Colonias, 
Elon Close, Victor Brady, and Ardith Kenney) 

A program, ELOSS, has been written for 
Harry Heckman to compute the Vavilou differ
ential probability function in order to evaluate 
the energy loss of a charged particle travers
ing a thin layer of matter. (Victor Brady) 

A revised version of CY DE, a collection 
of FOR TRAN II cyclotron development pro
grams, is in operation on the IBM 7094. 
(Elon Close) 

A study is being made of the feasibility 
of preparing a general orbit program to calcu
late all quantities of interest in the study of 
particle orbits, in a combined electric and 
magnetic field. (John Colonias) 

Beam Transport 

A version of program TRANSPOR T21 
written in FOR TRAN has been obtained from 
MIT and is being converted to the CDC 6600. 

The feasibility of a scheme for design
ing beam transport systems on the 6600 com
puter with on-line user interaction via pen
light is being investigated, and a small pilot 
program is being written for this purpose. 
(John Colonias) 

A set of programs received from CERN 
was converted to the CDC 6600. These pro
grams, the B-50 series, deal with the trans
mission of particles through a linear magnetic 
system. Write -ups are available (in French) 
which provide excellent documentation. 
(Bobby Powell and John Colonias) 

Nuclear Chemistry 

Three programs for Ray Nix were 
written to study the three-spheroid parame
terization of the liquid-drop model of nuclear 
fission. The first program, SADDLE, deter-

20. J. Colonias et al, Computer Programs for 
Cyclotron, Synchrotron, and Beam Transport 
Design, Sept. 1966; available in the Computer 
Center Library, Bldg. 50A. 
21. PDSR, UCRL-16511, Nov. 1965, p. 24. 
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mines the saddle point as a function of the fis
sility parameter and calculate s the stiffnes s 
matrix (matrix of second derivatives of the 
potential energy evaluated at the saddle point). 
The ·second program, FRQNCY, calculates the 
inertia matrix (effective masses) for the saddle
point shapes and the frequencies and eigenvec
tors of the normal modes. The third program, 
MOTION, integrates the classical equations of 
motion for the division of the drop and the sub
sequent separation of the fragments to infinity. 
The Cal-Comp Plotter is used to illustrate 
the saddle -poiut shapes and the displacement 
about the saddle -point shapes. (Esther Cole
man) 

In the pulse-height-analysis study of the 
short-lived radiation spectra obtained from 
the spontaneous fission of 252 Cf, a system of 
programs (STRIP, CALIB, MASORT, UNIQUD, 
SIGMA) was written for Rand Watson to provide 
a correlation between the radiation energy 
spectra and coincident fission-fragment masses. 
These programs were also used in assigning 
observed spectra transitions to specific iso
topes by calculating the theoretical full width 
at half maximum of the radiation peaks as a 
function of mean average energy and by per
forming a Gaussian fit to the experimental 
spectra. (Claudette Rugge) 

Biomedical Applications 

Work reported in this section was spon
sored by Biodynamics, Biomedical Research, 
or Math and Computing Groups. 

Several approaches have been followed 
in the analysis of iron metabolism. One line 
of work, aimed at routine differential diagno
sis of pathological iron use in humans, has 
led to computer programs which determine the 
parameters of a kinetic model for tracer iron. 
The model is based on the concept of compart
ments combined with the use of experimenta~2 
data as response functions. A program IRK, 
which implements this model, has been com
pleted, tested, and reported. (Ken Wiley) 

A more detailed class of models describ
ing iron turnover in terms of cellular proces
ses has been studied further. Simulation of 
hemolysis in the human by the program 
SBLOOD supports the conjectures that signifi
cant hemolysis of noncirculating erythrons can 
occur only late in their maturation period and 
that significant hemolysis of circulating retic
ulocytes occurs in marrow. 

22. PDSR, UCRL-16511, Nov. 1965, p. 31; 
also, presented by H. S. Winchell, M. Polly
cove, and Ken Wiley at the Annual Meeting of 
the Society for Nuclear Medicine in June 1966. 
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Sensitivity tests of the program NMOD4 
indicate its probable usefulness in determining 
erythron-behavior parameters on the basis of 
experimental data. Dependence on parameter 
estimates, number of parameters, data den
sity, and data accuracy was tested. (Tom 
Mahan and Grove Nooney) 

Asymptotic formulas have been obtained 
for the mean and variance of the age distribu
tions for populations of cells that die or divide 
according to stochastic age -dependent sched
ules. A paper on the analysis of compartmen
tation experiments has been published. 23 
(Mark Horovitz and Grove Nooney) 

The solution of Fredholm integral equa
tions of the first kind is a recurrent problem 
in the work of this group. An evaluation of 
various techniques for solution of such equa
tions has begun. Two Argonne Laboratory 
programs, UNFOLD and ITERATE, were 
modified and tested; two new programs, 
ABSOB and UNFOLDI, have also been written. 
A program utilizing the Phillips -Twomey 
method has given good results. (Eric Beals 
and Tom Mahan) 

Attempts to applr. some of these pro
grams to data from a 4C02 breath analyzer 
failed. Another approach was then taken. 

A program, GASP, was written to fit a com
partmental model to the breath-analyzer data. 
(Eric Beals and Ken Wiley) 

Several programs were written to study 
the effects of radiation on mice. The first 
program, DATA, determined the means and 
sample variances of an arbitrary number of 
populations. The second program, MEAN, 
used these results to test means from different 
populations and form confidence limits for the 
difference between two means. A third pro
gram, RHO, determined correlation coeffi
cients between different sets of data in anyone 
sample, and confidence intervals for these cor
relation coefficients. (Esther Coleman) 

Further work aimed at automating the 
output of data from various instruments was 
carried out. In most cases, the data were 
supplied in paper tape form. Programs were 
written to merge, edit, plot, and apply.correc
tions to the data after conversion to magnetic 
tape. As a final step, least-squares fits were 
often made. Completed projects of this type 
included a system for an automatic well coun
ter program to analyze two types of optical 
density measurements and a processing chain 

23. M. Horovitz and G. Nooney, On Inter
pretingCompartmentalization Expe riments, 
J. Theor. BioI. 10, 351 (1966). 
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for blood-flow data. A project to fully auto
mate output from a mass spectrometer was 
started. (Ken Wiley, Gerry Litton, Tom 
Mahan, and Bill Hogan) 

Computer processing of medical data re
lating to radiation treatment for diabetes mel
litus is now being carried out on a routine 
basis, utilizin~~e Tulane University program 
package TIPS. (Bill Hogan) 

Further refinements were added to pro
gram BRAGG, 25 which computes dosage-vs
distance curves. Other projects carried out 
included a series of calculations of polymer 
dynamics and numerous plotting and least
squares computations. (Gerry Litton, Eric 
Beals, Mark Horovitz, Bill Hogan, and 
Marjory Simmons) 

Miscellaneous 

A PDP-5 program has been written to 
perform real-time control of the Bevatron in
flection system. A disk unit is being added to 
the computer, and a set of disk utility routines 
has been written. A complete description can 
be found in an LRL Report. 26 (Bob Belshe) 

Work has been started on the program 
RATE, for George Pappas and John Stark of 
the Budget Office, to forecast average payroll 
rates on a full-time-equivalent basis for each 
payroll group. The purpose of this program 
is to predict the average payroll rate for each 
payroll group for the current fiscal year and 
for the following fiscal year based on current 
monthly payroll rates modified by such factors 
as general and merit pay increases and. 
changes in individual work status .during the 
year. 

In an experimental study of Selective 
Dissemination of Information, a program TIDE 
was written for Ray Wakerling and Gloria 
Smith which is designed to provide a list of 
the publications contained in Nuclear Science 
Abstracts that match a given interest profile. 
The inputs consist of a description catalog of 
Nuclear Science Abstracts using a given set of 
index terms and an interest profile using the 
same set of terms. A complete description 

. 'can be found in an LRL Report. 27 
(Bob Healey) 

24. Richard D. Yoder et aI., Tulane Informa
tion Processing System, Version II, published 
by Tulane University, School of Medicine, 
Division of Medical Computer Sciences, 1966. 
25. PDSR, UCRL-16863, May 1966, p. 30. 
26. R. Allison, Digital Control ofthe Bevatron 
Injector Inflection Trajectory--A Preliminary 
Report, UCRL-17000, Sept. 1966 (rough draft). 
27. Robert N. Healey, TIDE--A Program for 
Selective Dissemination of Information for the 
CDC 6600 Computer, UCID-2838, Sept. 13, 1966. 
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The basic progranuning for an inventory 
control program STAP6 28 has been completed 
and the debug phase has been started. This 
program is intended to serve both the Berkeley 
and Livermore sites of LRL. 

The program PUZZLE, 29 which was 
developed for the automatic design of printed 
circuit boards, has been completed. The pro
gram designs circuit boards containing any 
combination of 8-pin micro logic, 10-pinmicro 
logic, and discrete components, and produces 
drawings of the circuitry on each side of the 
board and of the holes to be drilled. (Deanna 
Wilber) 

Systems Programming 

For the period of this report, effort has 
continued on the development of the operating 
system for the 6411 Input -Output Module. De .; 
tailed design specifications for the entire sys
tem are essentially complete, and implemen
tation of all major sections has begun. Driver 
programs for the Cal-Comp Plotters, the 
line printers (both CDC 501' s and IBM 1403' s), 
the teletypes, and the disk have been coded and 
checked; yet to be completed are drivers for 
the card reader and the 6682 (the connection 
between the 64'11 and the 6600), and the exec
utive scheduler and file controller. Field 
testing of the entire system is expected to be
gin by early December, and it should become 
operational early in 1967. Current usage of 
the 6411 includes Cal-Comp plotting and off
line printing of work generated by the 5500, 
off-line card reading for the 6600, and some 
7094 support, as well as intensive testing and 
debugging of the 6411 System. (Sam Penny, 
Doug Brainard, Walt Hutchinson, Bob Fink, 
Jerry Borges, and Judy Glasner) 

Because of the magnitude of the 6411 
programming effort (5.25 full-time equivalents), 
much of the maintenance and development ofthe 
6600 operating system has been handled by the 
CDC personnel assigned to the Laboratory. 
This includes maintenance of the RUN FOR
TRAN compiler and library routines, main
tenance of the peripheral processor routines, 
and internal documentation of the current sys
tem. A major improvement in throughput was 
achieved with the implementation of a version 
of the system utilizing two disks. Added facil
ities. include implementation of the Kirtland 
Air Force Base routines RETURN and RE
TURNS (which allow a file to be released and 
its equipment returned to the system), DATE 
and HOUR routines, implementation of the NYU 
PARTOUT and STATUS routines, and provi
sion for an automatic dump of the exchange
jump package and error region in case of an 

28. PDSR, UCRL-16863, May 1966, p. 35. 
29. PDSR, UCRL-16511, Nov. 1965, p. 30. 
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error during program execution. The CDC 
250 CRT display has been moved from the 6411 
to the 6600, and a number of improvements 
have been made in the TV66 programming 
package. Effort is now being directed to speed
ing up plotting on the camera, improving the 
response tiIne for on-line users, and reducing 
peripheral processor time charged. The pe
ripheral drivers are being rewritten to perInit 
roll-in and roll-out of CRT jobs and to extend 
light pen facilities. (Joyce Johnston, Bob , 
Tracy, Bill Eldridge, Paul Murray, and Bill " 
Roten--all of CDC--Chuck Stevenson, and Bill' 
Benson) 

An experimental versiqn (RUNT) of the 
compiler was introduced providing a partial 
list facility, additional built-in functions for 
left and right shifting, and the ability to input 
packed display-coded tapes. (Dave Stevens) 

Work was begun on design specifications 
for the incorporation of the IBM data cell 
drive and the IBM chip store mas s storage de
vices into the 6600 operating system .. These 
devices are expected to be delivered in Decem
ber 1966 and the last quarter of 1967, respec
tively. ""';;Sam Penny and Bob Fink) 

The UPDATE30 package was rewritten 
to provide true packed display code input and 
output and to allow updating under alter -num
ber (card columns 73-80) control. (Dave 
Stevens) 

A memory-test routine (MM3) which 
could make any 6600 fail was written by Paul 
Murray of CDC; this led directly to a hardware 
modification which is being installed on all 
6600; s. 

Three guests to the Mathematics and 
Computing Group during the period of this re
port contributed materially to the systems 
programming effort: 

(a) Dieter Klein, a graduate student in Elec
trical Engineering at UC, did a study of the 
job characteristics on the 6600; 

(b) Dr. Malcolm Harrison of NY U consulted 
with Bill Benson on problems connected with 
utiliz<1:tion of various types of console devices; 

(c) Dr. Peter Marcer of CERN (who visited 
the Laboratory on an exchange visit while 
Dave Stevens visited CERN to consult on the 
Chippewa operating system) served as a con
sultant on the problems of attaching devices 
on-line to the 6600, and wrote a driver for a 
paper tape reader. (Dr. Marcer was unable 
to finish work on this program before he left 
the Laboratory, and debugging is being carried 
on by Bi 11 Benson. ) 

30. PDSR, UCRL-16863, May 1966, p. 36. 
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Mathematical Research 

A previous report by Paul Concus, 
Numerical Solution of the Nonlinear Magneto
static Field Equation in Two Dimensions 
(UCRL-16287 Rev., July 1965), was revised 
to make it acceptable for publication in the 
Journal of Computational Physics. 

A report by Concus, Numerical Solution 
of Plateau's Problem (UCRL-16927, June 1966), 
was completed, and a talk based on the report 
was given at the Joint Mathematics Research 
Center-Society for Industrial and Applied 
Mathematics Symposium on the Numerical 
Solution of Nonlinear Differential Equations at 
the University of Iowa. 
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Work continued on extending the method 
of the above reports to numerically solve the 
differential equation governing the equilibrium 
configuration of fluids subject to surface and 
gravitational forces. The particular case of 
the equilibrium configuration of fluids in cap
illary tubes of square cross section is cur
rently being studied. (Paul Concus with 
Marjory Simmons) 

A talk was written on the effect of sur
face tension on the motion of a liquid in an 
axisymmetric container, and was given at a 
special summer course on numerical fluid 
mechanics at Stanford University. 

Work was begun 'on investigating the pos
sibility of including hysteresis effects in the 
numerical solution of the magneto static field 
equation. (Paul Concus) 

Computer Operations 

Final drawings of machine room layouts 
in Building 50B were completed in September 
1966. Plans and work are in progress to 
insure proper machine location, air condition
ing load, and power distribution. 

Chew 

Cable routes have been selected and 
Building 50B rooms set aside for remote dis
play consoles. 

Plans have been made to move the CDC 
6411 System in the early part of December 
1966, and the CDC 6600 Computer over the 
Christmas Holidays. In January 1967 we will 
move the IBM 7044 Computer from Building 
70A, Room 2256, to Building 50A, Room 1156. 

Programs are being run which allow use of 
multiple Cal-Comp Plotters on-line with the 
6411 System. With availability of 1403 printers 
and Cal-Comp Plotters as part of the CDC 
6600, it is intended to return the IBM 1460 
Computer in the early part of January 1967. 

The new computer facility in Building 
50B includes a magnetic tape vault which will 
allow the Computer Operations Group to pro
vide a tape library with proper environmental 
conditions fast access, and the facility for re
lease of unneeded reels. The library system 
has been set up and is now in operation on a 
small scale. A contract has been awarded for 
racks to complete the new tape vault in Build
ing 50B. 

During this reporting period the CDC 
6600 has operated with weekly up times vary
ing between 930/0 and 980/0. The principal hard
ware problems have been associated with mem
ory. It is felt, however, that recent engineer
ing changes to the machine have corrected 
many of these difficulties. 

The number of jobs run per day on the 
6600 increased from about 300 in May to about 
625 in October. The average length of jobs 
also increased during this interval as programs 
changed from de bug to production status. 

Magnetic tape utilization continued at a 
high level on the 6600. During October, tapes 
were being hung on the computer at the rate of 
about one every 2 minutes. (Jim Baker, Paul 
Rhodes, and Marvin Atchley) 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Kenneth M. Crowe in charge 

NEUTRAL BEAM AT SLAC 

Kenneth M. Crowe, David Dorfin, 
Donald Miller, M. M. Schwartz, 

Michael Paciotti, and Don Wajoiski 

This wa's a collaboration with members 
of the Stanford group G to measure the ratio 
of the leptonic decay modes 

R 
(K 0 ..... TI + + fJ. - + v) 

L 
1 + 4E , 

where E = 1/500, me,asured by Fitch et al. 

The setup consists of counters, spark 
chambers, analyzing magnet to determine the 
sign of the muon, and a large range chamber 
to establish the muon's identity bylack of inter
actions. The experiment has been approved 
for running in 1967 of '" 500000 picture s of 
these decays, and should measure an effect to 
within about 3 standard deviations. 

The preliminary runs to set up the beam 
have begun, and construction of the thin-walled 
momentum-defining chambers is under way. 

PION FORM FACTOR 

Kenneth M. Crowe, Jacques Miller, 
Anthony Parsons, and Anthony Fainberg 

In a series of 184-inch cyclotron runs in 
the first half of 1966, we made measurements 
of the TI± He differential elastic cross section 
at 150 and 190 MeV/c" between 30 and 140 deg, 
using a range telescope. The primary aim of 
this experiment is to determine the form fac
tor of the pion; in principle this can be ex
tracted from the Coulomb-nuclear interference 
term, which has opposite sign for the TI+ and 
TI- and is expected to give significant contri
butions to the cross sections near the mini
mum in the nuclear cross section around 70 
deg. We have analyzed our mean cross sec
tion in terms of complex phase shifts up to the 
D wave; the TI+rr- difference shows the ex
pected interference effect from which we hope 
to extract the form factor. Contributions to 
the error in the form factor came largely 
from statistical errors and the angular reso
lution of the system. 

Another series of runs was scheduled for 
early 1967, and we are designing a new setup 

which should substantially improve the accu
racy in the determination of the pion radius. 

TI-MESIC x: RA YS 

David A. Jenkins and Raymond Kunselman 

TI-Mesic x-ray energies and widths have 
been measured in collaboration with members 
of the Segre group. Our objective was to 
measure shifts and widths of the pion atomic 
energy levels caused by the strong-interaction 
force of the nucleus. The x rays were ob
served with a lithium-drifted germanium de
tector which had a resolution of about 4 keV 
for the 22Na 511-keV line and which measured 
2 cm2 by 1 cm deep. Pulses from the detector 
were analyzed by a 4096-channel analog-to
digital converter and a PDP-5 computer. 1 

From the x-ray shifts, we derived pion-nucle
on scattering lengths by usin~ the multiple 
scattering formalism of Lax. We find for the 
scattering lengths the values 

b
O 

-0.0197±0.0004, c O=0.131±0.011, 

b
1 

-0.064±0.013, c 1 = -0.018±0.090. 

The value s fo r the s e s ca tte ring lengths de rived 
from pion-nucleon scattering without nuclear 
corrections are 

-0.012 ± 0.004, 

-0.097±0.007, 

0.21 ± 0.01, 

0.18±0.01. 

The widths of the x-ray lines can be related by 
detailed balance to the cross sections for the 
reactions N + N ..... TI + N + N, and we find good 
agreement between the measured and predicted 
values. 

We have also collected some preliminary 
data on the x-ray yields, and these data are 
now being analyzed. The object of these meas
urements is to study the atomic capture of the 
pion and the subsequent pion cascade. Another 
experiment is planned which will measure the 
yields more accurately. 

1. Stefan P. Swierkowski and Robert W. 
Lafore, A Computer-Controlled 4096-Channel 
Semiconductor Detector System with Stabiliza
tion, UCRL-16814 Rev., June 1966. 
2. Melvin Lax, Rev. Mod. Phys . .fl, 287 
(1951). 
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ANALYSIS OF K+ DECAY AT REST 

Michael Zeller 

An experiInent to measure the relevant 
param.eters in the decay of the K+ meson was 
completed in the end of the sum.mer of 1965, 
and the data from that experiment are cur
rently being analyzed. Momentum determina
tion of the charged decay product was made by 
use of a magnetic spectrometer, and the par
ticle type-- n +, f.L+, or e+--was determined by 
comparing a particle I s range in an aluminum 
spark chamber with its momentum. The com
puter programs necessary to perform the 
above analysis were established at the begin
ning of this year, and scanning of the range 
chamber pictures was completed at the end of 
October. 

Preliminary analysis shows the follow
ing numbers ,of events with momentum deter
mination for their respective decay modes: 

Kf.L2 58000 

Kn2 15000 

Ke3 3000 

Kf.L3 2200 

The analysis of the momentum. spectra, 
branching ratios, and other parameters of 
these events will continue. 

K+ DECAY: 
Kf13 POLARIZATION MEA~UREMENT, 

Ned Dairiki 

Another objective of the Bevatron K+ 
experiment is a measurement of the muon 
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polarization from the Kt3 decay. Data were 
recorded on magnetic tape by use of an on
line PDP-5 and Vidicon digitizing system for 
the target gamma chambers anej. exit muon 
range chamber. Stored information included 
counter, wire chamber, spark chamber, and 
K+ lifetime data for each event. 

The initial program to scan and kine
matically analyze the data has recently been 
completed. Film scanning of the spark cham
ber events was undertaken in order to monitor 
and supplement the track-recognition routines 
using the Vidicon data. The scan of the exit 
chamber film is now near completion. Anal
ysis of the data and systematics of the experi
ment are presently under study and will con
tinue into 1967. We estimate about a thousand 
events for a Kt3 polarization measurement. 

A COMPARISON OF THE 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 

MUON DECAY SPECTRA IN COPPER 

Philip Beilin 

The Ph. D. thesis by this title is com
pleted (UCRL-16168, Nov. 1966). A summary 
of the experiment and results is being pre
pared for publication. 

A MEASUREMENT 
OF THE RELATIVE BRANCHING RATIO 

(K+ - f.L+ + v)/{K+ - n+ + nO) 

Robert Beck 

The Ph. D. thesis by this title has been 
completed: UCRL-16003, July 1966. 
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NUCLEAR EMULSION GROUP 

Harry H. Heckman in charge 

TRAPPED PROTONS 
AT LOW SATELLITE ALTITUDES 

Harry H. HeckITlan 

EITlulsion packets we re recovered froITl 
polar-orbiting satellites during the ITlonths of 
May, June, and August 1966. The eITlulsions 
are now being analyzed for flux, energy spec
truITl, and east-west aSYITlITletry. When this 
analysis is concluded, we shall have aCCUITlU
lated data froITl ITlore than 30 polar-orbiting 
satellites that are relevant to the study of 
solar-cycle variations of trapped protons at 
the low altitudes--and in particular, the prop
erties of energetic trapped protons during the 
period of ITliniITluITl solar activity. 

To date, our observations give no sig
nificant evidence of changes in the character 
of the trapped radiation. The anoITlalously 
high flux observed in June 1965 was, as al
luded to in our previous report, due to erro
neous epheITleri,s data. The emulsions were 
actually recovered frOITl a flight inMay 1965. 
Reanalysis of the data with the revised orbit 
inforITlation brought the results of this .flight 
into overall agreement with the total body of 
data. 

NOTE ON THE MAGNETIC-MOMENT 
INVARIANT FOR PARTICLE MOTION 

IN A DIPOLE MAGNETIC FIELD 

Harry H. HeckITlan 

This work has been cOITlpleted and a re
port is in preparation. We evaluated the 
ITlagnetic ITlOITlent adiabatic invariant series 
at the ITledian plane of a ITlagnetic dipole 
through second order in the expansion paraITl
eter € = p/L, where p = pc/eB and L = the 
McIlwain ITlagnetic shell paraITleter. The re
sulting expression for the ITlagnetic ITlOITlent 
series was cOITlpared with cOITlputed values of 
the ITlagnetic ITlOITlent for particular orbits in 
a dipole ITlagnetic field obtained by nUITlerically 
integrating the equations of ITlotion. Calcula
tions were carried out for particles with 
1.22X10-2 < € < 8.29X10- 2 . Under conditions 
of stable particle ITlotion, the nUITlerical re
sults verify the constancy of the ITlagnetic 
ITlOITlent series through 0(€2) to accuracies 
a (S. D. ) = 0.026 to 3.2 %, depending on the 
value of Eo The ITlonotonic increase we ob
served in a with E were due to (a) systeITl
atic differences between the nUITlerical results 
and theory, and (b) "breakdown" of adiabaticity 

of the particle ITlotion. Highly unstable ITlotion 
developed for 7.53X10- 2 < € < 8.29X10- 2 . 

APOLLO EARTH-ORBITAL EXPERIMENT 

Harry H. Heckman 

All design work on the eITlulsion experi
ITlent package scheduled for Apollo Mission 
205 (ExperiITlent No. S-16, Trapped Particle 
AsymITletry) is cOITlplete and drawings have 
been approved. Training, prototype, and 
flight qualification units were cOITlpleted and 
delivered to the Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC), Houston. 

Flight qualification tests were begun in 
June 1966. All tests (except the teITlperature
pressure test) were perforITled at MSC. The 
teITlperature-pressure test was perforITled at 
the United Aerotest Laboratories, Sunnyvale, 
California. The qualification tests were COITl
pIe ted with no failures, and a Qualification 
Test Report has been subITlitted to MSC for 
approval. 

During the exposure to the trapped radi
ation, the eITlulsion package will be oriented 
with respect to the directions of the ITlagnetic 
field, 13 and 13XIt. where it is the zenith 
vector. As an initial step toward the develop
ITlent of a spacecraft attitude control prograITl, 
we have cOITlpleted calculations of the roll, 
pitch, and yaw angles of the spacecraft (in an 
earth-centered fraITle of reference) required 
to attain the prescribed orientation as a func
tion of tiITle for representative orbits through 
the S. A. anoITlaly. The earth's ITlagnetic 
field is represented by a 99-terITl expansion I 

using Gaussian coefficients. 

ENERGY-LOSS DEFECT OF 
NEGATIVELY CHARGED PARTICLES 

Frances M. SITlith 

Preparations have been cOITlpleted on an 
experiITlent planned for the purpose of investi
gating furthe r the difference in stopping powe r 
of various eleITlents between positively and 
negatively charged particles of the saITle ITlass. 
As pointed out in the Spring 1965 report on a 
previous study, the unce rtainty in the ITlOITlen
tUITl of the particles that entered the stopping 
ITlaterial (Au) ITlade the statistics poor. There
fore the reinvestigation of the difference in 
stopping power requires apparatus that will 
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give the momentUIll to within a few percent. 

Pions of 65 MeV will be magnetically 
separated from those pions emitted by a target 
irradiated in the external proton beam of the 
184-inch cyclotron. A lithium hydride ab
sorber will then degrade the energy of the 
pions from 65 MeV to "" 2 MeV. These pions 
will enter a 180-deg strong-focusing magnet, 
which will select the magnetic rigidity of the 
pions to within about 2 %. After the 180-deg 
bending the pions will (a) be stopped in emul
sion, and (b) pas s through wedge -shaped me
tallic foil and be detected at stopping by emul
sion ("" 1 f.l. range in emulsion). All magnets 
will be reversed for exposure to the opposite 
charge. 

The difference in length between the Tr + 
and Tr - tracks found in (a) can be compared to 
that of the last report. The results of both (a) 
and (b) will define the velocity interval over 
which the difference in stopping power is ef
fective. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EMULSION TESTS 

John N. Dyer and Harry H. ,Heckman 

The technical study on the effects of 
heating and drying Ilford types G and K emul
sions prior to exposure and processing has 
been completed. It was found that some gain 
in sensitivity was obtained, but that an in
crease in "fog" background offset any advantage. 
For each emulsion type the re is a critical 
temperature above which the growth of fog 
background soon makes the emulsion useless. 
Attempts to remove this fog by eradication 
showed that track images are removed more 
easily than the fog, so that the usefulness of 
emulsions which have been heated too much 
cannot be regained. No changes in the sensi-
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tivity of emulsions to near-mlnlmum iomzlng 
particles was observed between _20° and 
60° C. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF EMULSION 

L. D. Goldstein 
(Summer Undergraduate Program) 

Passive temperature control of nuclear 
emulsion packages exposed in space :'like en
vironments requires a knowledge of the ther
mal conductivity and heat capacity of emulsion. 
Toward this end, we measured these quantities 
in G.5 and K.5 emulsions, 300 f.l. and 600 f.l. ' 
thick, over the range of specific gravity 3.80 
to 4.00. Within the errors of measurement a 
thermal conductivity constant.of k=(6±1)X10-4 

cal/sec cmO C encompasses all data--irrespeG_ 
tive of emulsion type and density. The specific 
heat of emulsion is 0.3cal/gm °C at 30° C. 

PAPERS AND PUBLICATIONS 

Papers 

Magnetic Moment Series for Particle Motion 
in Dipole Magnetic Field, Harry H. Heckman, 
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. ii, 744 (1966). 

Articles 

Harry H. Heckman and Victor O. Brady, 
Effective Atmospheric Losses for 125-MeV 
Protons in South Atlantic Anomaly, J. Geophys. 
Res. 2..!., 2791 (June 1966). 

John N. Dyer and Harry H. Heckman, Some 
Effects of Heating and Drying on the Proper
ties of Nuclear ErrlUlsion (UCRL-17229, 
Oct. 1966), Nucl. Instr. Methods, to be pub
lished. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

PROTON-PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Allan R. Clyde, ':' Bruce Cork, Denis Keffe, 
Leroy T. Kerth, William M. Layson, 

and W. A. Wenzel 

Differential cross sections for p-p scat
tering were measured for incident momenta 
3, 5, and 7 BeV/c, and momentum t~ansfer in 
the region -t '" 0.01 to -t '" 5 (Ge V / c). The 
scattered protons were momentum-analyzed 
with magnetic spectrometers and detected with 
scintillation counters for the missing-mass 
spectrum of pp -+ px for x '" proton. The Bev
atron external proton beam was used with a 
hydrogen gas target for recoil momenta from 
7 5 to 600 MeV / c and a polyethylene target, 
with matched carbon target for subtraction, 
for recoil momenta 500 to 4000 MeV/c. The 
experiment was done at the Bevatron in the 
Fall of 1963. Statistical errors were approxi
mately 2 % at low momentum transfer and in
creased to about 50/0 for 90-deg scattering in 
the center of mass. The data indicate shrink
age of the diffraction peak with increasing in
cident energy, and a strong energy dependence 
of dO" /dt at 90 deg, and are consistent with a 
logarithmic decrease in the total elastic cross 
section with increasing c. m. energy. Meas
urements at momentum transfers in the Cou
lomb interference region give ratios of the 
real to imaginary parts of the forward scatter
ing amplitudes equal to -0.43 at up to 3 GeV / c, 
-0.39 at 5 GeV/c, and -0.34 at 7 GeV/c. The 
analysis of this experiment is almost complete: 
Allan R. Clyde, Proton-Proton Elastic Scat
tering at Incidence Momenta 3,5, and 7 GeV/c 
(Ph.D. thesis), UCRL-16275, May 1966. Calcu
lations are being made of a best fit to the dif
ferential cross section for various assumed 
relative magnitudes of the real and imaginary 
parts of the nuclear scattering. 

MEASUREMENT OF THE BRANCHING RATIO 
(K+ -+ e+v)/(K+ -+ fJ.+v) 

Alan R. Clark, Bruce Cork, Tom Elioff, 
Denis Keefe, John F. McReynolds, 

David Newton, and W. A. Wenzel 

An experiment for an accurate measure
ment of this branching ratio is presently being 

,~ 

Present address: Edgerton, Germeshausen 
and Greer,Las Vegas, Nevada. 

t Present address: Pan American World Air
ways, Guided Missile Range Division, Patrick 
Air Force Base, Florida. 

prepared. The K+ will be brought to rest 
near the center of a magnet with pole -piece 
diameter 65 inches, similar to M5. By shaping 
these pole pieces the magnetic field can be 
made to focus all particles of a unique momen
tum which start from a point source near the 
magnet center back to an image point that is also 
near the magnet center. It is intended to sur
round the point source with a high-pressure gas 
Cerenkov counter to help in the rejection of 
muons from K+ decay, and to surround the 
image point with spark chambers and a lead 
cylinder to help further in rejection of muons 
as well as preventing multiple orbits of the 
charged particles. The acceptance solid angle 
should be about 0.4 of 4TT, which is larger by a 
factor of 100 than in previous Ke2 experiments 
and should give about two Ke 2 events per hour. 
The triggering rate on all other decay modes 
is expected to be down to a tolerable level, and 
nearly all of these will be rejected on the scan
ning table from the very good momentum meas
urement to be expected from this apparatus. 
The experiment will actually measure the elec
tron spectrum of high energy electrons (above 
the Ke3 end point) from K+ de cays, and this in
cludes K+ -+ e+v'Y' It is hoped to obtain some 
information about this decay mode as well as 
the Ke2 branching ratio. The experiment is 
scheduled to begin in January 1967. 

PION -PION INTERAC TIONS 
FROM TT-p COLLISIONS AT 3 AND 4 GeV/c 

Carl M. Noble, Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 
John J. Thresher,t and W. A. Wenzel 

The final-state TT-TT interactions in the 
process TT-p -+ TT-TT-n have been studied at in
cident momenta of 3 and 4 Ge V / c by means of 
a magnetic spectrometer. and spark chambers. 
The experiment was performed at the Bevatron 
in the spring of 1962. A lead "sandwich" 
counter system. surrounding part of the liquid 
hydrogen target rejected highly inelastic events 
to enhance detection of the TT+TT-n final state. 
The system, biased for low ll.2 acce~tance, 
recorded 879 and 1248 events with ll. < 9 mTT2 
at 3 and 4 GeV / c respectively. The energy of 
the peak in the dipion mass spectrum at the p 
mass depends on the dipion scattering angle 

tpresent address: Rutherford High Energy 
Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Berkshire, 
England. 
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and the Trei:man- Yanl2 angle. One thesis 1 and 
one contributed paper at the 1966 Washington 
APS meeting have been co:mpleted. 

POLARIZATION OF ~o 
IN rr-p INTERACTIONS 

Victor Cook, § Bruce Cork, 
Richard L. Crolius,'~'~ Denis Keefe, 
Leroy T. Kerth, and W. A. Wenzel 

Three hundred exa:mples of ~oKo pro
duction have been detected by spark cha:mbers 
fro:m rr-p interactions in the pi.on :mo:mentum 
range 1200 to 1400 MeV/c. Events were de
tected in a spark cha:mber of semicylindrical 
shape by the charged secondaries of the reac
tion sequence 

rr p -+ ~oKo 

K O -+ rr+ rr

~o-+Ao'( 

A ° -+ prr
+ -'( .... e e after lead plates. 

The experi:ment was carried out at the 
Bevatron in the spring of 1963. The diffe ren
tial cross sections showed no significant vari
ation with pion :mo:mentu:m in this range. A 
statistically significant polarization was found 
to exist at 1.325 GeV/c in the backward hemi
sphere of ~ ° production. 

A paper by Crolius, Cook, Cork, Keefe, 
Kerth, Layson, and Wenzel, Polarization of 
~o Hyperons (UCRL-16089 Rev., April 1966), 
has been sub:mitted to Phys. Rev. 

K- -PROTON INTERACTIONS 
FROM 700 TO 1400 MeV/c 

Edgar F. Beall, tt Willia:m R. Holley, ~ 
Denic Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 

John J. Thresher, ~ Ching Lin WangH 
and W. A. Wenzel 

Differential cross sections for elastic 
K- -p scattering have been :measured at 16 

1. Carl M. Noble, Jr." Pion-Pion Inter
actions fro:m rr-p Collisions at 3 and 4 GeV/c 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-16655, Feb. 1966. 
2. C. M. Noble, D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, 
J. J. Thresher, and W. A. Wenzel, Pion
Pion Interactions from rr-p Collisions at 3 and 
4 GeV/c, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 325 
~1966). -
Present address: University of Washington, 

Physics Department, Seattle, Washington. 
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:momenta in the range 700 to 1400 MeV/C. 
All together 17000 elastic events were ob
served with narrow-gap cylindrical and par
allel-plate spark chambers. The experiment 
was performed at the Bevatron in the fall of 
1961 and winter of 1962. 

A Legendre polynomial fit to the differ
ential cross sections required fifth-order 
terms, but not sixth-order, in the region of 
the 1765- and 1815-MeV resonances. The be
havior of the coefficients suggested a highly 
elastic resonance at 1815 MeV and a rather in
elastic resonance near 1765 MeV. 

The polarization of recoil protons was 
measured at five of these momenta, and phase
shift analyses were made by use of K--p 
elastic differential cross sections from this 
and other experiments as well as all available 
data on the total cross section, charge-ex
change cross section, and the K-.,n total cross 
section between 110 and 1400 MeV/c. These 
phase-shift analyses supported either of the 
assignments F5/20r D5!2 for the 1815-MeV 
resonance. A possible, but not unique, set of 
energy-dependent phase shifts was obtained by 
assuming a D5/2' T = 1 r~sonance at 1765 
MeV, and an F5/2, T = 0 resonance at 1815 
MeV. 

A paper by W. R. Holley, E. F. Beall, 
D .. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, J. J. Thresher, C. 
L. Wang, and W. A. Wenzel, K-p Elastic 
Scatte:dng from 700 to 1400 MeV / c (UCRL-
16875, May 1966), has been submitted to Phys. 
Rev. (in press). 

pp AND pd INTERACTIONS, 3 TO 7 GeV/c 

Charles M. Ankenbrandt, Alan R. Clark, 
Bruce Cork, Torn Elioff, Leroy T. Kerth, 

and W. A. Wenzel 

Using a missing-mass spectrometer 
which was describ~d at the Purdue Instrumen
tation Conference, we observed the following 
reactions: 

'~'~Present address: Aerospace Corporation, 
San Bernardino, California. 

tt Present address: University of Maryland, 
Department of Physics, College Park,. 
Maryland. 

~~Present address: Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, Upton, L. 1., New York. 
3. Charles M. Ankenbrandt, Alan R. Clark, 
Bruce Cork, Torn Elioff, Leroy T. Kerth, 
and W. A. Wenzel, Orthogonal Dispersion 
Spectrometer for Missing Mass Spectra, 
IEEE Transactions, NS-12 [4], 113 (1965). 
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pp -+ pp ( 1) 

pp -+ pN'~ (2) 

pp -+ 1Td (3) 

pp -+ KL\.p (4) 

pp -+ 1TX (5) 

pd -+ pd (6) 

pn(1) -+ pn(p) (7) 

Analysis of reactions (1) and (2) is com
plete: the results were presented at the 1966 
Washington APS Meeting, 4 and a Ph. D. thesis 
is in preparation. Analysis of the other reac
tions is being continued. 

DIBOSON PRODUCTION 
BY 2- TO 5-GeV/c PIONS 

Alan R. Clark, Bruce Cork, Tom Elioff, 
Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 

T. N. Rangaswamy, and W. A. Wenzel 

This experiment is to measure the 
diboson spectrum up to masses of about 1800 
Me V. The reactions to be studied include 

;.. - + 1Tp- 1T1T n 

and 1T-p -+ K+K- n 

with incident pion momenta between 2 and 5 
GeV/c. Several regions of particular interest 
are the K+K- spectrum in the vicinity of the 
cj>(1020 MeV) and the fO(1250 MeV), the 1T+1T

spectrum in the p region (700 to 800 MeV), 
and the 1T+1T- spectrum around 1650 MeV, 5 
where structure hil.::; been reported recently. 
Results from a previous experiment by this 
group6 showed significant structure in the 
dipion spectrum near the p peak. , This ex
periment should increase the statistics in this 
region considerably, and also provide better 
measurement precision. Data taking began in 
July 1966; this phase should be completed in 
December 1966. 

~± DECAYS 

Alan R. Clark, Bruce Cork, Tom Elioff, 
Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 

and W. A. Wenzel 

The Bevatron scheduling committee has 
accepted a spark chamber experiment to study 

4. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II 11, 380 (1966). 
5. CERN-Ecole Poly technique Collaboration 
and Orsay-Milan-Saclay Ccillaboration, Phys. 
Letters 17, 354 (1965); Aachen-Berlin-CERN 
Collaboration, Phys. Letters 18, 351 (1965). 
6. Carl M. Noble, Jr., Pion-Pion Interac
tions from 1T-P Collisions at 3 and 4 GeV/c 
(Ph. D. thesi~), UCRL-16655, Feb. 1966. 
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the deca,i of the ~±' s produced in the reaction 
1T±p -+ ~ K+ at an incident momentum of 1.13 
GeV / c. The processes to be studied inClude 

(a) Measurement of the decay parameters 
a, (3, and y, for ~+ - 1T±n. + 

(b) Remeasurernent of a for ~ -+ 1T Op, and 
accurate determination of (3 and y for this 
mode. 

(c) Remeasurement of ap for the above 
modes. 

(d) Measurement of the branching ratio for 
~-f -+ py. 

(e) Measurement of the rare decay modes 
~± -+ 1T±ny, if background permits. 

The experiment'is scheduled to start at 
the Bevatron late in 1967. 

NUCLEON-NUCLEON TRIPLE SCATTERING 

Leroy T. Kerth, K. C. Leung, 
and Pamela Surko 

An experiment has been proposed to the 
184-inch cyclotron scheduling committee to 
mrtsur1e2 the tripfe s catte ring paramete rs 
D , R , and R 12 for the p-p, n-p, and p-d 
systems, for incident kinetic energies from 
500 to 760 MeV. The experiment will use a 
polarized neutron beam of known energy pro
duced by scattering the cyclotron external 
proton beam on a deuterium target (or a polar
ized proton beam from a hydrogen target) at 
15 to 30 deg in the lab system. These polar
ized nucleons will be scattered on deuterium 
or hydrogen, and the polarization of the out
going proton analyzed in carbon. 

Preliminary planning has been completed 
and design and fabrication stages have begun. 

PUBLICATIONS 

1. Allan Roy Clyde, Proton-Proton Elastic 
Scattering at 3, 5, and 7 GeV / c (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-16275, May 1966. 
2. W. R. Holley, E. F. Beall, D. Keefe, 
L. T. Kerth, J. J. Thresher, C. L. Wang, 
and W. A. Wenzel, K-p Elastic Scattering 
from 700 to 1400 MeV/c (UCRL-16875, May 
13, 1966), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
3. J. F. McReynolds, David Newton, and W. 
A. Wenzel, A Large-Aperture Magnetic Spec
trometer (UCRL-16906 Abstract, May 31, 
1966), submitted to 1966 International Confer
ence on Instrumentation for High Energy 
Physics, Stanford University, September 
9-10, 1966. 
4. Bruce Cork, Daniel R. George, and T. N. 
Rangaswamy, Diminution of Sensitive Time 
of Spark Chambers (UCRL-16972, July 13, 
1966), submitted to Rev. Sci. Instr. 
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5. A. R. Clark and L. T. Kerth, Spark 
Chamber Automatic Scanning System (SASS) 
(UCRL-16908 Abstract, June 1, 1966), sub-
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mitted to 1966 International Conference on 
Instrumentation for High Energy Physics, 
Stanford University, September 9-10, 1966. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Burton J. Moyer and A. Carl Helmholz in charge 

1T-P - 1Ton POLARIZATION EXPERIMENT 

Thomas B. Risser 

Preparations for this experiment con
tinue. 

PROTON-He 3 POLARIZATION 
IN THE RANGE FROM 10 TO 20 MeV 

William F. Tivol, David J. Clark, 
H. E. Conzett, Jasper S. McKee, 

Edward Shield, and Rolph J. Slobodrian 

Using the polarized beam facility of the 
88-inch isochronous cyclotron at Berkeley, we 
have investigated the polarization of protons in 
the elastic scattering of polarized protons on 
He 3 . Approximately 20 points were obtained 
for each of five energies in the range from 10 
to 20 MeV. The results are similar to the 
polarization in p-a scattering, which seems 
to indicate that tensor effects are small. Work 
is in progress on a phase-shift analysis. 

1T- -He 4 INTERACTIONS 

Leon Kaufman, Victor Perez-Mendez, 
Stephen Williams, Brownlee Gauld, 

Johnie Sperinde, and Arthur Greenberg 

During the summer the spark chambers 
were tested for efficiency and accuracy when 
triggered by cosmic rays. We have now had 
five cyclotron runs during which magnets were 
tuned, preliminary numbers on beam param
eters were determined, and the spark cham.
bers together with associated data-gathering 
electronics were tested. Actual data-taking 
runs are expected to be commenced soon. 

Ke4 EXPERIMENT 

B. Gauld, V. Perez-Mendez! 
and Vincent Z. Peterson 

We are preparing for a setup at the Beva
tron next Fall (1967) to measure Ke4 angular 
correlations, leading to determination of the 
low-ener*y 1T_1T scattering lengths. A 500-
MeV/c K beam will be degraded to a O-to-
250-MeV/c spread, and decays in flight will 
be momentum-analyzed with cylindrical spark 
chambers, using magnetostrictive readouts, 
within a majnetic field. Triggering for 
K+ - 1T+1T-e v will be done by counters on 

the hasis of three charged particles plus 
Cerenkov radiation produced by the e+. Other 
decay modes producing triggers can be effect
ively eliminated in analysis by the use of kine
matics, timing, and determination of the decay 
vertex. We expect a total of 4000 Ke4 events. 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE 
READOUT DEVELOPMENT 

FOR SPARK CHAMBERS 

V. Perez-Mendez and Ronald Grove 

Measurements were made on· the propa
gation properties of magnetostrictive signals 
in long wires of different alloys and cross sec
tions. Based on these measurements, multi
tapped delay lines were constructed which 
allow one set of scalers to read out at least 
four wire planes and display the signals on a 
storage scope. These units are presently 
being used on the '1T- -He scattering experiment 
at the 184-inch cyclotron. 

Some further work was done on piezo
electric transducers for use in magnetic fields. 
These and the above results are summarized 
in Victor Perez-Mendez, Developments in 
Magnetostrictive Readouts in Spark Chambers, 
UCRL-17121, Sept. 1966 (paper presented at 
the 1966 International Conference on Instru
mentation for High Energy Physics, Stanford 
University, September 9-10, 1966). 

SLAC EXPERIMENT 

A. Boyarski, F. Bulos, R. Diebold, 
. R. Larsen, D. Leith, and B. Richter (SLAC); 

L. Kaufman, V. Perez-Mendez, 
and A. Stetz (LRL) 

A joint ex~eriment is to study the photo
production of p , cpo, and f O mesons by mono
chromatic photons with energies ranging from 
5 to 12 GeV. 

The targets will initially be elements of 
Z ranging from 4 to 82. The objectives of this 
experiment are to verify the diffraction pro
duction mechanism as being the dominant one 
and to correlate with the yield predictions by 
Drell and collaborators. 

The pO, cpo, and f O mesons will be iden
tified by their two - body de cays into charged 
pions or charged kaons, in a magnetic spec
trometer arrangement, using wire spark 
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chambers with magnetostrictive readouts. 
The monochromatic photons will be produced 
by annihilation in flight of positrons at end 
station B (SLAC). 

This experiment has been approved by 
the SLAC scheduling committee and is sched
uled to start sometime between May and July 
1967. 

HELIUM-FILLED WIDE-GAP 
CHAMBER PROJECT 

Albert Stetz., Victor Perez-Mendez, 
and Johnie Sperinde 

We are using a wide-gap streamer 
chamber to study the analyzing power of 
helium in p-He collisions between 50 and 100 
MeV. Our image-intensifier system has been 
improved so that proton and a. tracks can be 
photographed simultaneously with good reso
lution. Our results so far indicate that the 
streamer chamber will reproduce the particle 
trajectories with sufficient accuracy so that 
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the inelastic events can be rejected, and the 
elastic proton-helium scattering can be studied 
over a wide range of angles. The ratio of 
background events to elastic scattering events 
in the chamber has been reduced to the point 
that manual scanning of the film is practicable. 

COMPARISON OF THE LIFETIMES OF 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PIONS 

David S. Ayres, David O. Caldwell, 
Allan W. Cormack, Virgil Elings, 

Arthur J. Greenberg, Robert W. Kenney, 
Richard J. Kurz, and Brenton F. Stearns 

The last six months have been devoted to 
analysis of the data taken during the run which 
ended in June, and to preparations for repeat
ing the experiment with greater precision in 
January. 

The measurement of the 1T+ -1T- lifetime 
difference gave (or +h _ -1) = 0.0056 ± 0.0028, 
while the 1T"'I- lifetime was found to be 
26.6 ± 0.2 nsec. A paper describing the ex
periment has been submitted to Phys. Rev. 
Letters: David S. Ayres, David O. Caldwell, 
Arthur J. Greenberg, Robert W. Kenney, 
Richard J. Kurz, and Brenton F. Stearns, 
Comparison of 1T+ and 1T- Lifetimes (UCRL-
17193, Nov. 1966). 

Since our results show the possibility of 
a lifetime difference at the 0.25 % level, it is 
important that the experiment be repeated in 
order to check CPT invariance more care
fully. Improvements in the new experiment 

Moyer-Helmholz 

include the following: 
(a) The beam has been redesigned to give 

nearly 50 times the pion flux of the old beam, 
and to reduce the effect of the stray magnetic 
field of the cyclotron. 

(b) Nuclear magnetic resonance will be used 
to monitor the fields in all bending magnets to 
insure long-term stability as well as identical 
n+ and n- beams. 

(c) Measurement of the absolute and relative 
momenta of the n+ and n- beams will be im
proved by using a magnetic spectrometer with 
four digitized spark chambers to determine 
momenta of individual pions at the 0.5% level. 

(d) The movable liquid hydrogen Cerenkov 
counter is being rebuilt, with its diameter in
creased from 4 to 7 inches, and with its op
tical window removed from the beam path. 

(e) A stationary liquid hydrogen Cerenkov 
counter will be used to monitor pion flux at the 
start of the 40-ft decay path. 

(f) . Liquid deuterium will be used in place of 
liquid hydrogen as the Cerenkov medium for 
part of the running, in order to make the 
measurement as similar as possible for n+ 
and n-. 

D. Cheng, R. Eandi, A. C. Helmholz, 
R. W. Kenney, 1. Linscott, W. Oliver, 

S. Parker, and C. Rey (LRL); 
D. Caldwell (UCSB); R. Cence, 

B. Jones, V. Peterson, 
and V. Stenger (University of Hawaii) 

Current Status of Experiment 

The 1-GeV/c±4% n- beam turned out as 
calculated except that the design intensity of 
about 7 X 106 pions per pulse requires only 
about 5X1011 protons per pulse (20% of the 
beam) rather than 2X 1012 as stated in the pro
posal. This is primarily due to the use of a 
long aluminum target, and also partly due to 
safety factors that were allowed in the calcula
tion but were not needed. Pions constitute 
65% of the beam, electrons about 20 % and 
muons about 15 %. 

The thickness of the lead y-ray filter 
had to be increased from the planned 1. 5 in. 
to 4 in. to reduce the trigger rate to a satis
factory level. Interleaving the lead with scin
tillators in anticoincidence also helped. At
tenuation of KI~ I S in the lead reduces the flux 
to about 50% rather than the planned 75% of 
incident flux. The observed rate of 21 ± 1. 5 
detected KLo -+ 3 n o / 109 beam counts is in 
accidentally good agreement with the calcu
lated rate of 22 K~ -+ 3:rro /10 9, Further meas
urements of the attenuation in the lead and 
more refined calculations are planned, and 
will probably alter this agreement. 
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The ·spark chambers can be triggered on 
either charged or neutral K decays with only 
minor changes in electronics. Five Rer cent 
of the neutral-mode pictures show KI~ -. 3uo 

decays. This is lower than would be desired, 
since about 50 % of the beam time is lost at 

. beam rates of 107 particles per pulse due to 
camera and spark chamber dead time. The 
spurious triggers are mostly due to gammas 
coming from the lead filter. We will attempt 
further to reduce this source of triggers. 
Seven per cent of the charged-mode pictures 
show K~ decays. This is satisfactory, since 
fewer charged decays are needed. They will 
be used to measure the K~ flux, and in addi
tion, by use of K~ -. U+1T-U O

, to measure the 
K energy spectrum, the gamma-detection effi
ciency, and the angular accuracy of the meas
ured gamma direction. 

Chamber performance is satisfactory. 
Multiple spark efficiency appears to be good. 
K decays stand out clearly with little or no 
background, even at high beam rates, and 
preliminary measurements of the accuracy in 
determining gamma directions indicate it is as 
good as had been assumed in the initial Monte 
Carlo calculations. Work is in progress on 
determining the optimum weighting of the loca
tions of the initial sparks of a showe r for cal
culating the gamma direction, and of the gam
ma directions for calculating the decay point. 

The ratio of four-shower to five- and 
six-shower events is higher than expected-
about Hi % rather than only a few percent. 
More study of this is needed before definite 
conclusions can be reached. 
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In the Monte Carlo analysis used in plan
ning the experiment it had not been assumed 
that gamma energies would be reliably meas
ured by spark counting. It now appears that 
this is possible. Spark counts were taken for 
K~ -. 31T O events in which all six showers were 
visible. The Ki:s are approximately mono
energetic - -the distribution of the total visible 
energy should have a full width at half maxi
mum of about 11%. The energy distribution 
as determined from the spark counts had a full 
width at half maximum of about 22 %. 

A short preliminary run with regenera
tor in the decay volume has been taken. More 
running will be needed for significant results. 

Analysis of the first 60000 pictures is in 
progress, and further data gathering continues. 

f.I. - -CAPTURE '{ RAYS 

Selig N. Kaplan and L. Edward Temple 

In the early preparation states is an ex
perimental program to study the nuclear '{ rays 
emitted following f.I. - capture. Precise de
termination of the energies of prompt nuclear 
'{ rays should allow identification of both the 
resultant nuclei and the nuclear energy levels 
following f.I. - capture, and yield information 
about the role played by giant resonances in 
this capture process. A large (25 to 30 cm3 ) 
Li-drifted Ge detector is now being made for 
use in this work. A first cyclotron run is ex
pected about February 1967. 
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PHY SICS RESEARCH 

Wilson M. Powell and Robert W. Birge 

EXPERIMENT AL STUDY OF Ke4 DECAY 

Powell-Birge Group 

The group, together with our collabora
tors at University College London and Uni
versity of Wisconsin, submitted preliminary 
data on the IT-·lT interaction from Ke4 decays 
to the XIllth International Conference on High 
Energy Physics. All together, 139 new events 
(after cuts) were presented. The conclusions 
reached from these events essentially con
firmed our previous results. The most im
portant conclusion was that the IT-lT system 
has a large P-wave as well as an S-wave con
tribution, thus making the determination of 
the IT-lT scattering phase shifts possible in 
this experi~ent. Also, .no ever:ts of the type 
K+ -+ IT'!-lT+e v w·ere found, puttlng a better 
upper liInit on the.violation of the L:l.Q = L:l.S 
rule for axial vector currents. 

Interest in both these results as well as 
in our best value of the S-wave IT-lT scattering 
length of 0.6~8:g was quite widespread, and 
apart from being presented at the Discussion 
Group Sessions, they were also discussed by 
several rapporteurs. 

A paper on the energy dependence of the 
form factor in K~3 decay was also presented 
to the Conference by George E. Kalmus and 
Anne Kernan. This, together with papers 
presented on the same and related topics' by 
other groups, was freely discussed at the 
session on Weak Interactions. 

IT+ P INTERACTIONS IN THE MOMENTUM 
INTERVAL 2.9 TO 4.3 GeV/c 

David G. Brown, Robert W. Birge, 
Robert P. Ely, George Gidal,and 

George E. Kalmus· 

We are analyzing 150000 pictures of IT+P 
interactions in the 72-inch bubble chamber, 
divided among the IT+ mOInenta 2.9, 3.2, 3.5, 
3.75,4.1, and 4.3GeV/c. The major purpose 
of the experiment is a detailed analysis of the 
T = 3/2 nuclear resonance, 1 N~'(2830), with 
particular emphasis on the channels N*++ pO, 
N'~++fo, and N*++wo. Cross sections and 
angular distributions for these processes and 
decay angular correlations of the quasi-two
body final states are being studied. To date, 

1. A. Citron, W. Galbraith, T. F. Kycia, 
B. A. Leontic, R. H. Phillips, and A. 
Rousset, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 205 (1964). 

using the FSD device, we have measured 
approximately 45.000 four-prong events, of 
which nearly 30,000 have. been. completely pro
cessed by the FOG-.CLOUDY-FAIR system. 
We are simultaneously measuring the back
ward IT+P elastic scattering angular distribu
tions p.t these energies to aid in determining 
the quantum numbers of this resonance. 

THE REACTIONS K-n-AlT 
AND K- p- AlTO 

Robert P. Ely, George~. Kalmus, 
and Wesley M. Smart 

The total cross section, angular distri
bution, and A polarization have been meas - . 
ured over the center-of-mass energy interval 
1660 to 1900 MeV. A partial-wave analysis of 
this reaction has c(~pfirmed the s~in-parity 
assignments for Y{(1765) and Y f{2030), and 
measured the mass, width; and A IT branching 
ratio of YI(1765) as 1776±6 MeV, 129±16 MeV, 
and 0.14±0.02 MeV, respecti'C.ely. A tentative 
spin-parity assignment for Y{(1660) and 
Y1(1915) also resulted. 2 The relative signs 
of the coupling constants for these four reson
ances were also measured and used to assign 
them to SU3 multiplets. 3 These results have 
been published in Phys. Rev. Letters and pre
sented to the XIII International Conference on 
High Energy Physics, Berkeley, August 31.
September 7, 1966. 

K- d AND K-n ELASTIC SCATTERING 

George E. Kalmus and Nathan Jew 

Since the last Semiannual Report, effort 
has been concentrated on the scanning and 
measuring of K-d and K-n elastic scattering 
events. The work is now nearing completion 
and the data will be analyzed. 

A fit of the K- d elastic preliminary data 
to some simple optical models was also made. 

11.0 LIFETIME AND K-p-+AlTo 
James Louie 

A maximum-likelihood method has been 
used to determine the lifetime of the A ° hy
peron from the K- + deuterium and K- + hy
·drogen reactions 

2. W. M. Smart, A. Kernan, G. E. Kalmus, 
and R. P. Ely, Jr., Phys. Rev. Letters!2., 
556 (1966). 
3. A. Kernan and W. M. Smart, Phys. Rev. 
Letters !2., 832 (1966). 
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(3707 events) 
and 

K- + p-A ° + nO (3644 events). 

The mean lifetimes o~tained for these samples 
are (2.55±0.05)X10- 0 sec and 
(2.56±0.05)X10-·10 sec for the deuterium and 
hydrogen data, respectively. 

A comparison of the experimental dif
ferential cross sections and polarizations for 
the pure 1= 1 channel K-p -A °no in the c. m. 
energy range 1700 to 1850 MeV has been made 
with the calculated qua~tities in a preliminary 
partial-wave analysis. The set of partial
wave amplitudes that fits the data with a prob
ability of 0.11 includes the four nonresonant 
S1' P~, P 3 , and D3 constant-backgr~nd 
amphtudes#s well as the assumed J = 5-/2 
(D5) and J = 7+/2 (F,7,) resonant amplitudes 
due to Y{(1765) and Y1(2030), respectively. 

K-p-Ann 

Jack S. Sahouria 

The reaction under consideration is 
K- p - Ann at nine intervals of K- momentum 
around 1.0 GeV/c. Data come from 25-inch 
chamber exposures in 1963-64. The cross 
section in this channel has been measured to 
an accuracy within ~ 50/0. ~o contamination 
has been removed. 
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A model similar to the isobar model is 
being used to analyze the data, under the 
assumption that the reaction goes as 
K-p -+ yI (1385)±nf • Interference of the two 
Y* I S and of the two isotopic spin states is 
taken into account. An attempt to fit the ex
perimental Dalitz-plot density is in progress. 
The quantum mechanical calculations needed 
are nearly complete. A computer program to 
do the fit is in the initial stages. A likelihood 
method to study the angular distributions is 

. considered. 

NOTE: The K- p and K- d film used for the 
four experiments immediately preceding has 
also been analyzed by the University of 
Wisconsin for different experimental quanti
ties. D. Cline and M. Olsson. Evidence for 
a ~- -T) Enhancement Near Threshold,was 
submitted to the XnIth International Confer
ence on High Energy Physics Proceedings, 
September 1966, Paper 9b.13. Papers pre
pared for publications include W. L. Fischbein. 
W. F. Fry, J. Gaidos, and D. Cline, Evi
dence for mL > mS for Neutral K Mesons and 
E~idence for a P1/2 Final State in 
~ -n + n+ Decay. 

4. For method, see W. M. Smart, A. 
Kernan, G. E. Kalmus, and R. P. Ely, Jr., 
Phys. Rev. Letters g, 556 (1966). 
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DATA REDUCTION 

Robert W. Birge and P. Wes Weber 

Surnrnary of Scanning and MeasurinlL 

With an average of 25 (full-time equivalent) visual measurements per
sonnel, the following data reduction was accomplished in the past six months: 

Experiment 

Conventional 
system 

32 
34 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

FSD system 

32 
34 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

Equipment 

Microscope C 
Microscope E 
MP-1Ca 
MP-1D 

Total 

Scanning 

Bubble chamber Beam Number of 
frames 

25-inch hydrogen 850- to 1150-MeV/c K- 27191 
Z5-inch deuterium 850- to 1150-MeV/c K- 297214 
1.1-meter CERN Stopping K+ 148809 
heavy liquid 
(C 2 F 5Cl) 

3.3 GeV/c ;r+ 80127 72-inch hydrogen 
72-inch hydrogen 3.7 GeV /c ;r+ 20358 
72-inch hydrogen 3.5 GeV/c ;r+ 73050 
72 -inch hydrogen 3.9 GeV/c ;r+ 33709 
72-inch hydrogen 3.9 GeV/c ;r+ 8695 
72-inch hydrogen 4.1 GeV /c ;r+ 7084 

Subtotal b9ti21"7 

25-inch hydrogen 850 to 1150 MeV/c K- 2522 
25-inch deuterium 850 to 1150 MeV/c K- 1059 
72-inch hydrogen 3.3'GeV/c ;r+ 24731 
72-inch hydrogen 3.7 GeV/c;r+ 29907 
72-inch hydrogen 3.5 GeV/c ;r+ 15350 
72-inch hydrogen 2.9 GeV/c 1f+ 14352 
72-inch hydrogen 3.9 GeV /c ;r+ 37313 
72 -inch hydro gen 4.1 GeV/c ;r+ 21137 

Subtotal 14b 371 

Total 842648 

Measuring 

Measuring 
hours 

Number of 
events 

Events per 
measuring hour 

1672 
1519 

728 
1672 
5591 

8212 
6940 
3224 

10851 
29227 

4.9 
4.6 
4.4 
6.5 
S-;--Z-

a. Engine, stage, film handling, encoders, and servo system updated and 
modified to handle any film format at high rates of track following. 
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Computer-Controlled Data 
Reduction System (COBWEB) 

Programming is 500/0 completed and 
hardware design is 750/0 finished as of this re-
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port. It is expected that the first measuring 
machine, a measuring microscope, and a 
scan table station will be attached to the 7044 
by December 1966. 
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Emilio Segre and Owen Chamberlain in charge 

>', 
David Cutts, Min Chen, Martin Deutsch, 

Peter Kijewski, Rae Stiening, 
and Clyde Wiegand 

-A spark chamber experiment to investi
gate these processes is in progress. The pic
ture taking was completed in August and.the 
experiment is in the analysis stage. The pur
pose of this experiment is to determine the 
form-factor ratio £, = f-/f+ in K 3 decay in 
a manner independent of any assJlmptions 
about the momentum-transfer dependence of 
f+ and f-. In the K experiment we are 
searching for deviati~ris'Y from the distribu
tions due to ordinary bremsstrahlung in order 
to determine if this proces s can be used to 
test time-reversal invariance. 

PROTON-PROTON AND PROTON-NEUTRON 
INTERACTIONS AT 6 GeV/c 

W. Chinowsky, P. Condon, W. Gage, 
R. Kinsey, S. Klein, M. Mandelkern, 

P. Schmidt, and J. Schultz t 

The film for proton-proton interactions 
is 1000/0 scanned. The rescan has been 
carried out on 550/0 of the rolls. Measure
ments of non-strange -particle events have 
been carried out on the FSD on about 110/0 
of the film. During October a new exposure 
was made in the 72-inch bubble chamber of 
6 - Ge V / c protons in deuterium. One hundred 
thous and picture s we re taken in this expos
ure at an average of 15 beam tracks per pic
ture. The analysis of this new film is just 
beginning, and as a consequence large-scale 
production effort on the hydrogen film is be
ing stopped. 

The most striking feature of the p-p 
events is a strong forward-backward peaking 
of the baryons and isotropic production of 
mesons. In nonstrange events there is a 
significant amount of cascaded production of 
intermediate N'~ IS. 

A Monte Carlo program has been writ
ten. This program is designed to compute in 
detail the consequences of the OPE model. 
The comparison with our data is encouraging 
but discrepancies remain. Changes in the 
program are being made which we expect will 

'" Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
t Present address: Columbia University, 
New York, N. Y. 

improve the agreement. 

The number of events found and identi
fied in various channels are summarized 
here: 

(a) Three-body, strange, all the film: 

AOpK+ 916 

-2;°pK+ 254 

2;+ pKo (-1T1T) 135 

+ + K n2; (-1Tn) 166 

( _p1T O) 52 

° + + pK 2; ( ..... 1T n) 57 

( _p1T O) 24 

(b) Four-body, strange, "'" 750/0 of the film: 

A °KOp1T+ (visible KO) 165 

(visible A 0) 666 

ApK+ 1T0 573 

An K+ 1T+ 646 

2;°pKo1T+ 186 

KORopp 117 

+-0 K K pn 38 

(c) Nonstrange events on the FSD: 

Eleven pe r cent of the film has 
been scanned and "roads made" for four
prong events; 21002 events have been 
found. Of these, 7775 have been identi
fied to date, and we expect to identify 
"'" 9600 before remeasurement~ A 
breakdown of the 7775 is as follows: 

+ 2940 1T 1T pp 

- + ° 1T 1T pp1T 2045 

- + + 1T 1T 1T pn 2723 

- + + 1T 1T 1T d 45 

1T - 1T + 1T + d 1T0 22 

There are also about 40000 two-prong 
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events on which the analysis is not yet done. 

x RAYS FROM K- -MESIC ATOMS 

Clyde Wiegand and Dick A. Mack 

K- mesons in a beam of momentum 
500 MeV Ic (Bevatron Experimenters I Hand
book Beam No.5) were degraded in energy 
and stopped in LiH and Be. A cluster of lith
ium-drifted silicon detectors was used to 
measure the x rays emitted as the K- parti
cles cascaded into nuclei. 

x-Ray lines from the transition 3d-2p 
were observed in Li7 and Be 9. The energies 
of the lines were those given by the Klein
Gordon equation: 15.3 and 27.6 keV respec
tively. Accuracy of the measurements was 
within about :I: 0.5 keV. Preliminary esti
mates of the yield of x rays per stopped K
are 0.3:1:0.1, in agreement with the predic
tions of Y. Eisenberg and D. Kessler, Phys. 
Rev . .130, 2352 (1963). 

THE .TT- MESIC ATOM x-RAY EXPERIMENT 

David A. Jenkins, Raymond Kunselman, 
Melvin K. Simmons, Donald C. Girvin, 

and Stephen Kahn 

Work on 7T-mesic atoms has continued 
in collaboration with the Crowe Group. The 
2p-1s, 3d-2p, 4f-3d, and 5g-4f 7T- mesic 
x-ray energies and widths have been meas
ured for a number of isotopes. The purpose 
was to measure the shifts and widths of the 
pion' energy levels due to the strong inter
action of the nucleus. Data were also col
lected on line intensities. 

The pion-nucleus interaction parame
ters were determined from the shift and 
width data and compared to the values from 
theory. The shifts are predicted from the 
scattering lengths of the pion-nucleon inter
action with nuclear corrections, and the 
widths are predicted from pion-production 
cross sections by detailed balance. 1 Re
sults are reported in Phys. Rev. Letters.!2., 
1 (1966) and UCRL-17211. The intensity data 
are presently being studied. 

The study of 7T- mesic x rays will con
tinue into 1967. The purpose of the proposed 
7T-mesic atom experiment will be to meas
ure the radiative intensity of the 7T- mesic 
x-ray lines that are produced by pion transi - . 
tions between the Bohr-like orbits. The lines 
to be observed will include some transitions 
that have not been previously studied. From 
the data the initial capture distribution of the 

1. M. Ericson and T. E. O. Ericson, Ann. 
Phys. ~, 323 (1966). 
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pion in the atomic states about the nucleus, 
and the pion cascade down through the Bohr
like orbits, will be deduced. 

Much of the experimental apparatus will 
be used as previously set up, and is already 
available. The spectrum data will be stored 
on tape and the data will be analyzed by using 
a PDP-5 computer. The programs for the 
storage and analysis have been developed and 
used previously in some parts of the experi
ment. 

MEASUREMENT OF THE POLARIZATION 
PARAMETER IN 1T:l:p SCATTERING FOR 

500 < P 1T < 3700 MeV Ic 
Michel J. Hansroul, 

Claiborne H. Johnson, Jr., 
Owen Chamberlain, Paul D. Grannis,t 

Leland E. Holloway, ** Peter R. Robrish, 
Herbert M. Steiner, and Luc Valentin** 

The data obtained during our 1T:l:p polari
zation experiment at the Bevatron have now 
been completel¥ reduced and the results have 
been published L Phys. Rev. Letters.!2., 975 
(1966)]. Analyses of these results in terms 
of phase shifts and other models are in prog
ress (see below). 

The publication of these results repre
sents the conclusion of the purely experimen
tal phase of a large effort that has dominated 
the last year of work by the people involved. 
The measurements fill in many of the gaps 
left by earlier experiments and are expected 
to help significantly in reaching a thorough 
understanding of the pion-nucleon system. 

':1: 
ANALYSIS OF 1T P ELASTIC SCATTERING 

EXPERIMENTS 

1. Phase-Shift Analysis 

Owen Chamberlain, Paul D. Grannis, t 
Michel J. Hans roul, 

Claiborne H. Johnson, Jr., 
and Herbert M. Steiner 

An extensive phase-shift analysis of 
1T:l:p elastic scattering up to energies of about 
1500 MeV has been undertaken. There are 
two main aspects to this work: 

(a) Search for a unique set of phase shifts 
which reproduces the experimental observa
tions. This is done by starting with a set (or 
possibly sets) of solutions obtained at lower 
energies and then continuing these solutions 
up with energy. The program MINFUN has 

t Present address: State University of New 
York, Stony Brook, New York. 
** Present address: Institut de Physique 
Nucleaire, Oi-say (S. et 0), France. 
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been adapted to m.ake rough quick searches in
volving rather extensive portions of the phase
shift space. More com.plete and precise de
term.ination of the phase shifts is subsequently 
m.ade by use of the program. VARMIT, In 
m.aking these searches we rely heavily on the 
recent 1T±p polarization data obtained by our 
group. 
(b) In conjunction with the search for phase

shift solutions we are investigating problem.s 
associated with uniqueness of these solutions. 
In particular we are conce rned with pos sible 
am.biguities, and we are studying ways of 
elim.inating them.. 

II. Model Based on Interference Between 
Direct-Channel and Exchan.se-Channel 

Am.J:litudes 

Paul D. Grannis,:!: Herbert M. Steiner, 
and Luc Valentin':"~ 

We have attem.pted to fit the 1T±p polari
zation m.easurem.ents perform.ed by our group 
at the Bevatron with a m.odel involving the in
terference between direct (s) channel Breit
Wigner resonance am.plitudes and exchange (t) 
channel Regge pole amplitudes. We have used 
the param.eterizationfor theRegge am.plitudes 
suggested by Chiu, Phillips, and Rarita. 2 
The results so far are encouraging. We have 
obtained quite good fits for 1T-p polarizations 
near the forward direction. The 1T+p fits are 
not so good, but do indicate qualitative fea
tures in accord with experim.ental observa
tion. As has been pointed out by others, 3 
this m.ethod of analysis m.ay be very useful in 
the determ.ination of the quantum num.bers of 
the higher baryon resonant states. Results 
were presented at the XIIIth International 
Conference on High Energy PhysiCS. The 
work i.'l continuing. 

INTRINSIC RELATIVE PARITY 
OF THE K-Z-N SYSTEM 

Byron D. Diete rle, J OM F. Arens, t t 
Owen Cham.berlain, Paul D. Grannis, t 

Michel J. Hansroul, L~Jand E. Holloway, ,~* 
Claiborne H. Johnson, Jr.-, 

Claude H. Schultz, t Gilbert Shapiro, 
Herbert M. Steiner, and David M. Weldon 

. +. K+~+ h b The reactlon 1T p - ~ as een 
studied by use of a target containing polar~ 

2. C. B. Chiu, 1TN Poiarization and Regge 
Poles, UCRL-16940, Phys. Rev. (to be 
published.) 
3. V. Barger and D. Cline, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 16, 913 (1966). 
tt Present address: Goddard Spaceflight 
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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ized protons. The lab m.om.entum. of the TT + 
beam. was 1143 MeV/c. The differential 
cross section for production of K+ particles 
from. a polarized target in the presence of 
backg round can be written 

The undeterm.ined sign is the KZN 
parity, NO (8) is the angular dis,!.ribution of all 
K+em.ergmg from. the target, T is the polari
zation of the free protons contained in the tar
get (about 470/0), and f is the fraction of NO 
that are K+Z+ states produced from. free pro
tons. PZ(8) is the polarization of Z's pro
duced from. an unpolarized proton target, and 
has been previously m.easured by ot~ers. 
Averaged over the region 45 deg < 8 K < 100 
deg, P z is about 600/0. 

Twenty billion incident 1T + have yielded 
about 2300 spark cham.ber pictures containing 
K+ production events. Roughly equal am.ounts 
of data were taken with the t~rget polarized 
parallel and antiparallel to P Z ' In the kine
m.atic region for K+Z+ production from. free 
E[otg.ns we obtain a greater counting rate for 
T . Pz > O. This is in agreem.ent with an 
assignm.ent of negative KZN parity. The 
probability for our result to agree with posi
tive and negative KZN parity is iiLbout 20/0 and 
800/0 respectively. Further analysis may re
fine this result slightly. 

POLARIZATION OF _THE Z- iN 
THE PROCESS TT p-Z-K 

David M. Weldon, John F. Arens,tt 
Owen Cham.berlain, Byron D. Dieterle, 
Paul D. Grannis, t Michel J. Hans roul, 

Leland E. Holloway, ~p~ 
Claiborne 'H. Johnson, Claude H. Schultz, t 

Gilbert. Shapiro, and Herbert M. Steiner 

Analysis of.a spark-cham.ber expe,rim.ent 
m.easuring the polarization of the Z- in the re
action 1T-p - Z- K+ has alm.ost been com.pleted. 
Mom.entum. of the 1T- beam. was 1145 Me V / c, 
and the average polarization was m.easured 
for Z- produced between the center-of-m.ass 
angles of 134 and 165 deg. From. 70·'1,8 pic
tures taken, 1782 were finally m.easured and 
processed by a track-reconstruction com.puter 
program.. Seventy-two elastic events from. 
free protons of the target were found with a 
quasi-elastic background of 67 events from. 
heavy nuclei of the target. Prelim.inary re
suIts indicate an average polarization of 
about -0.4±0.5. The error includes both sta
tistical error and system.atic error in m.eas
uring target polarization and subtracting the 
quasi-elastic background. Final results 
will be com.pleted soon. 
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POLARIZATION IN IT + P AND IT - P ELASTIC 
SCATTERING FROM 300 TO 530 MeV/c 

William Corn, Owen Chamberlain, 
Charles C. Morehouse, Thomas Powell, 

Peter R. Robrish, St~phen Rock, 
Stephen Shannon, Herbert M. Steiner, 

and Howard Weisberg 

This experiment was set up at the 184-
inch cyclotron in July of this year. Data 
taking is now in progress and is expected to 
continue through December. The polarized 
target, counter arrays, electronics, and on
line and off-line computer programs are bas
ically the same as those used in the Bevatron 
experiment reported above. Some modifica
tions were made to allow for the different 
kinematics at our energies. We have added 
dE/dx analysis of the defining coUnter pulses, 
making a valuable improvement in our ability 
to distinguish between elastic scattering from 
the polarized hydrogen nuclei in the target and 
the quasi-elastic background from the (unpo
larized) heavy nuclei. Our beam provides a 
maximum of 4X106 IT+ per second on a i-in. -
square target at 450 MeV/c momentum. We 
can take data at useful rates over the range of 
beam momenta from 300 to 530 MeV/c for 
IT+, and over a narrower range for IT-. We 
plan to take data over this entire range, in 
steps that are sufficiently small topermit us 
to observe any likely energy-dependent struc
ture, and over the entire angular range that 
is accessible with the polarized target tech
nique. 

Our energy range is one in which the 
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elastic scattering phase shifts are already 
thought to be fully known, but in which there 
are only relatively scant polarization data. 
The degree to which our results agree with 
existing phase-shift predictions will thus be 
an overall consistency check, both for the 
phase-shift solutions and for the polarized
target techniques. We are also taking some 
data with a thin target, to study possible tar
get-thickness -dependent systematic errors 
and to attempt to reach regions of lower mo
mentum transfer. In this experiment we are 
trying to push Our polarized-target techni
ques to their maximum accuracy. 

POLARIZED PROTON TARGET 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Owen Chamberlain, Herbert M. Steiner, 
Howard Weisberg, and Gilbert Shapiro 

In the near future several changes in the 
polarized proton target will be studied. One 
involves an attempt to improve the polarization 
readout equipment- -the apparatus for meas
uring the exact amount of polarization of the 
protons in the target. The equipment is nearly 
in hand, and it is hoped that it may be tried 
out for the first time in Spring 1967. 

Attempts will also be made to study 
some new target materials, such as toluene 
as used by Haddock and Wagner at UCLA. 
Some studies of the ability of such materials 
to withstand high radiation levels over pro
longed periods without losing their polariza
tion are also planned. 
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ATOMIC BEAM GROUP 

The systeITlatic ITleasureITlent of various 
atoITllc and nuclear properties continues as the 
priITlary goal of the AtoITlic Beam Group. The 
techniques eITlployed in this research include 
a variety of optical pUITlping ITlethods as well 
as various atoITlic beamITlethods. The prop
erties which are ITleasured on free radioactive 
atOITlS in a beaITl include nuclear spins, nu
clear ITlagnetic dipole and electric quadrupole 
ITloITlents, atoITlic hyperfine structures, hyper
fine structure anoITlalies, electronic angular 
ITloITlents, and gJ factors. The advantages of 
beam techniques in obtaining these quantities 
rest in their conceptual siITlplicity, sensi
tivity' and in the ease of interpretation of re
suIts. The ITleasureITlents cOITlpris e iITlpor
tant test inforITlation for theories of the nu-' 
clear ground state. In addition, inforITlation 
on the electronic structure of atOITlS froITl 
both beaITl experiITlents and froITl optlcal 
pUITlping experiITlents is useful in evaluating 
theories of atoITlic structure. 

The activity of the group can be indi
cated by an enuITleration of publications which 
have appeared during the period of this re
port. 

REPORTS ISSUED 

Papers 

1. Lloyd ArITlstrong, Jr., Dolores Ali, and 
Tetsuo Hadeishi, Dependence of Laser Axial 
Beat-Note ArrlpJ.itude on Zeeman Separation, 
UCRL-17150, Sept. 1966. 
2. Lloyd ArITlstrong, Jr., and Richard 
Mar rus, Nuclea r MOITlents of Arrle riciuITl- 241 
and 16-hr ArrlericiuITl-242 and Analysis of the 
Hyperfine Fields, Phys. Rev. 14,!, 994 (1966). 
3. T. T. Bardin, R. C. Barrett, R. C. 
Cohen, S. Devons, D. Hitlin, E. Macagno, 
C. NissiITl-Sa':>at, J. Rainwater, K. Runge, 
and C. S. Wu, Magnetic Dipole and Electric 
Quadrupole Hyperfine Effects in 209Bi 
Muonic x Rays, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 429 
(1966). * 
4. T. T. Bard'in, R. C. Barrett, R. C. 
Cohen, S. Devo:ls, D. Hitlin, E. Macagno, 
C. NissiITl-Sabat, J. Rainwater, K. Runge, 
and C. S. Wu, Isotope Shifts in Muoni.c x 
Rays of 118,119, 120Sn , 142,144, 146Nd, and 
18~, 184, 186W , Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 718 

t, 
This paper was cOITlpleted after Dr. Barrett 

joined the staff of Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory. 

(1966). 
~~ 

5. T. R. Fisher, E. G. Shelly, R. S. 
Safrata, J. McCarthy, and R. C. Barrett, 
Spin-Spi.n Interaction in the Total Cross 
Section for Polarized 7.85-MeV Neutrons on 
Polarized 165Ho, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 36 
(1966). ,~ -
6. Hyatt M. Gibbs and Robert J. Hull, Spin
Exchange Cross Sections for 87Rb_87Rb and 
87Rb - 133Cs Collisions (UCRL-16785, April 
1966), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
7. Tetsuo Hadeishi and Chung-Heng Liu, Ob
servation of Spin Exchange Between the Singly 
Ionized Xe+ Ground State and the Metastable 
State of Neutral Xeno,'l, Phys. Rev. Letters 
17, 513 (1966). 
8. K. Runge, T. T. Bardin, R. Barrett, 
S. Devons, D. Hitlin, E. R. Macagno, C. 
NissiITl-Sabat, J. Rainwater, and C. S. Wu, 
Detailed Analysis of Muonic x-Ray SpectruITl 
fro:n Strongly Deformed e -e Nuclei, in Pro
ceedings of the WilliaITlsburg Conference on 
InterITlediate Energy Physics, February 10-12, 
1966. ¥ . 
~tephen G. SchITlelling, Vernon J. Ehlers, 
and Howard A. Shugart, Nuclear Magnetic 
MOITlent, Hyperfine Structure, and Hyperfine
Structure AnoITlaly of 110ITlAg (UCRL-17012, 
July 1966), submitted to Phys .. Rev. 

Theses 

1. Osama Bashir Dabbousi, Nuclear Spins of 
(45 ITlin) 125Cs and (13 day) 136Cs, Hyper
fine Structure Separation and Nuclear Mag
netic MOITlents of 125Cs, 136Cs, and (6.2 hr) 
127Cs, UCRL-16998, Aug. 1966. 
2. John D. Faust, The Magnetic MOITlent of 
PlutoniuITl-239, UCRL-16999, Aug. 1966. 
3. Paul Adrian Vanden Bout, The Hyperfine
Structure Anomalies of Gold-198 and Gold-199, 
UCRL-16757, March 1966. 
4. Neville Allen WilliaITls, Jr., On the Hyper
fine Structure of the Molecules H 2+, HD+, and 
D2+, UCRL-16707, May 1966. 

Abstracts 

1. T. T. Bardin, R. Barrett, R. C. Cohen, 
S. Devo~s, D. Hitlin, E. Macagno, C. 
NissiITl-Sabat, J. Rainwater, K. Runge, and 
C. S. Wu, Muonic SpectrUITl of 209Bi, Bull. 
Arrl. Phys. Soc. 11, 130 (1966). * 
2. Frank Calaprice, Eugene D. COITlmins, 
David A. Dobson, Hyatt M. Gibbs, and Gerald 

':' These abstracts were subITlitted after Dr. 
Barrett joined the staff of Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory. 
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Wick, A Precise Test of Time-Reversal In
variance in the Beta Decay of Neon-19 
(UCRL-17020 Abs., Aug. 1966), Conference 
on the Physics of Free Atoms. 
3. Osama B. Dabbousi, Michael H. Prior, 
and Howard A. Shugart, Spin, Hyperfine
Structure Separation, and Nuclear Magnetic 
Moment of (13-day) 136Cs, Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. 11, 775 (1966). 
4. Osama B. Dabbousi, Michael H. Prior, 
and Howard A. Shu,art, Atomic Beam Meas
urements on (13 d) 36Cs and (6.2 hr) 127Cs, 
Conference on the Physics of Free Atoms 
(UCRL-17036 Abs., Sept. 1966). 
5. S. Devons, T. T. Bardin, R. Barrett, 
R. C. Cohen, D. Hit lin , E. Macagno, C. 
Nissim-Sabat. J. Rainwater, K. Runge, and 
C. S. Wu, Isotopic Shifts in Muonic x Rays, 
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. g. 130 (1966). * 
6. Vernon J. Ehlers, Design of Low-Fre
quency Hairpins (UCRL-17050 Abs. ,Aug. 
1966), Conference on the Physics of Free 
Atoms. 
7. Verno:1 J. Ehlers, Yurdanur Kabasakal, 
Howard A. Shugart, and Orhan Tezer, HlP·er
fine-Structure Separations of 67 Ga and 7 Ga 
(UCRL-17049 Abs •• Aug. 1966), Conference 
on the Physics of Free Atoms. 
8. T. R. Fisher, E. G. Shelley. and R. C. 
Barrett, Interaction of Fast Neutrons with 
Oriented 165Ho Nuclei, International Con
ference on Nuclear Phys ics, Gatlinburg. * 
9. Tetsuo Hadeishi and Chung-Heng Liu, 
Spin Exchange Between the Singly Ionized 
Xe+ Ground State and the Metastable State of 
Neutral Xenon, Conference on the Physics of 
Free Atoms (UCRL-17028 Abs., Aug. 1966). 
10. D. Hitlin, T. T. Bardin, R. Barrett, 
R. C. Cohen, S. Devons, E. Macagno, C. 
Nissim-Sabat, J. Rainwater, K. Runge. and 
C. S. Wu, Electric Quadrupole Effects in the 
Muonic x-Ray Spectra of W182, W184, W186, 
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U238, and Sm152 , Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. !1:., 
130 (1966). * 
11. E. R. Macagno. T. T. Bardin, R. 
Barrett. R. C. Cohen, S. Devm~s. D. Hitlin, 
C. Nissim-Sa'lat. J. Rainwater, K. Runge, 
and C. S. Wu, Absolute Energies of Muonic 
x Rays. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 129 
(1966). * -
12. Richard Marrus and Douglas McColm, 
Atomic Beam Method for Studying Isotope 
Shifts, Conference on the Physics of Free 
Atoms (UCRL-17044 Abs., Sept. 1966). 
13. Douglas McColm. Richard Marrus, and 
Joseph Yellin. Atomic Beam Study of the 
Stark Effect in the Cesium and Rubidium D 
Lines, Conference on the Physics of Free 
Atoms (UCRL-16541 Abs., Sept. 1966).. 
14. Michael H. Prior, Paul A. Vanden Bout, 
and Howard A. Shugart, Nuclear Spin of 
(27 hr) 121 Sn , Conference on the Physics of 
Free Atoms (UCRL-17037 Abs., Sept. 1966). 

15. Stephen G. Schmelling, Vernon J. Ehlers, 
and Howard A. Shugart, Hyperfine Structure 
and Magnetic Moment of Agl10m, Bull. Am. 
Phys. Soc. g, 731 (1966). 
16. Howard A. Shugart, Summary of the 
Spin, Hyperfine Structure and Moment Meas
urements from the Atomic Beam Group at the 
University of California from May 1964 ~o 
July 1966, Conference on the Physics of Free 
Ato::ns (UCRL-17048 Abs., Aug. 1966). 
17. Paul A. Vanden Bout, Erol Aygun, 
Vernon J. Ehlers, Tuncay Incesu, and Adnan 
Saplakoglu, A Summary of Alkali gJ Results, 
Conference on the Physics of Free Atoms 
(UCRL-17033 Abs., Sept. 1966), 
18. Paul A. Vanden Bout and Vernon J. 
Ehlers, The Design, Construction, and Use of 
Microwave Cavities to Induce High-Frequency 
Hyperfine-Structure Transitions in an Atomic 
Beam, Conference on the PhysiCS of Free 
Atome (UCRL-17032 Abs., Sept. 1966), 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

George H. Trilling and Gerson Goldhaber 
in charge 

The experixnenters involved in this work 
are Roger W. Bland, Ralp':l Butler, Jonathan 
Chan, Jan W. Dash, Chumin Fu, Gerson 
Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, * Medhi 
Golshani, Allan A. Hirata, Jcihn A. Kadyk; 
James MacNaughton, Yona Oren, Benjaomin C. 
Shen, Bertram M. Schwarzschild, Victor H. 
Seeger, and George H. Trilling. 

STUDY OF K+ d INTERACTIONS 
FROM 860 T01585 MeV/c 

We are in the process of studying the K+d 
interactions at 860, 970, 1215, 1368, and 
1585 Me V / c.Measurement of the inelastic 
events at 1585 MeV/c is essentially complete, 
and the processing of events at 970, 1215, 
and 1368 is now in progress. In this work we 
are concentrating on the charge-exchange scat
tering, K+d ..... KOpp, as well as inelastic proc
esses such aos ~d - K+1T-pp. The momentum 
interval covered in this work overlaps the re
gion where Cool et al. 1 found peaks in both 
the T = 1°and T = 0 total cross sections. It 
is the ultimate goal of this work to clarify the 
nature of these peaks. 

K~ INTERACTIONS AND DECAYS 

During the past six months we have con
tinued the study of K~ interactions, now 
having increased our sample from about 1200 
events to about 2100 total events, of the types 

K o ° 2P - KiP, 

K~P - JI.. 01T+, 

K~P _ ~01T+ . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

This represents about 850/0 of the complete 
sample. Based upon these events the earlier 
conclusions are substantiated: (a) A strong 
asymmetry appears in the angular distribution 
for reaction (2), which may be explained by 
interference between an S-wave nonresonant 
amplitude and a P-waveo am,flitude arising 
from the presence of the Y 1 (1385) below 
threshhold. (b) The ratio 
R = a (K~p -+ K~~Ya (K~p -Y) is predicted on 

* Deceased 
1. R. L. Cool, G. Giacomelli, T. F. Kycia, 
B. A. Leontic, K. K. Li, A. Lundby, and 
M. L. Teiger, Phys. Rev. Letters !I, 102 
(1966). 

the basis of the K- p and K+ p experiments, but 
our data agree with only one of the two ambigu
ous sets of_scattering amplitudes resulting 
from the K p data. This particular solution 
predicts the yes (1405) to be a Kn bound state 
(Dalitz and Tuan), and therefore to have spin
parity (t) -; the other solution, ruled out by 
our data, does not agree with this interpreta
tion. Further, our °data (combined with K+ 
data) are in good agreement with the scattering 
lengths as determined by Kim, but disagree 
with those found by Sakitt et al. The analysis 
of our final sample is now under way. 

The analysis of K~ decays has begun and 
a sample of several hundred events is now un
der study. These events are being identified 
with the aid of visual bubble -density criteria 
used bya physicist or scanner. In particular, 
the form-factor energy dependence in the de
cay K~"'" e± 1T± v is being examined, since 
the best recent measurement of this disagrees 
with the prediction from the K+ -+ e+1Tov de
cay. A much larger sample of K~ decays will 
be measured on the FSD along with bubble 
density. 

NEW 25-INCH BUBBLE CHAMBER BEAM 

A new beam design is under way for the 
25-inch hydrogen chamber, to be set up in 
1967. This project is a collaboration with the 
Powell-Birge Group. The preliminary design 
indicates that K- and K+ should be available 
in a well-separated beam from about 1 to 2 
Ge V / c, using not more than about t of the 
Bevatron beam; 1T±p will be availabie up to 
about 3.5 GeV/c. 

REGGE FITTING TO MESON-NUCLEON 
CHARGE EXCHANGE 

+ ° Having measured the K n charge-ex-
change differential cross section at 2.3GeV/c,2 
we are attempting a simultaneous Regge pole 
fit with high energy data for the following pro
cesses: 

2. 1. Butterworth, J. L. Brown, G. 
Goldhaber, S. Goldhaber, A. A. Hirata, 
J. A. Kadyk, B. M. Schwauschild, and 
G. H. Trilling, Phys. Rev. Letters.!i. 734 
(1965). 
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r K- P and 1T - P charge
exchange differential 
cross sections, (1) 

1T - p charge -exchange po-
larization, (2) 

1T - P - ryOn differential 
cross sections. (3) 

± ± ± 
1T p, K p, K n total cross 

sections. (4) 

The standard analysis involving Regge ex
change of only p and A2 runs into two dif
ficulties. First, it cannot account for pro
cess (2). Secondly, the Regge parameters 
resulting from fitting processes (i), (3), and 
(4) seem to predict a K+n charge-exchange 
cross section only about half as large as we 
have observed. We are hoping simultane
ously to resolve both difficulties by exchang
ing a pi, i. e., a second trajectory with the 
quantum numbers of the p. The attempt is 
in progress. 

THE K+ P AND K+ d INTERACTIONS 
IN THE MOMENTUM RANGE 

0.86 TO 1.58 GeV/c 

In our study of K+ interactions in hydro
gen we have largely completed measurement 
and event analysis of about 9000 inelastic 
events, at beam momenta of 0.86, 0.96, 
1.2, 1.28, 1.36, and 1.58 GeV/c, and about 
30000 elastic scatterings at 0.86, 0.96, 
1.2, and 1.28 GeV/c. ' 

The inelastic channels in hydrogen are 
dominated in this energy range by the reaction 
K+ p .... KN1T, proceeding largely through the 
intermediate quasi-two-body states 
K + N* (1236) and K* (891) + N. The N* 
seems to be produced by p exchange with 
magnetic dipole coupling at the ppN* vertex, 
and the K* is produced largely by vector 
meson exchange. 1;,here is )~strong inter
ference between K and N production at 
1200 MeV/C. and a simple model has been 
advanced which adequately describes this 
phenomenon. 3 A partial-wave analysis of 
the K01T+P final state is now in progress. 

K+p INTERACTIONS AT 4.6 GeV/c 
AND EVIDENCE FOR A K)~(1320) 

RESONANCE 

The analysis of approximately 50000 
photographs of the 80-inch Brookhaven 

3. Roger W. Bland, Michael G. Bowler, 
John L. Brown, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, John A. Kadyk, and George H. 
Trilling, Phys. Rev. Letters.!1, 939 (1966). 
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National Laboratory hydrogen bubble chamber 
exposed to a 4.6-GeV/c r meson beam has 
been completed. Both the automatic meas ~ 
uring machine--the Flying-Spot Digitizer-
and the Franckensteins have been employed 
in measurement. We have studied in detail 
the rea~tions 

K+p _ K01T01T+p, 

K+p - K+1T-1T+P, 

669 events, 

2324 events. 

(1) 

(2) 

* We find that the, K (890)1T enhancement in the 
mass region 1.15 to 1.55 GeV is a complex 
phenomenon with definite structure probabl4 consisting of at least three distinct effects: 
(a) a broad kinematic enhancement (e. g. , 
Deck effect) 
(bi indications of a new resonance, 
K (1320) - K*(890) + 1T or p + K, 
(c) an alternativ~ decay mode of the K*(1430) 
resonance into K (890) + 1T. 
By comparison with K*(1430) production in the 
reaction 

+ ° + K P - K 1T p, 429 events, 

we find the ratio 

in agreement with the ratio predicted by 
Glashow and Socolow. 5 

)~ 

For the K (1320) we have 

(3) 

M(K+ 1T) = 1320±10 MeV, r = 80±20 MeV, 
and I = 1/2 from the nonexistence of the 
K*+1T+ decay mode. We find also that a large 
fraction of the K*(1320) decays into K+1T and 
pK simultaneously. 

)~ In view of the similarity between the 
K (1320) and Ai (1080) phenomena, we have 
speculated that the Ai also considered'as a 
resonance may belong to the same SU(3) octet 
as the K*(1320). On this assumption, we find 
the computed decay rates of Ai -rIIT (input), 
K*(1320) - K*1T, pK, and wK are in good 
agreement with the o~served rates for the spin 
parity as signment J = 1 + in S-wave decay. 

REPORTS ISSUED 

Talks Presented 

1. Yona Oren, Low-Energy K~p Interactions, 
Presented at Boulder, Colorado, Conference 

4. B. C. Shen, 1. Butterworth, C. Fu, G. 
Goldhaber, S. Goldhaber, and G. H. Trilling, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 726 (1966). 
5. S. L. Glashow and R. H. Socolow, Phys. 
Rev. Letters.!2, 329 (1965). 
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on High Energy Physics, June 1966. 
2. John A. Kadyk, K~p Inte'ractions', Pre
sented at the XIIIth Internatlonal Conference 
on High Energy'Physics, September 1966. 
3. Gerson Goldhaber, Boson Resonances, 
Rapporteur Talk presented at the XIIIth Inter
national Conference on High Energy Physics, 
September 1966. 
4. Gerson Goldhaber, K+p and K+d Inter
actions, presented at the XIIIth International 
Conference on High Energy Physics, 
September 1966. 
5 . .Gerson Goldhaber, Lecture series on 
"Boson Resonances" at the Latin-American 
School of Physics in Caracas, Venezuela, 
July 1966. 

Papers Published 

1. ,John A. Kadyk, Yona Oren, Gerson 
Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, and George 
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H. Trilling, Phys. Rev. Letters!l, 599 (1966). 
2. Benjamin C. Shen, Ian Butterworth, 
Chumin Fu, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, and George H. Trilling, Phys. 
Rev. Letters 17, 726 (1966). 
3. Roger W. Bland, Michael G. Bowler, 
John L. Brown, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, John A. Kadyk, and George H. 
Trilling, Phys. Rev. Letters!2., 939 (1966). 

Abstracts and Papers 

1. Allan Hirata, Roger Bland, Michael 

Trilling -Goldhabe r 

Bowler, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, Benjamin Shen, Victor Seeger, 
and George TrilliI':', Study of the K+d Inter
action from 860 MeV/c to 1585 MeV/c, to be 
presented by A. Hirata at the Winter Meeting 
of the APS. 
2. John A. Kadyk, Yona Oren, Gerson 
Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, and George 
Trilling, K~p Interactions at Low Momentum, 
XIIIth International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, September 1966, Paper 9b.20. 
3. Benjamin C. Shen, Ian Butterworth, 
Churnin Fu, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, Sharon L. Hagopian, and George 
H. Trilling, K+p Interactions at 4.6 BeV/c 
and Evidence for a K*(1320) Resonanc~, 
XIIIth International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, September 1966, Paper 7b.16. 
4. Roger W. Bland, Michael G. Bowler, 
John L., Brown, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, John A. Kadyk, Victor H. Seeger, 
and George H. Trilling, Inelastic K+p Inter
actions between 860 and 1580 Me V / c, XIIIth 
International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, September 1966, Paper 9b.8. 
5. Roger W. Bland, Michael G. Bowler, 
John L. Brown, Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith 
Goldhaber, Allan Hirata, Benjamin C. Shen, 
Victor H. Seeger, and George H. Trilling, 
Study of K+d Interactions from 860 to 1585 
Me V/ c, XIlith Inte rnational Confe renee on 
High Energy Physics, September 1966, 
Paper 9b.7. 
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DAT A HANDLING 

Howard S. White in charge 

COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

HAZE 

The real-time HAZE program (420) con
tinued normal production operation. Modifica
tions consisted mainly of improvements to the 
running efficiency and flexibility of the pro
gram. An improved procedure for skipping 
bad frames was implemented, and the ability 
to associate two Assignment List designators 
with ambiguous events was added. 
(Joyce Crawford) 

Work was completed on a modification to 
the scan-tape editing program (422) to accept 
an event-identification record. This modifica
tion was also implemented in the accounting 
program (430). An event-count number (iden
tifying events sequentially within each frame) 
was added to the scan-tape editing program and 
the 430 accounting program for the Trilling
Go1dhaber group. A scan-tape blocking and 
merging program (438) was written and de,. 
bugged. This program will allow the release of 
approximately 2000 tapes by storing data more 
densely on the remaining tapes. 
(Carol Osborne) 

A revised and reassembled version ofthe 
FSD format-checking program (431) was put 
into production. The output format was revised 
to allow more rapid detection of errors, and 
the diagnostic report was extended to provide 
greater detail. 

The fiducial-search segment of the FSD 
calibration program (434) was completed and 
placed in routine use. The results of current 
calibration studies will be used to determine 
a more accurate model of the FSD measure
ment transformations. This model will ulti
mately be incorporated in all FSD programs. 
(Bud Koger) 

FOG 

The three -view FOG program (140) was 
placed in routine production operation, while 
improvements continued to be added. A stand
ard option for picture number restart was 
added, a three-view corresponding point calcu
lation was added, and the diagnostic output was 
extended and made more flexible. 

Work was started on a track- and event
repair feature which will correct certain scan
ning errors as well as hardware failures. 
This ability will improve the completion ratio 
of event measurements, thus reducing the 

number of remeasurements. The ability to 
process auxiliary tracks from HAZE (auxiliary 
tracks occur when two tracks have nearly the 
same direction and curvature in a picture) was 
added to program 140 also. 

The ionization section of FOG was re
written to provide more accurate and more 
complete relations between predicted and ob
served values of bubble density on film. 
(Joan Franz and Dennis Hall) 

A program to convert Franckenstein out
put to HAZE library format (137B) was written 
and debugged. This feature allows all event 
measurements to be processed through the 
three -view FOG program. (Frank Windorski) 

CLOUDY 

The CLOUDY programs continued in rou
tine production operation. New experiments 
were set up and improvements were added. 

A more accurate equation relating the be
ginning and ending track directions was derived 
and implemented. The new equation takes ad
vantage of the more accurate values from the 
three -view FOG program. 

The input-output sections were modified 
to accept and output the improved ionization 
parameters from FOG. 

The beam-momentum editing subroutine 
was modified to provide for an anomalous 
energy loss observed in the 72-inch hydrogen 
chamber. This apparent excessive energy loss 
seems to be due to the optics of the chamber, 
and is not observed in other chambers. 

A special-purpose constraints subroutine 
for events with zero degrees of freedom was 
de bugged and implemented, and development of 
a more general routine for the same purpose 
was started. 

The ability to reassign mass codes in 
CLOUDY was added. This feature provides 
greater flexibility in studying rare event types, 
and also provides an easy method for correct
ing oversights in the initial mass assignment. 
(Dennis Hall and Vivian Morgan) 

FAIR 

The FAIR system continued to run in 
production operation without significant change. 
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A cOInprehensive study of ionization 
IneasureInents was started. The results of 
this study will ultiInately be used to reduce the 
nUInber of Inas s perInutations considered by 
CLOUDY. This will iInprove the running time 
for CLOUDY, and will reInove Inost of the 
kineInatically ambiguous fits. 

A revised edition of the FAIR dictionary 
writeup to include word forInat inforInation was 
started. This will Inake use of FORTRAN 
tapes considerably easier for the experiInen
ters. (Loren Shalz and Dennis Hall) 

TRIST 

Routine running of A - and C -priority 
prograIns continued, while debugging of B
level logic Inade significant progress. Modi
fications were iInpleInented for DAPR proc
essing. (Carol Osborne) 

Event Accounting 

-58-

The event-accounting systeIn of prograIns 
began production on Inost Inajor experiInents. 
Eachof these experiInents has an event-account
ing Inaster tape, which contains the cOInplete 
history of scanning Ineasuring and reconstruc
tion for each physical event. These Inaster 
tapes are periodically updated as new process
ing is done on the experiInent. 

The several prograIns involved in gen
erating the Inaste-r tapes and keeping theIn up
to-date are: 

435, which produces an unpacked source tape 
froIn scan tapes, . 
605, which produces an unpacked source tape 
froIn FOG libraries, 
602, which packs andInerges data within a phys-

White 

ical event froIn any unpacked source tapes, and 
603, which Inerges packed tapes. 

PrograIn 604 exaInines a Inaster tape to 
produce a variety of selected inforInation and 
forIns. Presently it can be used to write 

every event catalog, 
events needing reIneasures, 
events ready for HAZE, 
roll sUInInary, 
events ready for CLOUDY. 

PrograIn 606, which produces an un
packed source tape froIn a CLOUDY library, 
is in the process of being debugged. 

The library forInats of both the packed 
and unpacked source tapes are being extended 

_to include range flags, terInination flags, and 
cOInInents. (Shirley Buckman and Carol 
Osborne) 

DAPR 

Debugging was completed on the track_ 
abstraction prograIn. Diagnostic programs 
are being Inodified to handle output forInats 
froIn the production pro graIn. These diagnos
tics will allow for Inore cOInplete observation 
and review of the track-following proces s. 

The first B-level prograIn (512) was 
partly written and de bugged. This prograIn 
takes the track data provided by the track
abstraction prograIn and converts them to a 
standard coordinate systeIn. The prototype 
prograIns for track joining and linking are 
currently being iInproved for inclusion in pro
graIn 512. (David Budenaers, Joyce Crawford, 
Nan Jontulovic, Ken Lynn, Joan Tyson, and 
Frank Windorski) 
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DATA PROCESSING OPERATIONS 

The following table summarizes the processing of both Franckenstein- and FSD-measured 
events. An event is the entire collection of related vertices measured in a bubble chamber pic
ture. New measurements are counted separately, but the effect of any reprocessing has been 
eliminated from the totals. 

Event Measurements Analyzed 

Franckenstein measurements 

Chamber (and laboratory, Number 
Experiment if other than LRL) Beam Group of events 

28 30-inch propane freon· Stopping K+ Powell-Birge 10887 

29 20-inch hydrogen, BNL 3. 7·-GeV I c D Powell-Birge 547 

32 25-inch hydrogen 0.8 to 1.2-GeV/c K- Powell-Birge 6917 

34 25-inch deuterium 0.9 to 1.2-GeV Ic K- Powell-Birge 16090 

35 100-cm propane-freon, CERN Stopping K+ Powell-Birge 1672 

36 72-inch hydrogen 8.3-GeV/c rr+p Powell-Birge 2749 

37 72-inch hydrogen 3.7-GeV/c rr+p Powell-Birge 2443 

38 72-inch hydrogen 3.5-GeV/c rr+p Powell-Birge 1119 

39 72-inch hydrogen 3.0-GeV Ic rr+p Powell-Birge 620 

40 72-inch hydrogen 3.9-GeV/c rr+p Powell-Birge 1104 

44148 

FSD measurements 

Chamber (and laboratory, Number 
Experiment if other the LRL) Beam Group of events 

09 80-inch hydrogen, BNL 4.0-GeV Ic K+ Trilling -Goldhabe r 4278 

10 80-inch hydrogen, BNL 4.0-GeV Ic + Trilling-Goldhaber 1255 rr 

11 25-inch hydrogen 0.3-GeV Ic KO 
2 Trilling -Goldhabe r 13142 

12 25-inch hydrogen 1.2-GeV/c K+ Trilling -Goldhabe r 1676 

13 25-inch hydrogen 1.2-GeV Ic K+ Trilling-Goldhaber 17032 

14 25-inch deuterium 1.2-GeV/c K+ Trilling -Goldhabe r 9590 

15 25-inch deuterium 1.2-GeV/c K+ Trilling -Goldhabe r 3767 

16 25-inch hydrogen 1.2-GeV/c K+ Trilling -Goldhaber 2519 

36 72-inch hydrogen 3.3-GeV/c rr+ Powell-Birge 2726 

37 72-inch hydrogen 3.7-GeV/c rr+ Powell-Birge 6105 

38 72-inch hydrogen 3.5-GeV/c rr+ Powell-Birge 5069 

39 72-inch hydrogen 3.0-GeV Ic rr+ Powell-Birge 3636 

40 72-inch hydrogen 3.9-GeV Ic rr+ Powell-Birge 10004 

41 72-inch hydrogen 4.1-GeV Ic rr+p Powell-Birge 5413 

70 72 -inch hydrogen 6.0-GeV Ic p Segre-Chamberlain 42154 

90 80-inch hydrogen, BNL 9.0-GeV I c K+ Trilling -Goldhabe r 1240 

129606 

Total events analyzed: 173754 
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HEALTH PHYSICS 

H. Wade Patterson in charge 

Radiation monitoring facilities for pro
tection of personnel at LRL accelerators were 
improved with the development of new equip
ment. Logarithmic neutron intensity meters 
with fail-safe alarm relay and special rec.ord
ing provisions were added to an existing tele
phone line telemetry network at the 184-inch 
cyclotron and the Hilac. 

At the 88-inch cyclotron, measurements 
of neutron yield, angular distribution, and 
spectra were completed. Studies of shielding 
effectiveness and dose· calculations are in 
progress. 

At the Bevatron, a series of previously 
reported radiation measurements was con
tinued, in order to provide information on the 
design of new external proton beam facilities. 

Range-energy, energy-loss, and Bragg
peak data have been computed for H+, He, C, 

Ne, A, Kr, Xe, Rn, and U for energies up to 
500 MeV per nucleon in H20, C, AI, and U; 
Work continues on a helium-3 proportional 
counter. 

Methods of calibration and data analysis 
for-a new ,(-ray spectrometer using a Ge(Li) 
detector !.lave been developed. Computer 
codes to analyze spectra for nuclear spectros
copy and thr~shold detector applications, and 
an activation chart for neutron activat.ion anal
ysis, have been completed. 

Radiogeological studies of rock forma
tions in the Sierra Nevada, in conjunction with 
the U. S. Geological Survey, are continuing. 

Work was begun on an experiment at the 
CERN proton synchrotron to provide informa
tion for the design of shielding for the pro
posed 200-GeV accelerator. 
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ACCELERATOR OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

ACCELERATOR STUDY GROUP 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

The 200 GeV Accelerator Study Group 
continued design refinements for the proposed 
new machine during the period. These in
cluded development of components, review of 
parameters and major design decisions, and 
answers to questions put by the Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

200 GeV ACCELERATOR SUMMER STUDY 

Physics activity was highlighted by the 
200 GeV Summer Study, which included 27 
visiting and 9 LRL participants. Of the visi
tors, eight were from the West, six from the 
Midwest, eleven from the East, and two from 
Europe. A total of 34 reports by these partic
ipants is in the process of completion. 

The general topic of the study was ex
perimental use and exploitation of the 200 GeV 
accelerator. A great deal was accomplished 
in further development of the ideas in the De
sign Study and in confirming the soundness of 
the work done by the Study Group to date. , 
The topics can be subdivided into the follow
ing areas: 

(i) Target facilities 
(ii) Specific experiments 

(iii) Equipment 
(iv) Physics uses affecting the acceler

ator design 
(v) Theoretical physics. 

The discussion is given in terms of these cat
egories. 

(i) Target Facilities 

a. Internal-target area 

There were many discussions of the 
role and scope of this area, culminating in a 
large meeting. Several alternatives were 
developed, ranging down from the full area of 
the Design Study (cost $11 M) to no area at 
all (cost $0.8 M for the standard enclosure 
with a small stub). In between were an area 
of half width, with the portion inside the ring 
eliminated (cost $6.5 M) and completely 
shielded areas allowing various angles of 
secondary beams from a target to be brought 
out. 

Opinion in the Summer Study Group was 
divided equally among these alternatives, 
with no clear preponderance for anyone. 
Perhaps the most vociferous group argued for 
the full area, on the grounds that this would 

still permit the use of the multiple-traversal 
advantages of very tenuous internal targets, 
would give a sure way of beginning experi
mentation if beam-extraction systems are not 
completed as early as the accelerator itself, 
and would leave a desirable amount of flexi
bility for future modifications, such as the 
tangential storage rings. 

b. External-beam areas 

In the Summer Study several new 
schemes were developed to deflect O-deg sec
ondaries. There was also a suggestion by G. 
Cocconi (CERN) to put shielding inside target 
magnets to reduce the extent of the external 
muon shielding. 

Keefe pointed out the possible advantages 
in cost and efficiency of having different kinds 
of target stations--for example, that suggested 
by Cocconi, the kind discussed in the Design 
Study, neutral-beam stations, low-energy 
stations (to reduce muon shielding), and 
straight-section targets (to simulate internal 
targets without their disadvantages). 

(ii) Experiments 

There was considerable interest in elec
tron-photon experiments. Neutrino beams 
and electron and photon beams of energy up to 
100 GeV will be unique at the 200 GeV accel
erator, although the electron-photon fluxes 
cannot compare with those from electron ac
celerators. 

In addition, charged hyperon beams were 
explored and D. Jovanovich (Argonne) scaled 
up to 200 GeV an experiment he had just done 
at the AGS detecting low-energy pions in the 
backward direction. 

(iii) Equipment 

a. A working group on a very large 
bubble chamber was formed and explored the 
design and use of such a device. Perhaps its 
firmest conclusion was that a chamber length 
about three times chamber width was definitely 
to be preferred over the spherical chamber 
previously discussed. 

b. J. Lach and J. Sandweiss (both Yale) 
explored rf beam separators. In particular, 
Sandweiss worked out concepts of a separator 
using circularly polarized rf. This device 
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would be shorter than a, linear-polarization 
separator and would give greater beam purity, 
because the two unwanted particle components 
do not sweep transversely across the collima
toriaperture and their deflections are not re
quired to be identical. 

c. Superconducting magnets were con
sidered for secondary-particle beams. The 
cost picture is still confused. The logistic 
problem of feeding liquid helium to experi
mental magnets that are only temporarily in 
one position is difficult. Refrigerator pack
ages of 1000-watt size now appear to be more 
economical than either smaller units for in
dividual magnets or a large central unit with 
significant transmission cost and loss. 

The question was raised of the effect of 
using superconducting magnets on experi
mental-area design. The present feeling is 
that it will change different beams in different 
ways, with the general effect that the area 
near targets n:;tay be slightly smaller, but that 
the islands of experimental activity will still 
be separated by large distances from targets. 

The use of superconducting magnets 
would give significant savings and technical 
advantages in targ.et magnets, but there are 
unsolved p.roblems 'caused ,by the heat load 
from dumping a beam in a target, and the loss 
in flexibility .from abandoning the pulsing capa
bility. 

d. Particle events at 200 GeV primary 
energy will be physically large enough that 
spark-chamber arrays inside magnets can be 
usefully substituted for bubble chambers, and 
this use was explored in the Summer Study. 
Bubble chambers will still be essential for 
neutrino physics. 
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(iv) Physics uses affecting the accelerator 
design 

a. Storage rings 

The small single :t;ing will be by no means 
so good as an intersecting-storage-ring pair, 
but it will be cheaper and could be very useful 
in experiments on particles too heavy to be 
produced by the 200 GeV beam on a stationary 
target. 

(v) Theoretical Physics 

There were several discussions by the 
Summer Study on the predictions of theory at 
high energy. Work was done to bring'the 
Regge-pole predictions up to date. 

SHIELDING STUDIES 

Accelerator Study Group physicists 
Denis Keefe and William Gilbert, and H. Wade 
Patterson, Lloyd D. Stephens, Alan R. Smith. 
arid Joseph B. McCaslin from theLRL Health 
Physics Group, left in October for approxi
mately two months at CERN, where they are 
conducting experiments on the attenuation of 
cascade particles in the CERN shield. These 
data will improve the accuracy of the shielding 
design for the.200 GeV accelerator and the ex
perimental areas. 

CERN-LRL-BNL COORDINATION MEETINGS 

The fifth in the series of CERN-LRL
BNL coordination meetings on high energy ac
celerators was held at LRL, Berkeley, for 
three days in mid-September. The principal 
topics of discussion were injection systems, 
magnet design, storage rings, and experi
mental areas. Observers from ANL,. MURA, 
and SLAC were included in these meetings. 
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BEVATRON 

E. J. Lofgren in charge 

The Bevatron beam was operational for 
experimenters 87% of the scheduled time. 
During thhs period, the Bevatron accelerated 
4.06X 101 protons. Four basic modes of 
operation were established for the operation 
of seven secondary beam channels. The four 
modes were: (a) 6.1 GeV with a 300-msec 
flat top, (b) 5.3 GeV with a 900-msec flat 
top, (c) 5.3 GeV with a 600-msec mezzanine 
and 6.1 GeV with a 300-msec flat top, and 
(d) 5.3 GeV with a 600-msec flat top on the 
first pulse and 6.1 GeV with a 300-msec flat 
top on the second pulse. Three of the secon
dary beam channels were from targets in the 
internal Bevatron beam. The remaining four 
secondary beam channels were from targets 
in the external proton beam channel. Depend
ing on the operating mode, we could run from 
two to four of these channels simultaneously 
as prime experiments. We could usually op
erate several more channels simultaneously 
in a nonprime condition for channel tuning and 
equipment checks. 

The external proton beam extraction 
efficiency for a short pulse (200 to 500 f.lsec) 
was doubled (from 150/0 to 300/0) by using an 
outer-radius "lipless" target to eliminate the 
normal radial-position sweep at the first ex
traction magnet. This position sweep is 
caused by the combination of orbit perturba
tion and energy damping in going through a 
"lip." The lip is necessary on an inner
radius target for beam extraction. 

Initial studies were made on computer 
control of the Bevatron inflector system. As 
a result of necessary improvements in in
jector system stability and monitoring for the 
computer control, the injection efficiency has 
been increased by about 300/0. The computer 
control program is continuing and results so 
far look ve ry' good. 

The craneway and building frame for the 
new external proton beam experimental hall 
were installed this summer. The crane de
livery has been delayed but is expected in 
February 1967. The building roof construc
tion,is expected to start in DecelTIber 1966. 
Design study continues on the heavy-duty 
floor, shielding, and transport system for the 
new two-channel external proton beam system. 
The new heavy-duty floor and shielding con
struction are scheduled to be started about 
May 15, 1967. 

More cOlTIplete details of 9peration for 
this period are given by Robert W. 
Brokloff and Kenneth C. Crebbin, Bevatron 
Operation and Development, UCRL-17223, 
Nov. 1966, for the second quarter and Robert 
W. Allison, Jr., and Kenneth C. Crebbin, 
Bevatron Operation and DeveloplTIent, UCRL-
17224, Dec. 1966, for the third quarter. 

PAPERS ISSUED 

1. Robert W. Allison, Jr., Robert A. 
Belshe, Don M. Evans, Edward C. Hartwig, 
Henry D. Lancaster, Donald R. Machen, 
Robert M. Richter, and ElTIery Zajec, Digital 
Control of the Bevatron Injector Inflection 
Trajectory, UCRL-17000 Abstract, submitted 
to the 1966 Linear Accelerator Conference, 
Los Alamos, New Mexico, Oct. 3-7, 1966. 
2. Robert W. Allison, Jr., Don M. Evans, 
Robert M. Richter, Allen Sherwood, and 
Emery Zajec, Measurements of the Linac 
Exit Beam of the Bevatron Injector, UCRL-
17001 Abstract, sublTIitted to the 1966 Linear 
Accelerator Conference, Los Alamos, New 
Mexico, Oct. 3 -7, 1966. 
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184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

David L. Judd in charge 
Reported by J. 'T. Vale 

Some time ago, a 28-inch model of a 
cyclotron was constructed to study the starting 
conditions of ions in cyclotrons. This project 
was undertaken because of the idea that the 
main limitation of beam intensities in these 
accelerators was space charge of the ion cloud 
in the first few inches of acceleration; Initial 
experiments indicated that this indeed placed a 
limit on the ion density that could be acceler-
ated. ' 

At this time further indications can be 
reported. 

One possible solution to this space
charge limitation is to provide stronger ver
tical forces that tend to contain the ion cloud 
within the vertical aperture in the accelerator. 
Magnetic and electric fields have both been 
used to effect this result, but unfortunately the 
disadvantages of each scheme have balanced 
the advantages, so that thus far no net increase 
of beam intensity has been obtained. Beam in
tensity is defined here as the average beam 
that could be obtained in the 184-inch cyclotron. 
This includes peak beam during the pulse mul
tiplied by the duty cycle. 

Let us consider some of these systems 
and the tentative conclusions ,reached: 

1. Ver.tical focusing forces are pro
vided by an azimuthally varying magnetic field 
(Fig. 1). The resulting "flutter" is used to 
contain the beam in constant-frequency or 
isochronous machines, such as the 88-inch 
cyclotron here at Berkeley, However, this 
system is effective only beyond about 3 in. 
radius in the model because flutter cannot be 
produced at necessary intensities within this 
radius. 

Beyond this radius, flutter is very ef
fective, as is borne out by the success of ac
celerators such as the 88-inch cyclotron. 

However, for application to the 184-inch 
cyclotron with its low dee voltage, and its low 
duty cycle (because it is a pulse-type machine), 
it is necessary to contain most of the ions that 
are otherwise lost in the first few inches. 

2. Vertical focusing can also be pro
duced by means of falloff of radial magnetic 
field, .This radial gradient has been used 
since the first cyclotron of Lawrence to con
tain the bea-m vertically. A large radial gra
dient was produced in the model for this pur
pose, and worked effectively. This large 

gradient was produced by means of the old fa
miliar ce'nter cones used for years in' cyclo
trons, and by additional small pieces of iron 
in the gap. This system too has its limitations. 
Since the ions have to be kept in resonance for 
acceleration, the rf frequency must be varied 
in accordance with the magnetic field falloff. 
The frequency variation with time is a function 
of the magnetic field radial gradient. A large 
magnetic gradient necessitates a high rate of 
frequency modulation with time (df/dt). The 
high df/dt that was necessary for the gradient 
introduced a beam limitation due to a short 
acceptance time or capture period. The ac
ceptance time was so short under these con
ditions that the time-average beam was still 
small, even though high peak intensities were 
achieved. 

3. Electric fields can be used to provide 
vertical focusing, and this was accomplished 
in the model by means of grids (tungsten wires 
of 0.003 in. diameter) mounted on the dee and 
dummy dee (Fig. 2). This system, too, was 
very effective in producing vertical focusing, 
but it also has a disadvantage. The main loss 
of beam in this case is due to interception of 
ions by the wires. 

4. A cloud of negative ions can be used 
to neutralize the space charge of the proton 
ions. These negative ions can be produced by 
introducing chlorine into the ion source along 
with the hydrogen gas. The chlorine is ionized 
along with the hydrogen in the ion source, is 
extracted by the electric field of the dee, and 
remains in the vicinity of the iori source~ 
since the frequency is wrong for resonance of 
these ions. 

The introduction of chlorine ions in the 
28-inch model was not successful'; the beam 
decreased. 

However, chlorine ions were then intro
duced into the 184-inch cyclotron. In this 
case, the proton beam increased by a factor 
of 2. The different results in the two ma
chines may be explained by the difference in 
acceleration times from the center to about 
the 5-in. radius. These are the critical re
gions in these machines for vertical blowup 
due to space charge. The acceleration time 
in the 28-in. model for this region is about 
5 fJ.sec; in the 184-inch it is about 200 fJ.sec. 
Space-charge limits are thus more severe in 
the larger machine because of the longer time 
over which space-charge forces act. For this 
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reason, even a Ininor degree of neutralization 
can be quite effective. 

One other iteIn should be Inentioned. In 
the 28-inch Inodel, beaIn intensity increases 
with dee voltage up to the InaxiInuIn voltage 
that can be obtained. In the 184-inch, how
ever, beaIn intensity increases with dee volt
age only up to a certain value, above which 
the beaIn reInain.s constant. This effect in the 
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184-inch cyclotron p,robably can be explained 
by space-charge liInitations. The ions in
crease in radius very slowly due to the very 
low energy gain per turn near the center. The 
aziInuthal extent of the beaIn does not increase 
appreciably with increasing dee voltage beyond 
a certain value corresponding to an alInost 
cOInplete circle of beaIn, and its radial extent 
is dOIninated by betatron oscillations. Thus 
further ,voltage increase is ineffective in COIn
batting loss due to space charge. 

Focusing 
sectors 

Ion 
source 

Ion 
source 

XBL671 - 83 

Fig. 1. 28-inch Inodel of cyclotron with focusing sectors. 

/ 
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Fig. 2. 28-inch Inodel of cyclotron with wire focusing grids. 
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ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

Douglas W. Pounds in charge 

The electron linear accelerator has been 
transferred to the Biomedical Group. 

OPERATIONS 

During the period May through October 
1966 utilization of the machine was as follows: 
Biomedical research ----------- 230 hours 
Bio-Organic Chemistry ----------- 72 hours 
Nuclear Chemistry --------------- 72 hours 
Physics _________________________ 40 hours 

LRL Information Film ----------- 4 hours 
Maintenance -------------------- 172 hours 

The remainder of the time was devoted 
to Linac development and general duties. 

RESEARCH PROGRAMS 

The research programs carried on by 
experimenters during this period included 
radical spectra studies at 4.2° K and 77° K, 
irradiation of enzyme systems (radiation 
damage and inactivation studies), ghost ir
radiation of red blood cells, irradiation of 
prebiotic earth atmosphere for chemical evo
lution studies, damage mechanism of living 
cells, organic compound irradiations, organic 
compound yields from irradiated methane at 
77° K, nuclear isomer studies, pulse radi
olysis system evaluation, and linac develop
ment studies. 

Detailed reports describing the results 
of these studies are contained in the annual 
reports of the departments. concerned. 

LINAC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The proposals for a short-pulse linac 
system have been accepted and will be under
taken in three steps. 

Step 1. Development of a new linac injection 
system capable of producing a subnanosecond 
pulse. 

Step 2. Installation of a Stanford-type accel
erating guide to increase beam energy up to 
25 MeV and pulse intensity up to 300 rnA (at 
least). 

Step 3. Incorporation of bunching techniques 
to decrease the pulse width down to the pico
second region. 

Step 1 has progressed to the machine. 
shop stage, and may be on the test stand by 
the first of the year. 

Step 2 is on the drawing board, and 
awaits the completion of Step 1. 

Step 3 awaits the proving of Step 1 be
fore the system design is finalized. 

The coming 6-month period should see 
the beginning of a pulse radiolysis program 
which is planned by Warren Garrison's 
Nuclear Chemistry group. Boyd weeks is as
sembling the system. Other new programs 
that are planned indude studies of radiation 
damage of plastic materials by the Mechanical 
Engineering Group and a study of radiation 
damage by the Bevatron Group. 

Most of the existing research programs 
seem destined to continue in the coming period. 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mISSIon, nor any person acting on behal f of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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